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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
 
Das Vertrauen von Internetnutzern ist in den vergangenen Jahren zu einem wichtigen Thema 
geworden. Durch die starke Verbreitung interaktiver Geräte, die zahlreiche Verrichtungen des 
täglichen Lebens online erlaubt, werden sowohl Freizeitaktivitäten als auch geschäftliche 
Transaktionen ins Internet verlagert. Dabei sieht sich ein Internetnutzer einem unbekannten 
Interaktionspartner gegenüber, benutzt ein dynamisches Interface zur Kommunikation und kann – 
in den meisten Fällen – das Funktionieren der zugrunde liegenden technischen Strukturen nicht 
vollständig nachvollziehen. Um sich trotz dieser Unsicherheitsfaktoren auf Online-Interaktionen 
einzulassen, ist Vertrauen unerlässlich. Für Wissenschaftler, als auch für die Betreiber von 
Internetseiten und staatliche Institutionen, entstehen durch sich stetig wandelnde 
Nutzungssituationen in diesem Zusammenhang neue Herausforderungen. Zu den wichtigsten 
Fragen gehört, wie Vertrauen in Online-Situationen zustande kommt und gemessen werden kann. 
Zählt eine Website dabei als technischer oder sozialer Interaktionspartner? Welche 
Interaktionsmerkmale führen dazu, dass Nutzer eine Website als vertrauenswürdig wahrnehmen? 
Und hat die Vertrauenswürdigkeit einer Website Implikationen für das resultierende Verhalten der 
Nutzer?  
In der vorliegenden Dissertation werden in einem theoretischen Rahmenmodell Grundlagen 
zu Nutzervertrauen in speziellen Online-Situationen erläutert. Die Situationen umfassen zum einen 
die Informationsakquise auf sogenannten informationsbasierten Websites, die hauptsächlich auf 
das Bereitstellen von Informationen ausgerichtet sind, und zum anderen Transaktionen auf 
Websites, auf denen Güter oder Daten ausgetauscht werden, wie beispielsweise Online-Shops. Von 
dem Rahmenmodell und den genannten Online-Situationen ausgehend wird in drei Teilen der 
Dissertation eine Reihe von neun empirischen Studien beschrieben. 
Im ersten Kapitel der empirischen Arbeiten geht es um das theoretische Konstrukt des 
Nutzervertrauens und den Interaktionspartner, auf den es sich richtet. In der bisherigen Forschung 
zu Online-Vertrauen wurde verstärkt der kommerzielle Sektor betrachtet. Dabei wurden 
vorwiegend Befunde aus Kunden-Händler-Beziehungen auf computer-mediierte Situationen 
übertragen. Je nach wahrgenommenen Eigenschaften des Händlers wird dieser als 
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vertrauenswürdig eingeschätzt oder nicht. Da sie hauptsächlich über die Website wahrgenommen 
werden, besteht die Frage, inwiefern sich die Eigenschaften der Website mit den 
wahrgenommenen Eigenschaften des Autors der Website überschneiden. In einer Online-Studie 
mit Fokus auf informationsorientierte Websites wurde überprüft, ob sich die tatsächlich 
wahrgenommenen Eigenschaften zur Beurteilung der Vertrauenswürdigkeit zwischen den 
einzelnen Interaktionspartnern Website, Website-Autor und dem Internet als zugrunde liegender 
Technologie unterscheiden. Es zeigte sich, dass sich die Beurteilungen der Nutzer nicht zwischen 
der Website und dem verantwortlichen Autor der Website als Interaktionspartner unterscheiden, 
die Nutzer wohl aber das Internet als separates Vertrauensobjekt ansehen. In weiteren zwei 
Online-Studien wurde eine Kurzskala, die Skala zum Vertrauen von Onlinenutzern, zur Beurteilung 
der Vertrauenswürdigkeit von sowohl informationsbasierten als auch transaktionalen Websites in 
spezifischen Nutzungssituationen entwickelt. Ein anfängliches Set aus 28 Items wurde auf der 
Basis von bestehenden Instrumenten und theoretischen Überlegungen generiert. Aus dem Item-
Set wurden im ersten Schritt diejenigen Items ausgewählt, welche die besten psychometrischen 
Eigenschaften aufwiesen. Die Prüfung der Faktorenstruktur der verbleibenden zehn Items 
bestätigte die Trennung zwischen der Website (zusammengehörig mit dem Autor) als einen Faktor 
und dem Internet als separaten Interaktionspartner. Des Weiteren konnte für die wahrgenommene 
Vertrauenswürdigkeit der Website die in der Literatur bereits auftauchende Drei-Faktorenstruktur 
aus Kompetenz, Integrität und Wohlwollen gefunden werden. Die aus der Itemselektion 
resultierenden zehn Items wurden in einer Validierungsstudie geprüft. Die faktorielle Stabilität 
konnte größtenteils untermauert werden. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Skala zum Vertrauen von 
Onlinenutzern ein reliables und valides Instrument zur Erfassung von Vertrauenswürdigkeit von 
Websites darstellt. Sie wurde für den Großteil der folgenden empirischen Arbeiten als 
Messmethode angewendet. 
Im nächsten Kapitel liegt das Augenmerk auf den Merkmalen der Interaktion an sich und ihrer 
Bedeutung für Nutzervertrauen in Online-Situationen. Während zahlreiche Befunde dafür 
sprechen, dass instrumentelle Qualitäten wie Website- Usability eine wichtige Bedingung für 
wahrgenommene Vertrauenswürdigkeit bilden, blieben nicht-instrumentelle Nutzungsqualitäten 
bisher weitgehend unberücksichtigt. Der Einfluss von hedonischen Merkmalen einer Online-
Interaktion – Stimulation, Identifikation und Ästhetik, die von einer Website ausgehen – wurden 
in je einer Studie zu informationsbasierten und transaktionalen Websites untersucht. Stimulation 
geht mit Neuartigkeit und Überraschung einher, was der Unterhaltung des Nutzers dient und eine 
Interaktion interessant und positiv erscheinen lässt. Der Vorhersagbarkeit und Kontrolle, die eng 
mit Vertrauen verknüpft sind, widersprechen diese Eigenschaften jedoch. Die Fähigkeit zur 
Identifikation mit einer Website beschreibt das Stiften von Gemeinsamkeit zwischen den Inhalten, 
Autoren sowie anderen Nutzern einer Website mit dem Nutzer bzw. seinen Werten. Diese 
verbindende Funktion der Website-Nutzung zeigt Parallelen zu den Vertrauensdimensionen, 
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besonders zu Integrität und Wohlwollen. Zur Wirkung von Ästhetik auf Nutzererleben wird häufig 
ein Halo-Effekt angenommen: „what is beautiful is good“, der Nutzer sollte demnach eine 
ästhetisch ansprechende Website insgesamt positiver bewerten. In einer Laboruntersuchung mit 
drei informationsbasierten Gesundheitswebsites, die sich hinsichtlich ihrer hedonischen und 
instrumentellen Erlebnisqualität voneinander unterschieden, wurden sowohl quantitative als auch 
qualitative Daten erfasst. Es ergaben sich Usability und die hedonischen Merkmale Identifikation 
und Stimulation als signifikante Prädiktoren für wahrgenommene Vertrauenswürdigkeit, während 
Ästhetik der Website keinen systematischen Einfluss auf das Vertrauen der Nutzer nahm. Anhand 
der halb-strukturierten Interviews konnten die quantitativen Daten insofern gestützt werden, dass 
die meisten Nutzer angaben, auf inhaltliche Übereinstimmung der Website mit ihrem Vorwissen zu 
achten und sich von oberflächlichen Merkmalen nicht leiten zu lassen. Ein deutlich negativer 
Effekt wurde überbordender Werbung zugesprochen. In einer weiteren Studie mit einem Online-
Shop als Vertreter der transaktionalen Websites konnten diese Ergebnisse weitestgehend bestätigt 
werden. Allerdings hatte Stimulation im transaktionalen Anwendungskontext keine 
Vorhersagekraft für das resultierende Nutzervertrauen. Für alle Befunde war gleichgültig, ob sich 
die Probandengruppe aus Studierenden oder einer Gruppe Kunden des Online-Shops, deren 
Erleben ein deutliches intrinsisches Interesse an der Website zugrunde lag, zusammensetzte.  
Ein weiteres Thema mit aktuellem gesellschaftlichem Bezug wird im letzten empirischen 
Kapitel der Dissertation behandelt: es geht um sicherheitsrelevante Gestaltungselemente von 
Websites, deren Wahrnehmung und resultierende Vertrauenswürdigkeit sowie gezeigtes 
Sicherheitsverhalten. Gütesiegel, die von unabhängigen Institutionen verliehen werden, gelten als 
Versuch, objektive Indikatoren für Internetsicherheit auf Websites zu etablieren. Die Befundlage 
zur Wirksamkeit derartiger Siegel ist allerdings heterogen. In zwei Online-Studien wurde die 
Wirkung von Gütesiegeln auf wahrgenommene Vertrauenswürdigkeit von transaktionalen 
Websites untersucht. Dabei wurden unterschiedliche Formen von Vertrauensindikatoren Dritter 
verglichen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Gütesiegel unabhängiger Institutionen positiv auf die 
wahrgenommene Vertrauenswürdigkeit von Nutzern wirken, wohingegen Kundenrankings keinen 
Effekt haben. Obwohl Nutzer Schwierigkeiten haben, echte von fiktiven Gütesiegeln zu trennen, 
konnten echte Gütesiegel positivere Websitebewertung hervorrufen als fiktive. In qualitativen 
Rückmeldungen der Nutzer spiegelte sich wider, dass nur ein geringer Anteil umfassend über 
Sicherheitsindikatoren Bescheid weiß. Eine weitere, deskriptive Befragung zu Onlinesicherheit und 
insbesondere dem Gebrauch von Passwörtern, offenbarte ebenfalls Lücken im Wissen von 
Internetnutzern. Passwörter sind ein gutes Beispiel dafür, wie Nutzer eigenständig ihre Sicherheit 
in Online-Situationen lenken können. Das Sicherheitsverhalten von Internetnutzern kann durch 
die Website-Gestaltung und durch Vertrauensbewertungen beeinflusst werden. In je einer Studie 
in Deutschland und England wurde der Zusammenhang sicherheitsrelevanter Gestaltungsformen 
einer Test-Website mit gezeigtem Sicherheitsverhalten und Nutzervertrauen erforscht. Dabei stand 
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die Effektivität der Nutzerführung während der Erstellung eines Passworts im Mittelpunkt. Die 
Ergebnisse aus beiden Studien sprechen für die Wirksamkeit von speziellen Passwort-Guidelines 
mit unmittelbarer Rückmeldung für den Nutzer. Die Verfügbarkeit derartiger instrumenteller 
Websitemerkmale mit hoher Relevanz für die Online-Sicherheit erhöhten zudem die 
wahrgenommene Vertrauenswürdigkeit der Website. Allerdings konnte – im Vergleich zu 
sicherheitsrelevanter Nutzerführung - kein Effekt von Vertrauensbewertungen auf die tatsächliche 
Güte des Sicherheitsverhaltens gefunden werden. 
Aus den Ergebnissen resultieren Ableitungen für die Gestaltung von Websites, um durch die 
Abstimmung instrumenteller und hedonischer Merkmale auf die jeweilige Nutzergruppe sowie 
eine verbesserte sicherheitsrelevante Nutzerführung das Vertrauen und Sicherheitsverhalten von 
Internutzern zu erhöhen. In zukünftigen Studien könnten die Befunde um Untersuchungen in 
realen Settings ergänzt und ihre Übertragbarkeit auf weitere Nutzungssituationen geprüft werden.  
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CHAPTER 1. 
TRUST IN HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION 
 
 
 
 
 
“Ultimately, it’s the pictures in our heads that matter, 
not the ones on the screen.” 
(Reeves & Nass, 1996, p. 252) 
 
 
In everyday life the Internet has replaced many forms of traditional interactions. For the US, the 
average time spent online was 173 minutes a day in 2013. In Germany 33% of N = 3.843 
respondents reported to use the Internet more than 10 hours a week for the first quarter of 2013 
(Statista, 2013). The dominant motives for Internet usage are information search, convenience, 
entertainment and social interaction (Kim, Sohn, & Choi, 2011) that the users find fulfilled in a vast 
number of different types of online services. Online interactions have become a keystone of modern 
communication and have been established as natural within society. National institutions initiate 
interdisciplinary research activities to investigate potential risks of electronic communication and 
transactions with the objective of gaining overall societal benefits of Internet use (DIVSI, 2012).  
When we take a closer look at the implicitness of Internet usage for nearly all aspects of life 
there is no way around admitting that users show certain kinds of behaviour towards their 
computers, smartphones or other devices that are fairly similar to behaviour in interpersonal 
interactions. In general, interactions with communication technologies have been found to be of 
fundamentally social nature (Reeves & Nass, 1996). People who estimated interaction 
characteristics when they had solved tasks with a PC rated systematically biased by acting 
according rules of politeness just like in social relationships (Karr-Wisniewski & Prietula, 2010). 
Furthermore, IT can be seen as a teammate that agrees with the user during problem solving tasks 
(Nass, Fogg, & Moon, 1996). Gamers can even feel personally hurt by their computer counterpart 
(Zadro, Williams, & Richardson, 2004). In case of negative outcomes of interactions users tend to 
blame their computers while on the other hand they also credit technology for successful results 
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(Moon & Nass, 1998). All those examples of social responses people exhibit in interaction 
situations with computers illustrate that communication technologies is perceived as much more 
than mere tools used as means to an end. The social aspect of interaction with computers, software 
applications, websites or automation in general appears to be crucial. It is one reason for 
misunderstandings for users who subsequently have to face unwanted outcomes of interactions. 
Just like in human-to-human communication, attributes and reactions of the interaction partner 
lead to expectations that direct the user’s further behaviour. One of the most basic mechanisms of 
guiding an individual‘s actions within complex environments is trust (Luhmann, 2000). Trust is 
defined as an ““attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual‘s goal in situations 
characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability.” (Lee & See, 2004, p. 51). Uncertainty and 
vulnerability are relevant situational factors when a person cannot reliably predict - let alone 
understand – the way interactive agents act and react. Therefore, trust guides the natural way users 
deal with interactive products. Interaction partners become objects of trust. In real life interactions 
unknown interaction partners possess social cues that serve as signals for the trustor who is 
reliable. Such assurance mechanisms from interpersonal interactions do not work in the 
anonymous online environment and the resulting uncertainty about the interaction partners’ 
attributes makes it difficult for the user to predict the interaction partner’s behaviour and hinder 
control. In this complex situation of risk and uncertainty online trust is the modern application of 
an evolutionary-based mechanism to facilitate decisions and enable the individual to act. 
One of the reasons people are so in love with their interactive devices is the pleasure they feel 
during use. Within the last decade designers have focused on how to create interactive products 
that offer the perfect user experience (UX) for their users and transform them - in the long run – 
into returning customers. To maximize positive experiences and enhance the personal attachment 
of users to an interactive product several design principles have been stated. However, combining 
the considerations about trust in online interactions and the user experience of web interfaces can 
provide deeper insights on how to match the requirements in the ever-present communication 
situations in nowadays’ society. 
The shift of many practices like shopping, counselling or banking into the online world 
dramatically simplifies daily life. However, the other side of the coin is that people treat that 
convenience for grave security risks. Even though the majority of Internet users feels confident and 
informed about information security risks, current surveys indicate rather careless user behaviour. 
Security practices are not as elaborated as they should be. This could be due, for instance, to high 
degrees of user’s trust, a lack of knowledge about threats or insufficient security usability on 
websites. A deeper understanding of the interplay of those factors could help to provide solutions 
to improve security efforts made by the users. 
This thesis is to investigate trust in online interactions with a focus on both informational and 
transactional websites. It investigates especially the influence of attributes of the technical system 
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as crucial determinants for user’s intentions to act and resulting behaviour. Therefore, the online 
situation is understood as human-computer interaction rather than computer-mediated 
communication between individuals or an individual and a company. To provide a theoretical 
framework of users’ trust in online interactions, its relationship with user experience and online 
security the following paragraph gives an overview about the relevant aspects. Afterwards, a review 
on the state of the art in research on trust, user experience and online security behaviour is given.  
 
 
1.1 A FRAMEWORK OF TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS  
 
A large number of empirical studies has shown that online trust is of fundamental importance for 
users to engage in online actions (e.g. Bélanger & Carter, 2008; Beldad, de Jong, & Steehouder, 
2010; Corritore, Wiedenbeck, & Kracher, 2001; Egger, 2000; Gefen, 2000; Gefen, Karahanna, & 
Straub, 2003; Jarvenpaa, Tractinsky, & Vitale, 2000; Kim, Ferrin, & Rao, 2008; Kim, Xu, & Koh, 
2004; Lee & Turban, 2001). Main reason for the huge relevance of trust in online interactions is 
found in the uncertainty of any online situation: the exchange of information, material goods or 
money happens within a virtual environment where anonymity, a lack of control on part of the user 
and the potential for opportunism of unknown third parties are ever-present (Grabner-Kräuter & 
Kaluscha, 2003).  
Online interactions refer to any usage of online services using a device enabling Internet access 
and the person operating an interface with the aim of acquisition or transfer of either information, 
products or virtual values. That is in line with Corritore, Kracher and Wiedenbeck (2003) who 
argued that both informational and transactional websites deserve attention when considering 
online trust.  
A conceptual model of the interplay of components and psychological constructs of trust 
relevant for this thesis is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. A conceptual framework of trust in online interactions. 
 
The starting point for an investigation of trust in online interactions is the interaction partner. 
Trust in a specific situation needs an identifiable party that it can be directed at (Mayer, Davis, & 
Schoorman, 1995). However, which entity the user regards as object of trust is far from explicitly 
clear. Within this thesis, the term interaction partner is mentioned synonymous with the object of 
trust and the entity at which trust is directed at. Most studies on online trust have been motivated 
by commercial rationales, dealing with business-to-customer relationships (e.g. Bente, Baptist, & 
Leuschner, 2012; Egger, 2000; Gefen, 2000; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Murphy & Tocher, 2011; 
Riegelsberger, Sasse, & McCarthy, 2004; Toufaily, Souiden, & Ladhari, 2013; Wang & Emurian, 
2005; Zhou & Tian, 2010). Against this background, findings from trust in marketing research have 
been transferred to the online environment. In this context, the online vendor is explicitly 
identified as interaction partner by the customer. This assumption is only possible when the online 
interaction is perceived as computer-mediated communication between two human interaction 
partners. Another perspective on the online interaction assumes that the communication between 
the user and the technical interface itself is crucial. In this case of human-computer 
communication, there is only one human interaction partner dealing with a technical agent. 
Research on trust in automation widely showed that trust does not necessarily need a human 
interaction partner to refer to but technology can be regarded as interaction partner instead (e.g. 
Bailey & Scerbo, 2007; Culley & Madhavan, 2013; Lee & Moray, 1992; Lee & See, 2004; Wickens, et 
al., 2009). More specifically for online interactions, findings have shown that websites are 
perceived as interaction partners that have social presence and that individuals form a social 
attachment to (Karr-Wisniewski & Prietula, 2010). Regardless of which interaction partner trust is 
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directed at, there is agreement that trust is based on perceptions of the object of trust. Commercial 
online trust research mainly focuses on initial trust, i.e. trust in an unfamiliar vendor during a first 
time interaction (e.g. Chen & Dibb, 2010; Toufaily et al., 2013; Karimov, Brengman, & van Hove, 
2011; Kim & Prabhakar, 2000; McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002a, 2002b). Consequently, 
the user’s only basis for a trust appraisal is the information conveyed on the website while the 
influence of prior knowledge or reputation is deferred. In the context of trust in automation the 
technical system is assumed to be to such an extent complex that a full understanding of its 
functioning is not feasible. Again, trust is derived from the characteristics of the system and the 
information displayed (e.g. Lee & See, 2004, Muir & Moray, 1996; Parasuraman & Riley, 1997; Yeh 
& Wickens, 2001). For both perspectives, online trust and trust in automation, the key aspect for 
trust is not just the mere presence of trust inducing attributes of the interface but rather the 
subjective perceptions of those attributes during the interaction. This links research on trust in 
interactions to user research in general with the subjective perception during the interaction as key 
factor. The objective quality of an interactive product has to be experienced and is then 
transformed into a subjective evaluation (Hassenzahl, 2010). Interaction characteristics are 
categorized as the perception of instrumental and hedonic qualities (Hassenzahl, Burmester, & 
Koller, 2003; Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). Instrumental interaction characteristics are based on the 
perception of classical usability aspects like controllability, effectiveness or learnability. Non-
instrumental or hedonic qualities contain identification, stimulation or visual aesthetics. It is 
assumed that the perception of interaction characteristics triggers an overall appraisal of the 
system that is highly dependent on the user’s specified goal and the context of use. The same holds 
true for the development of users’ trust in interactions.  
In this thesis, trust is defined as an attitude towards an interaction partner (Corritore et al., 
2003, Lee & See, 2004) based on beliefs about this partner. Depending on the perceptions during 
the interaction, a user might form the conviction that the interaction partner will support the user 
in achieving his or her goals in the situation. A major finding of basically all studies on trust is that 
user’s goal achievement is best supported by an interaction partner that is perceived to be 
competent, benevolent and integer. Those or very similar attributes have been identified as 
dimensions of perceived trustworthiness of an interaction partner in studies from all theoretical 
backgrounds. For trust in automated systems another wording is used (performance, purpose, 
process) but the dimensions are substantially the same (Lee & See, 2004). The variety of attributes 
that form the trusting beliefs is again discussed in chapter 1.3.2.  
To translate attitudes into behaviour, intentions to act are formed (Theory of Planned Behaviour/ 
Theory of Reasoned Action; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977, Ajzen, 1991). Intentions indicate the people’s 
willingness to show certain behaviours (Ajzen, 1991). Therefore, the attitude of trust towards an 
interaction partner entails trusting intentions and trust-related behaviour as consequences (e.g. 
Hsiao, Lin, Wang, Lu, & Yu, 2010; Lee & See, 2004; Mayer et al., 1995; McKnight et al., 2002a, 
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2002b). In online trust research, purchase intentions and intentions to transact are used as one 
major indicator of trust in the online vendor (e.g. Gefen et al., 2003; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000). 
Furthermore, trusting intentions that express the user’s willingness to become vulnerable to the 
interaction partner can be the intention to re-use a certain website (e.g. Basso, Goldberg, 
Greenspan, & Weimer, 2001; Hong, 2006; Thakur & Summey, 2005), to recommend a website to 
others (e.g. Molm, Takahashi, & Peterson, 2000; Chang & Fang, 2013) or to plan to act according 
advice on a website (e.g. McKnight et al., 2002b, Sillence, Briggs, Harris, & Fishwick, 2007). In 
trust in automation, the intention to engage in system use and the willingness to accept advice of a 
system are typical trusting intentions (e.g. Dzindolet, Peterson, Pomranky, Pierce & Beck, 2003; 
Lee & See, 2004; Muir & Moray, 1996). However, the formation of an intention to act per se is no 
guarantee that corresponding behaviour will be performed although it is stated that the stronger an 
intention is, the higher is the chance that it will be translated into behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). Trust-
related behaviours, that are considered to be the ultimate indicator of trust, are hard to measure in 
empirical experiments. Actually purchasing a product or carrying a transaction into execution is 
regarded as trust-related behaviour in online trust while in trust in automation, reliance as trust-
related behaviour is operationalized as misuse or disuse, monitoring behaviour, information 
seeking or acting on information provided by the system. Yet, behaviour is motivated for many 
reasons and influenced by motivational and energetic as well as environmental aspects. It depends 
on the context of interaction which factors are focused. 
The main objective underlying the framework on trust in online interactions is to investigate 
situational influences on trust in the specific moment of the interaction. Nevertheless, apart from 
characteristics of the interaction there are long-term concepts of trust as a trait that influence the 
initial level of a person’s trust as a state. Propensity to trust and system trust are considered to be 
generalized beliefs that affect the attitude and possibly resulting trusting intentions and/or trust-
related behaviours during an interaction. Propensity to trust as an enduring personality trait is a 
person’s general tendency to rely on others (Rotter, 1971). System trust has been considered as a 
mixture of experience and organization-based factors. Technical systems like the Internet have 
many single trust objects which cannot be judged individually by the user, e.g. the company who 
hosts the server or the institutional framework for data protection. Therefore system trust contains 
an estimation of the trustworthiness of all objects of trust which belong to the system even when 
they cannot be identified individually. Structural aspects and institutional elements are used to 
make the user perceive the Internet as secure and safe environment (McKnight et al., 2002a). 
The whole online interaction is framed by the context. The most important context factors for 
trust are the user’s goals of the interaction (Lee & See, 2004). So far, an overwhelming number of 
studies has been conducted in transaction contexts like e-commerce (e.g. Gefen et al., 2003; 
Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Chen & Dibb, 2010; Kim & Prabhakar, 2000; Toufaily et al., 2013), online 
banking (e.g. Kim & Prabhakar, 2004; Muñoz-Leiva, Luque-Martínez, & Sánchez-Fernández, 2010; 
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Yousafzai, Foxall, & Pallister, 2010) or e-government (e.g. Bélanger & Carter, 2008; Beldad, van 
der Geest, de Jong, & Steehouder, 2012) . Only few authors enlarge the context to the informational 
context claiming that trust is also essential for information acquisition (e.g. Hong, 2006; McKnight 
et al., 2002b; Sillence et al., 2007; Ye, 2011). 
In the following chapters the main concepts of the framework will be reviewed in more detail. 
At first, the theoretical background of online trust and trust in automation is presented. Then the 
peculiarity of the online interactions regarding communicational aspects is discussed before the 
interaction characteristics are described. Finally, trust-related behaviour is discussed as topic of the 
consequences of trust. 
 
 
1.2 THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERACTION PARTNER 
 
All attributions of an interaction partner’s trustworthiness are only made possible by 
communication (Strohner, 2001). Online interactions are considered to be a special form of 
communication. From the perspective of computer-mediated communication, online interactions 
are a form of communication between two human individuals or groups of individuals who interact 
via information technology to pursue a common goal. On the other hand, online interactions can be 
understood as a form of human-computer interaction with the technology being primarily regarded 
as interaction partner.  
Trust in online interactions is conceptualized as an attitude; so it necessarily needs an object it 
is directed at to unveil its full impact of predicting communication and facilitating actions within a 
certain situation. It is not bound to the interpersonal context but can also refer to non-human 
objects of trust. As various studies in the context of trust in automation have shown, the interaction 
partner, which is frequently termed ‘agent’ (e.g. Hoc, 2001; Lee & See, 2004; Parasuraman & Riley, 
1997), can be both a person and a system (Lee & See, 2004). Still, in online trust literature the 
assumption of the vendor or the website author being the identifiable object of trust predominates. 
This somehow simplifies the context because the trust relationship is not solely between people but 
also between people and technical systems. Very few authors considered the fact that the user’s 
interaction partner in online interactions is hard to determine and might not always be clear for the 
user. Corritore et al. (2003) claimed that there are three perspectives when describing a website as 
object of trust. First, they consider the interface as object of trust. Second, they include the author 
who operates the website as a party users’ trust is directed at. And third, the Internet technology 
forms an object of trust (see Figure 2). However, neither a clear distinction of the concepts was 
made nor an empirical investigation conducted.  
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Figure 2. The user and the interface. Three possible objects of trust can be assumed. 
 
Considering the transferability of findings on trust in another human partner to situations where 
technological systems substitute the human interaction partner, the question arose in how far both 
types of interaction are comparable. The boundaries are blurred at which point technology is 
perceived as completely distinct from its origin by human designers. Each system embodies the 
intentionality of its designers and programmers that is communicated asynchronously, i.e. 
deferred in time, to the user via the interface (Rasmussen, Pejterson, & Goodstein, 1994). Still, the 
humans who designed the system communicate attributes of trustworthiness via the system 
properties to the user. Depending on the level of sophistication of the technical system, the 
ascription of social presence varies (Nass & Lee, 2001; Nass & Moon, 2000). When looking at 
online interactions with websites and the Internet as highly sophisticated systems, they are 
collocated somewhere in between interpersonal communication and human-machine 
communication. In Figure 3 a rough scheme of the user’s interaction with an interface depicts a 
continuum of possible understandings of who can be the interaction partners a user assumes 
behind a web interface. The extreme points are another person and a machine, indicating the 
understanding of computer-mediated communication and human-machine interaction by the 
social presence of the interaction partner, i.e. the conscious awareness of the degree of the other 
actor’s presence in the situation (Biocca, Harms, & Burgoon, 2003).  
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Figure 3. A scheme of interaction with an interface with different possible interaction partners behind, categorized on 
their level of objective social presence.  
 
In online interactions, the user might interact with another person using a web interface as 
medium, e.g. when using web phone or chat. When using transactional websites, it might depend 
on the existence of an offline presence how much social presence an interaction partner is ascribed. 
On transactional websites, the other party is usually displayed in the legal terms of the website or 
similar. On informational websites for information acquisition, the website authors have got a 
more passive role than in transactional websites, and therefore might not be so easily identified. 
Subsequently, the characteristics of an interaction with informational websites converges those of 
interactions with automated systems, machines or computers as the mere technical devices in front 
of the user, where the designers or programmers as human counterparts are rather overlooked. 
The ambiguity of online interactions as computer-mediated communication and human-computer 
interaction ought to be considered when investigating trust. From the entity which is regarded as 
interaction partner the characteristics of trustworthiness are communicated. For this thesis, mere 
interpersonal communication purposes of websites, like chat or Internet telephony, are excluded. 
In the focus of interest are informational and transactional websites. Informational websites 
include websites with the prior goal of providing information. Apart from information, no goods 
are exchanged between the user and the website author. In transactional websites, more signals of 
traditional exchange can be found. The user transfers personal data or money in order to receive a 
product or a service in turn. To find out what makes it rather difficult for the user in online 
situations with such websites to distinguish between the website author, whose intentionality is 
initial for any interaction, and the website, that makes the interaction possible, some basic findings 
about communication will be reviewed in the following paragraphs.  
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1.2.1 Online interactions as specific form of communication 
 
Interactions, either between persons or between one or more human agents and an interface that 
represents the underlying IT, are processes of mutual actions and reactions. In turns, each of the 
interaction partners’ individual actions influences the next action of the other. The whole process is 
based on communication: the direct or indirect reciprocal exchange of information. The terms 
communication and interaction are used as synonyms for this purpose. Communication is the mere 
exchange of information while interaction comprises effects on the behaviour of both interaction 
partners by the information that was exchanged. Both forms of interaction –interpersonal 
communication and online interactions – have much in common. Technically spoken, 
communication in online interactions happens – just as interpersonal communication – within a 
system of at least two objects that are functionally related within a context that is again functionally 
related to one or both objects (Altmann & Koch, 1998). The basis of such communication systems is 
the ability to process information to provide a context to connect past actions that are present in a 
form of memory and anticipated future actions. Information processing can happen via a central 
nervous system (which clearly applies for human interaction partners) or should at least be 
simulated in such form by technical implementations (Strohner, 2001). Therefore, in online 
interactions the essential condition for communication is given on both sides. Messages in form of 
a common set of symbols are constantly sent by both interaction partners and at the same time 
received in various ways throughout the interaction process. Direct interaction is characterized by a 
dialogue with feedback and the possibility to keep control of what will be the next step of 
interaction while indirect interaction requires some form of background processing (Dix, Finlay, 
Abowd, & Beale, 2004). Reactions of both interaction partners can be autonomously adapted to the 
previous actions of the other. Therefore all communication situations are highly dynamical. Future 
events cannot be reliably predicted, which indicates the need for trust. Communication happens all 
the time but is not guaranteed to be understood without ambiguity by all involved parties (Dahm, 
2006). Finally, communication is always directed at one target and characterized by a certain 
extent of consciousness (Röhner & Schütz, 2012). Interaction partners act according to an intention 
but still goals of the interaction might be served unconsciously. All of these characteristics of 
communication evoke perceptions of social presence. 
To classify online interactions as a certain form of communication and derive basic conditions 
for the development of trust, a comparison with interpersonal communication seems reasonable. 
As a first point, in interpersonal communication the cognitive interaction between two human 
partners provides the chance of taking the other’s perspective (Strohner, 2001). Obviously, this 
does apply for online interactions like chats or interactions with websites where the author is 
clearly recognisable. Assuming online interactions with a website without an apparent author, 
social exchange is lacking just like in interactions with technical systems (Lee & See, 2004). 
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Human-computer interaction is asymmetric; the technical system is not aware of the user’s 
intentions or motives in the sense human interaction partners could be. As a matter of course, only 
the user is able to react in a flexible manner to outputs of the system. On the contrary, the website 
solely displays dialogue steps that are defined by the program code generated by system designers. 
However, the principles of interaction design that underlie any form of online interactions reflect 
certain fundamentals that have been framed for interpersonal communication, namely 
effectiveness and appropriateness (Canary & Spitzberg, 1987; ISO 9241-110, 2009). In the 
principles of interaction design, also the Gricean Maxims of Communication can be found (Grice, 
1975). Communication is required to meet the interaction partner’s expectations regarding the 
quantity of information that is communicated. Then, the quality of the transferred information 
should correspond to facts that are true. The relation of the communication to the current topic 
needs to be adequate. Also, the manner in which information is expressed should be free from 
ambiguity. Both persons and technical interaction partners should facilitate the achievement of the 
common aim of the interaction and rely on conventions like those maxims. So on both sides the 
other partner’s future actions can be anticipated. By following interaction design guidelines the 
designers equipped the website with rules that anticipate the users’ needs. Nevertheless, even in 
human-to-human communication the actual perspective-taking is in fact desirable but not 
guaranteed in all situations. Besides the ability of a change in perspective, an intention apparently 
does also not exist for a website as interaction partner. However, what really matters in all 
communication processes are rather human attributions of intent instead of the real plans and 
intentions of the interaction partner (Knapp, Daly, Albada, & Miller, 2002). The way humans 
interact with others follows unconscious preconditions found on both evolutionary and cultural 
principles. All types of communication are guided by inherent and well-learned rules that are also 
applied to interactions with technology (e. g. Nass, Moon, & Carney, 1999). The social character of 
the communication process remains although the human actor is replaced by a technical system 
(e.g. Weingarten & Fiehler, 1988; Jung. Kopp, Latoschik, Sowa, & Wachsmuth, 2000; Richter & 
von Mammen, 2011). Even without any objective reason to do so, humans expect technical systems 
to obey a variety of social rules which is reflected in design guidelines and usability principles (ISO, 
2009; Nielsen, 1994; Norman, 1983).  
As mentioned in the paragraphs above, the social presence of the interaction partner is crucial 
for the identification of an interaction partner and therefore in whom the user places his or her 
trust. Websites provide the interface that actually delivers the information the user interacts with 
tend to be seen as social actors. Moral agency, which some authors see as necessary precondition 
for trust, is not inherent in a website. Nevertheless, users tend to attribute humanlike characteristic 
to computers or systems like the Internet. This tendency, known as anthropomorphism, has been 
observed in several contexts (Epley, Waytz, & Cacioppo, 2007). Human emotions, intentions or 
motivations can be subscribed to animals, inanimate objects like mechanical or electronic devices, 
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or even natural phenomena. Therefore it is not surprising that websites, which copy the human 
style of communication, are also ascribed social characteristics. Anthropomorphism does not 
necessarily relate to the actual performance of nonhuman agents but also imagined behaviour, of 
e.g. spiritual deities. Even weak forms of anthropomorphism can powerfully impact behaviour, like 
facilitating learning of how to use anthropomorphized technology (Epley et al., 2007). One reason 
for anthropomorphism is the increase of predictability in uncertain situations and therefore 
assistance in making meaning of situations, especially in complex IT systems where the underlying 
functionalities remain inscrutable for the standard user, just like the mind of human interaction 
partners. It appears that anthropomorphism is closely related to trust, as Epley et al. (2007) found 
an especially high tendency to anthropomorphize nonhuman agents when the understanding of the 
system could enhance one’s own feelings of competence and efficacy during the interaction.  
In summary, in online interactions all interaction partners have the ability to process 
information and – with minor restrictions – the anticipation of the other partner’s actions can be 
assumed to be possible. In online interactions, both the website author and the website as technical 
system can be assumed as interaction partner with social presence. Hence, it is unclear which of 
the entities provides the attributes the user perceives and forms his or her impression of trust in an 
online interaction.  
 
 
1.3 TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS 
 
Online interactions can be seen as a mixture of different trust situations: on one hand, they are 
social interactions between two parties using the Internet technology and corresponding devices as 
media. On the other hand, online interactions doubtlessly involve the mere interaction with a 
technical device itself. In both cases, the user’s interaction partner remains anonym and 
unfamiliar. Well-learned trust inducing social cues from real life interactions do not exist in the 
same form when communication is mediated by a computer. And technology is often far too 
complex for non-expert users to understand. Therefore, the user has to rely on substitute trust cues 
to assess the trustworthiness of a website during an online interaction.  
Literature on online trust intensely refers to a social-psychological and marketing background. 
Therefore, attributes that are used to assess the trustworthiness of an online shop include also 
aspects like product quality or service considerations which are independent from the online 
interaction and largely accessible only after a transaction was carried out. In research on trust in 
technical systems, mainly the human-machine interaction in work domains with serious security-
issues, like aviation or monitoring in nuclear power plants, has been analyzed. In such contexts 
automated systems are introduced to support the human operator by providing additional 
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information, warnings or even automation-induced actions. Here, the successful usage of the 
automated systems is largely influenced by the operator’s trust and the resulting reliance (Lee & 
See, 2004) which is derived from attributes of the automation that resemble the trust-inducing 
cues in interpersonal communication. 
Both approaches are important when investigating trust in online interactions with particular 
emphasis on the interaction characteristics. The concepts, basic dimensions and influences of both 
online trust and trust in automated systems are explained in the next paragraphs.  
 
1.3.1 What is trust? 
 
The beginning of the work on trust in psychology was made by Rotter (1971), who defined trust as a 
personality trait that is represented by an individual’s tendency to rely on communications of other 
persons. Later, this definition on offline trust was refined to be an “expectation related to the 
subjective probability an individual assigns to the occurrence of some set of future events” 
(Rempel, Holmes, & Zanna, 1985, p. 96). Sztompka (1999) stressed the positive notion of the 
expectation by including the anticipation that other persons will not do harm to oneself. Möllering 
(2001) and Lee and See (2004) also defined trust as expectation of favourable responses within an 
interaction situation, either regarding actions and intentions of human interaction partners 
(Möllering, 2001) or interaction partners that can be both persons or technical systems (Lee & See, 
2004). The emphasis on favourable responses highlights the difference between trust and mere 
predictability of another’s actions that also includes the anticipation of negative responses. Further 
definitions of trust focusing on the cognitions about the object of trust provide Sitkin and Roth 
(1993) who stress the relevance of situational circumstances for trust as the “belief in another 
person’s competence to perform a specific task under specific circumstances” (p. 373). Mayer et al. 
(1995) define trust as “the willingness [...] to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on 
the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective 
of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (p. 712). All those general definitions might be 
extended from human to non-human interactions partners. In online interactions, the users’ 
decision to rely on the communications of the website lead to expectations about further steps of 
usage. The expectation of no harm being done to the individual in offline trust can be extenuated to 
the anticipation of anger, time loss or other negative consequences in online interactions. Trust in 
online interactions is highly situative; the context (e.g. goals) frames the conditions for trust in 
each situation.  
Online trust has been theoretically conceptualized in e-commerce as the customer’s belief in 
attributes of the vendor, for example that the vendor will behave according to the customer’s 
expectation because the vendor possesses certain attributes (e.g. Büttner & Göritz, 2008; Kim et 
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al., 2008), or as the customer’s willingness and conscious decision to depend on the vendor (e.g. 
Gefen, 2000; Jarvenpaa, Tractinsky, & Saarinen, 1999), or a combination of both (e.g. McKnight et 
al., 2002a, 2002b). Beliefs about the interaction partner are neutral perceptions of characteristics 
and form the cognitive elements of attitudes. One belief-based definition of Internet consumer 
trust is “the subjective belief that the selling party or entity on the Internet will fulfil its 
transactional obligations as the consumer understands them” (Kim et al., 2008, p. 545). Corritore 
et al. (2003) provide a definition for various online contexts with online trust being an attitude that 
manifests in the “confident expectation that one’s vulnerabilities will not be exploited” (p.742). 
Apart from belief-based definitions of online trust there are definitions that focus on the 
consequences of the perception of the interaction partner’s attributes, namely the trusting 
intention or willingness to act. Trust as the willingness to take a risk is one example (Mayer et al., 
1995). In general, trusting intentions or the willingness to trust include the conscious decision to 
make oneself vulnerable to the vendor (McKnight et al., 2002b). The differentiation between 
trusting beliefs and trusting intentions and the involvement of both components instead of using 
one single definition of trust is core of a distinct understanding of the influencing factors of each 
component (McKnight et al., 2002b; Yousafzai, Pallister, & Foxall 2003). 
Trust in automation is defined as “attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual‘s goal 
in situations characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability.” (Lee & See, 2004, p. 51). Human-
computer trust as a specific form of trust in technical systems can be seen as a user’s confidence in 
and willingness to act upon the communication of a computer system (Madsen & Gregor, 2000). In 
the context of automation, trust is closely related to reliance, automation usage and dependence on 
the automation (e.g. Parasuraman & Riley, 1997; Popken, 2010). 
When investigating the concept of trust, inevitably the question arises how it is related to 
distrust. Distrust is commonly understood as opposite of trust. In literature, only a few authors 
take the view that trust and distrust are extreme points of one continuum (e.g. Hosmer, 1995; 
Kramer, 1999). Much more widely accepted is the understanding of trust and distrust being 
separate constructs that are related (for an overview, see Connelly, Miller, & Devers, 2012). Trust 
reflects positive expectations about an interaction partner while distrust emerges from negative 
expectations and general suspicion. Particularly, consumer trust in websites was found to be 
different from the consumer’s mistrust (Ou & Sia, 2010). Distrust is based on different antecedents 
than trust and strongly related to negative feelings (McKnight & Chervany, 2001). In the context of 
social media, distrust is defined as “subjective degree of suspension that the content provider’s 
values, motives, intentions and behaviours are harmful to the content consumer’s interests” (Kim, 
& Ahmad, 2013, p. 440). In research on trust in automation, distrust is referred to when trust is not 
established due to inappropriate system characteristics and leads to misuse (Lee & See, 2004). 
Additionally, it has been proposed that individuals have a propensity to distrust machines (Merritt 
& Ilgen, 2008). For this thesis, the focus is only on trust while distrust is consciously excluded 
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because the attributes influencing distrust might be different from those affecting trust (Benamati 
& Serva, 2007). However, both constructs coexist and distrust is an additional factor to consider 
when describing general human behaviour in interactions. They all have in common that the 
person does not have comprehensive knowledge about the interaction partner, but faces a complex 
situation with various options to act. Trust serves as a decision heuristic to facilitate action. As the 
following paragraphs illustrate, there are basic dimensions of the attitude ‘trust’ as a situative 
component of trust and also influences of dispositional trust components – system trust and 
propensity to trust. 
 
1.3.2 Dimensions of perceived trustworthiness 
 
To differentiate trust as attitude from trust as intention to act and trust-related behaviour, in this 
thesis perceived trustworthiness is used to describe trust as attitude. Trustworthiness is the set of 
beliefs that indicates the characteristic of the object of trust are beneficial to the user. Depending 
on the type of interaction partner – human or technical system - researchers argue, that the 
interactions are significantly different in quality (e.g. Lee & See, 2004). Still, there are basic 
dimensions of perceived trustworthiness that apply as well for interpersonal trust, trust in Internet 
vendors and trust in technical systems. Those beliefs are categorized by the type of information 
that the object of trust communicates to the user about how well it can assist the user in achieving 
his or her aims (Lee & See, 2004).  
The main components of perceived trustworthiness are ability, integrity and benevolence 
(Mayer et al., 1995) as forms of attributional abstraction. Lee and See (2004) term them 
performance, process and purpose for the context of the interaction between human and 
automation. In the field of trust in automation, Sheridan (1988) proposed reliability, robustness, 
familiarity, understandability, explication of intention, usefulness and dependence as dimensions 
of trustworthiness. For Muir and Moray (1996) trust contains beyond predictability, dependability 
and faith also competence, responsibility, and reliability. Despite there are some variations in the 
dimensions of trust, there is general agreement on ability, integrity and benevolence as the basic 
components of perceived trustworthiness. All other dimensions can be explained by those three. 
Ability or performance refers to the competence of the interaction partner to support the 
achievement of the users' goals during the situation. It refers to the expertise of the interaction 
partner, or the skills and possibilities available to influence what the user wants to achieve (Lee & 
See, 2004). In human-computer trust it is termed technical competence (Madsen & Gregor, 2000). 
The user as trusting actor expects the interaction partner to have specialized, task-related 
knowledge that is necessary to perform the expected job in a specific situation (Mayer et al., 1995). 
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The user evaluates the interaction partner e.g. by characteristics like a high web usability or 
respectable information about the website author.  
Integrity, or process characteristics, relates to the degree to which the interaction partner 
adheres to common rules and principles the user finds acceptable. In comparison to ability, which 
has a highly situative notion, integrity implies continuance over a longer period of time. It depends 
on the users’ general understanding of how the interaction partner behaves. Lee and See (2004) 
explain process attribution as the evaluation of an agent’s persistent qualities and characteristics 
instead of one specific action. Integrity refers to dispositional attributions drawn from performance 
(Sheridan, 1992). In interpersonal trust, integrity contains perceptions about morality, credibility 
and promise keeping (McKnight et al., 2002b). Value-congruence and a sense of justice also play a 
role for the perception of integrity in interpersonal relationships (Sitkin & Roth, 1993). With slight 
modifications, this can be transferred to trust in technical systems. In terms of trust in technical 
systems, it has been described as reliability (Madsen & Gregor, 2000). The adherence to 
professional standards and rules of conduct – like providing reliable, comprehensive and truthful 
information - could be conveyed by an interface (Gefen, 2002). In online interactions, the enduring 
website characteristics belong to integrity instead of momentary abilities for one specific task. If 
the interaction partners perform in a manner that can be predicted and reliably supports the user 
in achieving the goals, people tend to trust more (Lee & See, 2004; Sheridan, 1992). 
Benevolence, or the purpose of a system, describes the accordance of the interaction partners’ 
intent with the users’ motivations and the absence of opportunistic behaviour. For non-human 
interaction partners, it is an expression of the positive orientation of the designers and the users’ 
attribution of that intention to the technical system (Lee & See, 2004). In interpersonal trust, 
benevolence is specified as altruistic motives of the interaction partner (Mayer et al., 1995). In 
online interactions, the users should feel their benefit counts more than profit motives of website 
authors or unknown third parties. The intention of doing good and loyalty can be ascribed to an 
online interaction partner when it conveys the impression that the user is in control without too 
much effort demanded (Gefen, 2000). The caring and motivation of an interaction partner includes 
the absence from manipulation and any negative consequences that users could feel when facing 
interfaces they did not expect. 
The dimensions are not exactly transferable from interpersonal to contexts of systems use; at 
least the single dimensions have different priorities in varying contexts. For example, with a 
technical system as the interaction partner inferences about its competence in assisting the user to 
achieve his or her goals are rather unproblematic while an assessment of benevolence (that implies 
intention) at first glance appears to be hard with non-human interaction partners (Lee & See, 
2004). Intentionality and moral agency are not objectively existent in technical interaction 
partners. Still, the findings on websites and computers as social actors suggest that the subjective 
assignment of ability, integrity and benevolence are feasible (e.g. Beldad et al., 2010; Gefen, 2002; 
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Karr-Wisniewski & Prietula, 2010; Madsen & Gregor, 2000). Nevertheless, this is particularly 
challenging for the dimension of benevolence. 
On the basis of all three dimensions of perceived trustworthiness the user decides on the 
desirability of the exchange partner (McKnight et al., 2002b). The perception of information 
during the interaction shapes the beliefs about the trust objects, and subsequently the attitude 
towards them. By an interface design that facilitates the communication of those the dimensions, 
users’ trust in online situations could be promoted. 
 
1.3.3 System trust 
 
Another form of online trust relates to perceptions about the Internet as institutional setting 
(McKnight et al., 2002a). System trust as a dispositional factor persists over various interaction 
situations. In general, system trust can be understood in two ways. First, system trust refers to 
trust in a technical system. Obviously, trust in the Internet as a technical system is more than just 
reliance on its proper functionality because the user is not passive but actively engaged in the 
online situation and decides which actions to take (Grabner-Kräuter, 2001). On the other hand, 
system trust has been defined in political or organisational systems (Luhmann, 2000). Both kinds 
of system trust have the lack of social contacts between the interaction partners in common. 
Instead of individual entities, trust is directed at a multitude of single trust agents that are 
combined within the system. In this case, the interaction partners do not have any direct contact 
but are separated by time and space (Giddens, 1991). Technical systems like the Internet have 
many single trust objects which cannot be judged individually by the user, e.g. the company who 
hosts the server or the institutional framework for data protection. Therefore system trust contains 
an estimation of the trustworthiness of all objects of trust which belong to the system even when 
they cannot be identified individually. Especially for information technology systems most people 
neither possess knowledge to understand the complexity of the processes nor care for the 
underlying mechanisms. Therefore, structural aspects and institutional elements are used to make 
the user perceive the Internet as secure and safe environment (McKnight et al., 2002b). In several 
models of online users' trust (e.g. McKnight et al., 2002b) it has been considered as a mixture of 
experience and organization-based factors. System trust – or institutional trust - as dimension of 
online users’ trust in websites was investigated in the context of e-commerce (e.g. McKnight et al., 
2002b) and e-government (Bélanger & Carter, 2008). Empirical findings show that even for users, 
who are considered to have high system trust because of their extensive experience with Internet 
usage and who claim to take the responsibility of their online actions, a certain suspicion remains 
(DIVSI, 2012). Still, Internet natives tend to underestimate online threats due to their high 
familiarity with the medium.  
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1.3.4 Propensity to trust 
 
When establishing trust in online interactions, the general propensity to trust is another 
dispositional factor besides system trust influencing the interaction. Propensity or disposition to 
trust is an enduring personality trait and also known as general trust (Rotter, 1967). According to 
McKnight and Chervany (2002), propensity to trust is “the extent to which one displays a 
consistent tendency to be willing to depend on others in general across a broad spectrum of 
situations and persons” (p.45). It includes a person’s specific history that led to a particular level of 
trust. The propensity to trust does not depend on context and persists over time (Petermann, 
1992). It correlates with other individual personality traits like conscientiousness, agreeableness, 
openness and neuroticism (Frenzel, 2012). Individuals do not only differ in their readiness to trust 
other persons (Gaines et al., 1997), but also in the general tendency to trust automation (Singh, 
Molloy, & Parasuraman, 1993). Though propensity to trust focuses on trust towards a special – in 
most contexts, human - interaction partner (Kee & Knox, 1970; Mayer et al., 1995; McKnight, 
Cummings, & Chervany, 1998; Morgan & Hunt, 1994) in several studies the relation between 
propensity to trust and trust in websites was empirically investigated. A high disposition to trust 
positively affects the formation of trust in websites (e.g. Gefen, 2000; McKnight & Chervany, 
2002). This is of particular relevance when the website is unknown to the user (McKnight et al., 
2002b). The propensity to trust becomes more important when the situation is ambiguous and 
generalized expectations dominate, with the progress of the relationship it becomes less important 
(McKnight et al., 1998). For the study of human-computer interaction the propensity to trust may 
influence the interaction in ways that are not directly related to the characteristics of the system.  
 
 
1.4 INTERACTION CHARACTERISTICS AS ANTECEDENTS FOR ONLINE TRUST 
 
User’s trust appraisals result from the interplay of characteristics of the interface, the user and the 
interaction (e.g. Corritore et al., 2003; Lee & See, 2004). Hence, trust is determined by the 
perception of underlying characteristics of the interaction partner mediated by characteristics of 
both instrumental and hedonic nature. The classification between instrumental and non-
instrumental or hedonic characteristics is common ground in user experience literature (e.g. 
Thüring & Mahlke, 2007; Hassenzahl et al., 2003). Instrumental characteristics serve task-related 
needs that are also termed ‘do-goals’. Such concrete outcomes of actions depend intensely on the 
technology used to achieve them. (Hassenzahl, 2010). On the contrary, hedonic characteristics 
address needs that are closely connected to the individual experience during an interaction. They 
are non-instrumental in nature and explain certain fundamental qualities of experience humans 
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strive for. Such needs, like the feeling of being the cause of one’s own actions (autonomy) or the 
impression of being capable and effective (competence) (Hassenzahl, Diefenbach, & Göritz, 2010), 
are referred to as ‘be-goals’. The differentiation of be-goals and do-goals is similar to the concept of 
goal mode and activity mode for software usage (Hassenzahl, Kekez, & Burmester, 2002). In goal 
mode, the user focuses on efficient task fulfilment, while in activity mode the experience is focused 
without pursuing fixed goals. Both aspects, instrumental characteristics that help to achieve do-
goals as well as hedonic characteristics that fulfil be-goals, influence the evaluation of an 
interactive product (Hassenzahl, Burmester, & Koller, 2008) or an interaction (Thüring & Mahlke, 
2007) in general.  
 
1.4.1 Instrumental qualities 
 
The instrumental quality of websites makes an obvious contribution to the users’ perception of 
being in control, understanding the logic of an interface and predicting the subsequent actions. 
Users get the impression that the interaction partner is benevolent, competent and integer when 
the interface is easily understandable and functions are transparent. Such perceptions form the 
basis for any trust between a user and another agent. By instrumental qualities, the information 
that is necessary for the user to understand the situation and to facilitate the anticipation of further 
steps of action is provided (Lee & See, 2004). That is especially relevant in interactions with a 
greater significance attached to the instrumental purposes. Accordingly, most recent studies on 
online users’ trust deal with instrumental contexts like e-commerce (e.g. Ramsey et al., 2014; 
Sahney, Ghosh, & Shrivastava, 2013; Toufaily et al., 2013) or online banking (Muñoz-Leiva et al., 
2010; Yousafzai et al., 2010). Some other current investigations consider trust in social 
marketplaces (Nunes & Correia, 2013) or in computer-mediated communication contexts (Metzger 
& Flanagin, 2013), again highlighting the instrumental aspects of trust appraisals online.  
From a literature review of empirical studies, Beldad et al. (2010) summarized three clusters of 
factors online users’ trust depends on: customer/client-based, website-based, and 
company/organization-based antecedents. For HCI research the website attributes form the key 
category. In particular, web usability affects how much the user trusts a website (e.g. Büttner, 
Schulz, & Silberer, 2006; Egger, 2000; Konradt, Wandke, Balazs, & Christophersen, 2003). The 
concept of usability in general is defined as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified 
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context 
of use.” (ISO 9241-110, 1998). For the online context, good usability can be achieved, for instance, 
by the design of the navigational structure and interface elements (e.g. Wang & Emurian, 2005). 
The quality of the interaction depends on how easily users can reach their goals when interacting 
with a certain website. Poor web usability in terms of violations of simplicity, consistency or other 
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usability guidelines might impair users’ trust. Furthermore, Schultz (2007) found that usability 
problems involving tasks in information security exist. One explanation could be a lack of users’ 
trust. Even for common web usability features like highly recommended web assurance seals 
findings show that the users have difficulties. They cannot differentiate reliably between existing 
and fictitious seals which makes them vulnerable to manipulation (Bär, Auerswald, Popp, & 
Weißenborn, 2011). Instrumental qualities of any form of displays in human-computer interaction 
serve as guidance for the users’ expectations because they convey information regarding 
performance, process, and purpose that form the basic dimensions of trustworthiness (Lee & See, 
2004). 
 
1.4.2 Hedonic qualities 
 
Besides instrumental qualities affecting the online users’ trust, in the triad of interface 
characteristics, user characteristics and interaction characteristics (e.g. Thüring & Mahlke, 2007; 
van Schaik & Ling, 2008) also non-instrumental qualities come into play. Although it is well-
known that user experience is a holistic construct, research on online users’ trust neglects this 
consideration. A study conducted in 2000 showed that affective components – in other words user 
experience components apart from instrumental goal achievement – were the strongest indicators 
of human computer trust (Madsen & Gregor, 2000). Unfortunately these issues were not 
investigated any further. But there is a large volume of published findings that describe the role of 
hedonic characteristics of websites on different psychological constructs apart from trust. A 
website’s perceived appeal, for example, depends on individual design elements of both verbal and 
non-verbal nature (Sen, Lindgaard, & Patrick, 2007). Positive online attitudes are favoured just as 
much by enjoyment as by instrumental aspects; even in instrumental contexts like online shopping 
(O’Brien, 2010; Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2002). Usage intentions of websites are 
determinate by perceived enjoyment even stronger than by perceived usefulness (van der Heijden, 
2004). Accordingly, websites must be designed in a way that satisfies both hedonic and 
instrumental needs of users (Huang, 2003). By addressing be-goals as a hedonic aspect of use, a 
higher vulnerability is associated with online situations which are closely connected to the self (Bär, 
Göthel, & Krems, 2013). While there has been extensive investigation of the effects of a website’s 
instrumental quality on users’ trust (e.g. Corritore et al., 2003; Egger, 2000; Lin, Wang, & Hwang, 
2010; McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002; Zhou & Tian, 2010) a comprehensive explanation 
of the impact of the hedonic quality on trust is lacking. 
Research on user experience that considers hedonic elements besides instrumental 
characteristics focuses largely on the design and use of interactive products – both in human-
computer interaction and interaction with other technological devices. Theories about user 
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experience build on the product characteristics as the source of a positive experience beyond 
usability and their interplay with user motives (e.g. Hassenzahl, 2010). As consequence of the 
product interaction various results are discussed: the evaluation of a product’s attractiveness, the 
users’ emotional reactions and overall appraisals of the system (e.g. Forlizzi & Battarbee, 2004; 
Hassenzahl et al., 2003; McCarthy & Wright, 2004; Norman, 2004; Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). In 
addition, the effects of the components of user experience on attitudes and usage intentions have 
been studied widely (e.g. Castañeda, Muñoz-Leiva, & Luque, 2007; Chung & Tan, 2004; Mahlke, 
2002). 
 
1.4.3 Summary on interaction characteristics and trust  
 
In general, human factors influence users’ trust on websites (Chen & Bansal, 2010). Still, it remains 
unclear how the components of the construct user experience can help to describe users’ attitudes 
towards websites in a more specific way. On a general level, all of the users’ attitudes are derived 
from the perceived attributes of an object - that can be a technological device or a website. Based 
on the experience with this object a person develops a psychological tendency of favour or 
disfavour towards it (Eagly & Chaiken, 1998). Considering online users’ trust as specific attitude 
resulting from website interaction, there is a lack of clarity in both user experience and trust 
research when it comes to effects of interaction characteristics on users’ attitudes and intentions. 
Online users’ trust consists of affective, cognitive and behavioural components. Similarly, user 
experience “[...] includes all the user’s emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, physical and 
psychological responses, behaviours and accomplishments that occur before, during and after use” 
(DIN EN ISO 9241-210, 2010, p.3). In pursuance of McCarthy and Wright (2004), user experience 
is a constructive process of meaning making in human-computer interaction that inseparably 
unites knowing, doing, feeling and making sense. Subsequently, the psychological mechanisms 
underlying online users’ trust and user experience are considered as closely related.  
 
 
1.5 SECURITY AND TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS 
 
Security in online interactions is of major concern for users, website providers and governmental 
institutions. Implicitly, online users demand high security standards when they conduct any types 
of online business to prevent, e.g. unauthorized access to their personal information by unknown 
third parties, deception by phishing websites or similar. Such threats are rather directed to virtual 
objects than to the self; therefore it seems hard to protect from. But interestingly, people also tend 
to worry about entities they perceive as ‘theirs’ even when they are no physical targets of 
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possession, such as ideas, other people - or online accounts (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010). Websites 
that offer contents and activities that are valuable for the user should evoke the need to be 
protected from threats and in the long run save the user from personal negative consequences.  
The possibility that negative consequences will arise from insecure online actions are both 
closely connected to the actual security provided on the website and the subjective evaluation of the 
situation by the user. This subjective evaluation can be translated to the expectation that the user’s 
goals in an online situation will be fulfilled without exploitation of the users - which is no other 
than the user’s trust. Thus, perceptions of security are related to trusting beliefs, trusting intentions 
and subsequently trust-related behaviour (e.g. Belanger, Hiller, & Smith, 2002; Yousafzai et al., 
2010). Especially on transactional websites low online security can have a negative impact on trust 
(Yenisey, Ozok, & Salvendy, 2005). High levels of perceived security meanwhile evoke higher 
degrees of user’s trust and result in more appropriate monitoring behaviour. 
What exactly users perceive as a sufficiently secure website depends on the personal motives to 
use certain online services (DIVSI, 2012). Noticeably, no matter which type of website is 
considered, the online users see their own role in security issues as a rather passive one. Results 
from a national survey in Germany revealed that the majority of citizens generally shift the 
responsibility of their security on to others (DIVSI, 2012). The website providers and the 
government are seen as obliged to create appropriate conditions for secure online interactions. 
Structural assurances within the Internet environment, e.g. legal regulations in terms of deception, 
or the provision of third party approval, seem to find acceptance by users, providers and 
governmental institutions as means to contribute to the security needs of users. However, 
individual online security behaviour is not just limited to structural factors but again perceptions of 
trust and dispositional factors. 
Looking at the relationship between security and trust in online interactions those two 
perspectives have to be considered. At first, perceptions of security serve as trust cues, i.e. 
perceived security of websites is seen as antecedent for trust. There are several ways to implement 
security features in informational and transactional websites that lead to high security usability 
that in turn enhance the perceived trustworthiness. The second perspective on security and trust in 
online interactions includes the actual user behaviour. Even when website elements signal the user 
that the website acts on proper terms, secure online actions can only be achieved by appropriate 
user behaviour. Security behaviour in that form can be considered as trust-related behaviour like it 
is discussed in the second part of this paragraph. 
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1.5.1 Website elements and characteristics as security indicators 
 
As reaction to the users’ general expectation of passively being taken care of website providers and 
independent institutions offer several security indicators to enhance trust. Figure 4 depicts 
examples of security indicators that are used widely in online environments: 
  special browser warnings indicating if a website operates on secure terms (i), 
 the padlock or https identification mark to ensure special ways of encryption of the 
particular session (ii),  
 or web assurance seals and certificates awarded by independent third parties (iii).  
 
(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 4. Examples of online security indicators: the warning message of Firefox (retrieved 14/01/2014), the https 
padlock icon in the browser bar (Firefox, retrieved 14/01/2014) and the web assurance seal of © EHI Retail Institute 
GmbH (retrieved 14/01/2014). 
 
Such security indicators serve as recommender system for the user to decide if the website is secure 
and, evidently, trustworthy. One can differentiate between recommendations based the technical 
system, like the encryption details, and more or less content-based recommendations by 
independent third parties, e.g. web assurance seals. However, for users who do not actually 
understand the technical details, all types of security indicators just provide additional information 
about the interaction partner and complement the user’s information from other sources which the 
perception of trustworthiness is built on. The relationship of the perceptions of security and user’s 
trust has been discussed in several studies on online trust (e.g. Belanger et al., 2002; Kim et al., 
2008, Yousafzai, et al., 2010; Zhou & Tian, 2010). Especially website credibility and benevolence 
were found to be positively influenced by perceived security (Toufaily et al., 2013). Hence, the 
findings of the effects of security indicators are heterogeneous. Indicators of security as trust cues 
have also been investigated in contexts apart from online trust. In research on trust in automation 
different levels of assistance or system information are chosen to guarantee operator’s optimal – in 
other words: secure –behaviour. In contexts of nuclear power plants or aviation security is of high 
relevance. Warnings and system information are used in order to enhance security behaviour; 
therefore such levels of assistance can be described as security cues. For instance, the provision of 
system information that serves as cue for secure behaviour in complex automated system like 
military air vehicle control (Yeh & Wickens, 2001). It was shown that operators could reliably 
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differentiate between different qualities of system information and their inherent diagnostic value. 
When the reliability of system warnings was low operators responded more carefully which was 
interpreted as less trusting behaviour - most probably due to lower levels of perceived 
trustworthiness of the system. In the online context, it is conceivable that also different qualities of 
security indicators, e.g. different levels of reliability of web assurance seals, can influence trust. 
Beyond single security features, i.e. specific website elements with information about the 
interaction partner’s trustworthiness, also the interaction characteristics themselves function as 
signals for security. The presence and understandability of interactive security features is 
summarized as security usability. In that way, the mere presence of single protective IT 
mechanisms is not sufficient. Obviously, protection only makes sense when the user is able to find 
corresponding security features and use them in the intended way (Furnell, Katsabas, Dowland, & 
Reid, 2007). Security usability of a website supports the user in taking the recommended 
precautions, e.g. clicking on web assurance seals to check for their genuineness or choosing strong 
passwords. As there is strong agreement in literature that overall website usability is one 
antecedent of perceived trustworthiness (e.g. Corritore et al., 2003; Grabner-Kräuter, Kaluscha, & 
Fladnitzer, 2006; Hwang & Kim, 2007; Karimov et al., 2011; McKnight et al., 2002b) it seems more 
than likely that not just the mere perception of single security features but the whole process of 
interacting with them also relates to user’s trust. 
 
1.5.2 Security behaviour as a form of trust-related behaviour 
 
The second perspective on security and trust in online interactions focuses on security behaviour as 
a form of trust-related behaviour. Effectively securing passwords, cross-checking unknown email 
sources, the thoughtful dealing with pre-selected checkboxes or even just a proper logout after 
using private accounts are examples for online security behaviours that offer protection and reduce 
the risk of the occurrence of negative consequences. Those examples of trust-related behaviours 
can be classified as monitoring behaviour that limits reliance in a system. Security efforts bring a 
certain level of control to the user when using an online service. Monitoring behaviour is therefore 
the counterpart of reliance, which is regarded to be a continuum instead of a binary decision 
between no or full reliance (Popken, 2010). In online interactions, reliance is operationalized as 
either the probability that a user will act according to the focus of the website, or as the actual 
behaviour itself, reaching from the extreme of no usage to inconsiderate reliance in terms of acting 
upon information presented online or carelessly transmitting data or money. Security practices 
serve to monitor the interaction as far as possible, i.e. the user invests control efforts like the ones 
mentioned above. Those levels of reliance are negatively correlated with monitoring behaviour: 
when a user is not willing to completely rely on a system, security practices as control mechanisms 
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are applicable. High reliance is associated with little efforts to control the system. On the other 
hand, low reliance is indicated by the investment of high levels of control, for instance careful 
monitoring the actions of a system. Reliance has been widely discussed in the context of 
automation because of the need for human control in case of automation failures (Lee & See, 2004; 
Popken, 2010). In traditional fields of trust research, reliance is conceptualized as dependence on 
the interaction partner and as closely associated with individual’s trust (e.g. Lee & See, 2004; 
Mayer et al., 1995; Rouseau et al., 1998). In online trust, high perceived trustworthiness is 
associated with positive trusting intentions and resulting trust-related behaviours, e.g. to 
confidently rely on the online vendor (e.g. McKnight et al., 2002a; 2002b; Riegelsberger, Sasse, & 
McCarthy, 2005). Monitoring behaviour does not explicitly play a role, but limitations of reliance 
in online interactions include the involvement of other information sources apart from the website 
to control the validity of information or the denial of risky types of financial transaction like 
advance payment (e.g. Ribbink, Riel, Liljander, & Streukens, 2004).  
Even when full control in online interactions is impossible, security behaviours are one 
possibility to gain certain levels of control and are recommended in basically all types of websites. 
All online interactions put the user at a certain degree of risk that needs appropriate security 
practices. However, different from the domain of automated systems, in online interactions there is 
usually no external enforcement on security behaviour because the possible negative consequences 
almost exclusively refer to the user him or herself. Disregarding the possibility that users may 
expose other’s data to wilfully affect their privacy, normally by bad security practices no harm will 
be done to others except the user. Therefore, the user faces a private struggle of trading effort for 
security (DeWitt & Kuljis, 2006). Considering the fact that security behaviour mostly requires some 
effort, e.g. a certain level of security knowledge or additional steps of action that contravene 
efficiency, it is not surprising that individuals act securely only to the point up to where they 
perceived security practices as beneficial. It is a conscious decision of the user to perform 
additional steps in order to prevent negative consequences of online interactions (Ng, Kankanhalli, 
& Xu, 2009). This decision is apparently hard to make for many users. One reason could be that 
the results of successful security practices normally remain invisible to the user. There is no 
feedback on good security behaviour; it is rewarded only by the non-occurrence of security 
incidents. This fact might explain why users do by far not act rationally when it comes to optimal 
online protection. Nevertheless, there are certain conditions apart from external enforcement that 
determine if online users behave securely or not. 
The drivers of online security behaviour of private users who act on their own without any 
managerial control or instruction have been explained using extensions of the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour (e.g. Anderson & Agarwal, 2010, Ng & Rahim, 2005; Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006) or 
applications of Protection Motivation Theory (e.g. LaRose, Rifon, Liu, & Lee, 2005; Woon, Tan & 
Low, 2005). There are frameworks summarizing antecedents of general online behaviour (Chen & 
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Bansal, 2010) or of specific forms of security behaviour (Gebauer, Kline, & He, 2011). Bottom-up 
approaches investigated the factors that impact the perception of information security threats and 
resulting implication for the adoption of security behaviour (Huang, Rau, & Salvendy, 2010; 
Huang, Rau, Salvendy, Gao, & Zhou, 2011). A wide range of factors that influence private user’s 
security behaviour could be identified, including situational factors that involve the concern of 
users in a certain situation, the costs associated with security behaviour and individual factors like 
self-efficacy and knowledge. While social components are highly relevant for security behaviour 
within organizations, they only play a minor role for private users’ online behaviour (Pavlou & 
Fygenson, 2006). For this thesis, interaction characteristics and the individual factor of security 
knowledge have been identified as the most important drivers of online security behaviour. Both 
the system characteristics and the appropriateness of the user’s estimation based on the individual 
knowledge guide user’s trust, his or her reliance and resulting monitoring behaviour (Lee & See, 
2004). Therefore, both components are discussed highlighting their meaning as antecedent of 
security behaviour and their relation to user’s trust. 
In the models of online security behaviour mentioned above, website characteristics are 
involved as influencing security behaviour by the ease of use (Ng & Rahim, 2005), the web context 
and the perceived utility of the website (Chen & Bansal, 2010), the type of application (Gebauer et 
al., 2011) or indirectly by the perceived barriers (Ng, et al., 2009) respectively the response costs of 
security practices (Woon et al., 2005). Security behaviour requires additional controls; depending 
on the website characteristics this implies probable inconvenience which is likely to reduce the 
secure performances of the user (Ng & Wu, 2009). Excessive perceived levels of security can lead to 
anger when they are not presented in a usable way while insufficient levels of security offered on a 
certain website as will most probably result in non-use it because users fear negative consequences 
(Gebauer et al., 2011). The look and feel of a website is important for the user’s reliance, though 
they often take confidence from the wrong cues. By texts, images, or mimicking windows users 
might be easily deceived which leads to insecure behaviour (Dhamija, Tygar, & Hearst, 2006). 
Depending on the system characteristics, the system might be mistakenly judged as highly reliable 
and trustworthy; and therefore only be sparsely monitored (Parasuraman, Molloy, & Singh, 1993). 
Not only the website characteristics but also the perceptions of the general security of the Internet 
can influence trusting beliefs and intentions (e.g. McKnight et al., 2002a). Furthermore, even 
individual differences in the propensity to trust may impact the decision if and to which level a user 
engages in an interaction (e.g. Chen & Bansal, 2010; Gefen, 2000; Lee & See, 2004). 
Further individual factors that influence online security are often associated with the 
individual knowledge about security in online situations and the self-confidence concerning 
security measures that result from that knowledge. Knowledge about security threats form the 
basis to reliably estimate the overall danger of information security threats (Huang et al., 2010). 
Threat appraisal resulting from security knowledge then influences security behaviour (Anderson & 
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Agarwal, 2010). It is expressed as security skill or security awareness (Chen & Bansal, 2010), as 
general form of computer knowledge (Gebauer et al., 2011), or self-efficacy that leads to the 
perceptions of individual control (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Huang et al., 2010; LaRose et al., 
2005; Ng & Rahim, 2005; Ng & Wu, 2009; Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006; Woon et al., 2005). All those 
concepts base on the amount of individual’s knowledge about security issues. By accumulating 
knowledge about technological or specifically security issues, also self-confidence is increased and 
gets more important for reliance while the relevance of trust decreases (Riley, 1996). When users 
possess low technical knowledge and low self-confidence, they tend to rely on systems simply 
because they believe the technology provides expertise that they themselves lack (Lee & Moray, 
1992). Only when a user’s confidence in his or her ability of effectively monitoring exceeds the trust 
in the website, monitoring behaviour will occur (Riley, 1996). Confidence in the user’s own security 
knowledge develops by experience. Inauspiciously, unfamiliarity with technology limits the ability 
to recognize threats (Furnell, 2006; Huang et al., 2010) and actual web interaction behaviour 
(Chen & Bansal, 2010). Weak online security practices could, hence, be a result of good personal 
experiences. The ascription of high reliability to either a specific website or the Internet in general 
could be made due to the non-appearance of security attacks on the individual’s accounts or any 
detected fraud. Positive experiences have been found to degrade monitoring performance because 
of increasing trust (Bailey & Scerbo, 2007). 
Additionally, personality factors, cultural influences and motivational factors contribute to security 
behaviour. In particular, the intrinsic interest in the use of a certain online service influences how 
severe expected penalties and rewards associated with poor security practices are perceived (e.g. 
Huang et al., 2011; Ng & Rahim, 2005; Ng & Wu, 2009; Woon et al., 2005). If in doubt, users 
decide presumably more concerning their intrinsic desires to access websites than weighing up 
security considerations (Furnell, 2005). The effort to engage in proper reliance behaviour should 
not outweigh its benefits; otherwise the behaviour will be less likely be performed (e.g. Dzindolet et 
al., 2002).  
In summary, there is a variety of factors influencing online security behaviour. Following the 
understanding, that security behaviour is a reliance action resulting from user’s trust, this thesis 
focuses on the interaction characteristic and the security knowledge of the user. Adequate security 
behaviour can only be achieved when the website conveys security and, on the other side, the user 
understands these signals and knows how to react.  
 
1.5.3 Summary on security and trust in online interaction 
 
The current state of user’s security in online situations is by far not as elaborated as desired. There 
is quite a gap between online situations in which users just rely on security indicators and 
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situations in which such security indicators are used deliberately as assistance on good security 
behaviour.  
Despite the common use of security indicators like the https-padlock or web assurance seals, 
there are contradictory findings on their effectiveness (e.g. Kim & Benbasat, 2010; Noteberg, 
Christiaanse, & Wallage, 2003; Rifon, LaRose, & Choi, 2005). Website security has been found to 
positively affect perceived trustworthiness (e.g. Belanger et al., 2002; Yousafzai et al., 2010, 
Yenisey et al.,2005) while the role of certain types of security indicators remains unclear. 
Therefore, this thesis will deal with the questions on which security indicators do influence the 
perceived trustworthiness of websites and trusting intentions. Different types of security indicators 
will be compared. With security indicators that just serve as an additional source of information on 
the website’s trustworthiness the user remains in a rather passive, receptive role. The mere 
presence of that information on websites does not guarantee secure online actions.  
However, there are ways of security behaviour that require a more active engagement of the 
user than a decision based on additional information presented via website elements. Still, it raises 
fears that users – who are happy to rely on online providers and the government to install secure 
structures – do not act themselves in accordance to good security practices. Insecure online 
behaviour can be caused by a lack of security knowledge (Adams & Sasse, 1999).  
Furthermore, users do not want to invest too much effort in security behaviour, 
notwithstanding they demand high security standards on websites. By improving the website 
characteristics the effort of effective security behaviour could be minimized. Interaction 
characteristics that make security behaviour more comfortable, like good security usability, could 
immensely support the actual quality of security behaviour. In two experimental studies the 
effectiveness of security guidance on the actual quality of security behaviour should be examined. 
As security behaviour can be understood as monitoring behaviour, the relationship between the 
quality of the security behaviour and the user’s trust should be additionally investigated. By 
actually providing support on online security – in form of security indicators and guidance on 
security behaviour – a user’s trust and confidence will help to promote suitable information 
exchange (Ratnasingham, 1998). 
 
 
1.6 OVERVIEW ON RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND STUDIES 
 
In summary, the theoretical basis presented in chapter 1 about provides a framework that helps to 
structure the investigations of trust in online interactions with a focus on both informational and 
transactional websites. The attributes of the website serve as crucial determinants for user’s 
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attitudes, intentions and behaviour. The research questions that should be answered within the 
framework are: 
 How can trust be assessed in informational and transactional websites? Is it necessary to 
differentiate between the assessment of perceived trustworthiness of the website, the 
website author and the Internet? Do both instrumental and hedonic interaction 
characteristics influence perceived trustworthiness? Are there differences in 
informational and transactional websites? 
 Do specific elements, e.g. security indicators, influence perceived trustworthiness? 
 Do objective website properties that foster security usability influence perceived 
trustworthiness and trusting behaviour? 
An overview on the ten empirical studies is presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Overview on the studies conducted in this thesis. 
C
H
A
PT
E
R
 2
 How can trust in online interactions be assessed in informational and 
transactional websites? 
Study 1.              Online Study (N = 170) on informational website on tenancy law. 
Assessment of which entity an estimation of perceived trustworthiness 
refers to (website, website author, or Internet?) by parallel items. 
Study 2 a.              Scale development. Item selection. 
N = 111, informational and transactional websites 
Study 2 b.  Scale development. Validation 
N = 71, informational and transactional websites  
C
H
A
PT
E
R
 3
 Do both instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics influence 
perceived trustworthiness?  
Study 3.              Experimental study (N = 28) with informational website on health advice. 
Assessment of hedonic quality, instrumental quality, aesthetics, perceived 
trustworthiness and trusting intentions. 
Mixed-methods approach. 
Study 4 a.        Experimental study (N = 51) with transactional website (online shop). 
Assessment of hedonic quality, instrumental quality, perceived 
trustworthiness and trusting intention. 
 
 Study 4 b.              Buyer survey (N=41) of transactional website (online shop). Assessment of 
hedonic quality, instrumental quality, perceived trustworthiness and 
trusting intention.  
C
H
A
PT
E
R
 4
 Do specific elements, e.g. security indicators, influence perceived 
trustworthiness? 
Study 5.              Online study (N = 128) on security indicators on transactional website. 
Comparison of effects of web assurance seals and customer rankings on 
perceived trustworthiness, risk and trusting intention. 
Study 6.              Online study (N = 131) on security indicators on transactional website. 
Comparison of effects of existing and fictitious web assurance seals on 
perceived trustworthiness and trusting intention. 
Do objective website properties that foster security usability influence 
perceived trustworthiness and trusting behaviour? 
Study 7.  Descriptive survey (N = 246) on actual users’ security behaviour. Focus on 
password practice.  
Study 8. Experimental study (N = 24) on the effects of security usability on 
transactional websites.  
Assessment of perceived trustworthiness and trust-related behaviour: 
decision to save information on website, password strength and response to 
warning messages.  
Study 9. Experimental study (N = 41) on the effects of security usability on 
transactional websites.  
Assessment of perceived trustworthiness, usability and trust-related 
behaviour: decision to save information on website, password strength and 
response to warning messages.  
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CHAPTER 2. 
MEASUREMENT OF TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The aim of this chapter is to describe the development of a scale to measure trust in online 
interactions with informational and transactional websites that could be used consistently for the 
studies of this thesis. As shown in the conceptual framework (Figure 1, p. 12), the objective 
properties of the interaction partner form the basis for trust as an attitude and subsequently 
trusting intentions and behaviour. This relation is embedded in the situational context of the online 
interaction. For this thesis, the context of online interactions is framed by two main goals, 
information search and the transaction of any data or material goods. Existing scales on online 
users’ trust focus on interactions with transactional websites, like e-commerce and banking 
websites. But considering the wide scope of online interactions, an instrument that is applicable in 
contexts apart from economical interests is necessary. 
For the establishment of trust, it needs an identifiable object at which it is directed (Mayer et 
al., 1995). Current scales on online user’s trust are based on definitions of trust which concentrate 
on the exchange with another human party, using a website as a medium of communication. 
However, in online situations the user interacts with an interface that represents a whole set of 
agents. The object at which trust is directed at might be the website, the website author or the 
Internet, depending on the level of specifity (Lee & See, 2004) of the users’ perception. For the 
scale development, it first has to be investigated which interaction partner or how many interaction 
partners provide the objective properties the trusting beliefs (perceived trustworthiness) are built 
on. In Study 1, it was examined if the characteristics of the website itself, the website author, and 
the Internet as the underlying system can be regarded as separate influences on perceived 
trustworthiness. Then, in Study 2 a and b, the Scale for Online Users’ Trust (SCOUT) was 
constructed to provide a reliable and valid instrument for the following studies on interaction 
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characteristics (see chapters 3 and 4). The applicability of SCOUT for both informational and 
transactional websites was mandatory in order to assess the influences of hedonic qualities and 
security issues.  
 
 
2.1  MEASUREMENT OF USERS’ TRUST IN WEBSITES  
 
The majority of scales on online users’ trust regards online interactions as technology-mediated 
communication. Theoretical considerations about online user’s trust often neglect the distinction 
between the different interaction partners (Corritore et al., 2003). Thus, most scales to measure 
online user’s trust, that were developed in various disciplines, build on the understanding of trust 
in either the website, the website provider or the Internet as interaction partner. Besides, the 
majority of the trust assessments are restricted for only one type of website interaction. E-
commerce is the largest field of application. Instruments like the scale on perceived 
trustworthiness of online shops (Büttner & Göritz, 2008), Gefen’s three-dimensional scale of 
trustworthiness (2002) or the scale of consumers’ trust in an Internet store by Jarvenpaa, et al. 
(2000) tend to have limited applicability across different types of websites as they focus on only the 
vendor. Gefen et al. (2003) have already drawn attention to different perspectives on interaction 
partners. They included both the assessments of the IT interface and the online vendor in the 
measurement of consumers’ trust. However, in e-commerce and marketing literature the object of 
trust is synonymous with the vendor. Within the last decade a vast number of studies investigated 
consumers’ trust in e-commerce websites and used items derived from Jarvenpaa, Tractinsky, and 
Vitale (2000; e.g. Bhattacherjee, 2002; Hampton-Sosa & Koufaris, 2005; Hung, Cheng, & Chen, 
2012) or Gefen (2002; e.g. Gefen & Straub, 2004; Wu & Chen, 2005). All those scales include the 
vendor to be the object of trust. Furthermore, they mainly build on the initial work on 
organisational trust in the offline context of Mayer et al. (1995) as do, e.g. Murphy and Blessinger 
(2003) or Schlosser, Barnett White and Lloyd (2006). Pavlou and Gefen (2004) consider the 
interaction partner explicitly as intermediates and sellers in online auctions. For example, the scale 
of Chen and Dibb (2010) was developed on this basis. 
Questionnaires that consider the website interface as the direct interaction partner of the user 
are applicable for a wider range of contexts. Still, even when the items contain explicitly the 
wording “the website” to define the interaction partner, the scales are applied for very specific 
online retailing contexts (e.g. Casaló, Flavián, & Guinalíu, 2010). In some scales, the interaction 
partner is phrased as the www-address (e.g. “Amazon.com knows how to provide excellent service.” 
Gefen, 2002), but still refers to the website provider. Such ambiguous items cause problems when 
measuring online users’ trust as an attitude, because respondents need to determine the object of 
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trust, otherwise validity is questionable. To measure the general attitude towards a website 
different scales build on items of Lynch, Kent, and Srinivasan (2001) to assess trustworthiness of 
websites (e.g. Bart, Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005; Chen & Dibb, 2010; Hampton-Sosa & 
Koufaris, 2005; Wu, Huang, & Fu, 2011). Apart from e-commerce, online users’ trust has been 
investigated – much less intensely - in the area of e-health (Bansal, Zahedi, & Gefen, 2010; Hong, 
2006), e-banking (Aldás-Manzano, Lassala-Navarré, Ruiz-Mafé, & Sanz-Blas, 2009) or un-
specified web surroundings relating any kinds of financial transactions (e.g. Flavián, Guinalíu, & 
Gurrea, 2006). 
Only a few authors cover the Internet technology as an interaction partner. The ‘Attitude 
towards the Internet’ scale (ATIS, Morse, Gullekson, Morris, & Popovich, 2011) assesses the 
individual’s cognitions and feelings towards the Internet. Bélanger and Carter (2008) include trust 
in the Internet in their measurement of trust in the concept of e-government focusing on safety and 
structural assurance issues. Furthermore, measures on constructs close to users’ trust like privacy 
relate inevitably to the nature of the Internet as multi-function information entity (e.g. Buchanan, 
Paine, Joinson, & Reips, 2007).  
Regardless the focus on either the website, the website author or the Internet as interaction 
partner, current scales measuring online user’s trust are not without critics. Although the 
instruments build directly upon previous research and are asserted to have proven reliability and 
validity, far too little attention has been paid to the adherence to the rules of psychometric scale 
development. The construction of the instruments on online users' trust has been mostly ad hoc. 
Only few authors conducted pre-tests to ensure the psychometric quality of the items used (Büttner 
& Göritz, 2008; Gefen, Karahanna, & Straub, 2003). Despite the lack of clarity of the construct of 
online users’ trust, researchers agree on the multi-dimensional nature of trust: the scales require 
several subscales to adequately explore trust (Carrington, 2007). That is in line with attitude 
measurement. For complex attitudes, a set of questions is needed to identify the attitude object and 
help the user retrieve relevant information from memory (Strack & Martin, 1987). Focusing on 
perceived trustworthiness as trust is understood as an attitude in this thesis, all three components 
of trustworthiness – ability, integrity and benevolence – are measured in an increasing number of 
instruments (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Belanger et al., 2002; Bhattacherjee, 2002; Büttner & 
Göritz, 2008; Casaló et al., 2010; Chen & Dibb, 2010; Flavián et al., 2006; Gefen & Straub, 2004; 
Gefen, 2002; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Lynch et al., 2001; Murphy & Blessinger, 2003; Schlosser et 
al., 2006). 
Scales on online users’ trust, which include propensity to trust, are the ones used by Bélanger 
and Carter (2008) or Hampton-Sosa and Koufaris (2005). In the offline context, there are plenty of 
instruments dealing with propensity to trust (for an overview see Carrington, 2007). For instance, 
the Interpersonal Trust Scale (ITS, Rotter, 1967) measures generalized trust in a variety of human 
interaction partners like parents, friends or physicians. Beyond that, the Trust Inventory by Couch, 
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Adams, and Jones (1996) extends the construct to generalized trust, partner trust, and network 
trust. 
The combination of the single constructs perceived trustworthiness, perceived risk, system 
trust and disposition to trust in one scale was approached within the research group of TU 
Chemnitz (Jank, 2011). However, the difficulties regarding the development of a scale to measure 
online user's trust are the set of interaction partners and the limited applicability of the scales on 
specific types of website interactions. Hence, the aim of this research was to develop an instrument 
to measure online user’s trust with consideration of the whole set of interaction partners which can 
be applied in unspecific website interactions. As basis for this development, Study 1 investigates 
which of the entities website, website author and Internet serve as source for the objective 
properties that lead to the perception of trustworthiness. 
  
 
2.2 STUDY 1 – WHO IS THE INTERACTION PARTNER? 
 
When developing an instrument to assess online user’s trust, the ambiguous role of the interface 
which unifies different components of the whole technical system and therefore different possible 
interaction partners might be of critical importance. Only little attention has been paid to that 
circumstance so far. Although the website is the element the users are directly confronted with, 
they might assume various agents to be their interaction partners: either the website as the 
immediate communication interface, or the website author who is responsible for the website’s 
purpose, or even the Internet as the underlying technology. The website author is here defined as 
the party that is legal representative of the website. As basis for the development of the SCOUT, it 
was investigated in a first study which entities are regarded as separate interaction partners by the 
users - the website, the website author, or the Internet. For the study, the focus was shifted from 
transactional websites to informational websites. In informational websites, the differentiation of 
the interaction partner is assumed to be harder than in transactional websites because there are 
less signals of exchange. In informational websites, only information is exchanged instead of the 
exchange of values like goods, private data or money in transactional websites. 
 
Method  
Design. To investigate if participants discriminate between the characteristics of the possible 
interaction partners (website, website author and the Internet), an online study with two 
informational websites was conducted. The participants were randomly assigned to one of two 
groups and saw one of two website on tenancy law. By parallel items on each of the three potential 
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interaction partners the trustworthiness was assessed as dependent variable. It is hypothesized, 
that the responses could be categorized in three groups according to the interaction partners.  
 
Material. As informational websites that offer critical information, two websites on tenancy law 
were chosen (see Figure 5). For one reason, websites that offer legal advice are suitable for research 
questions on trust. They offer sensitive information, and in case users misleadingly rely on it, 
negative consequences will arise (Mc Knight et al., 2002b). Additionally, especially for students, 
who form the majority of the sample, legal advice from a website might be more opportune than 
paid services, like the engagement of a solicitor. One website was www.mietrechtslexikon.de, a 
non-profit advice website as side project of a group of lawyers specialized on tenancy law. The 
other website was ww.das.de/rechtsportal/. It is the online presence of a defence insurance 
company who offers on this particular website online advice that is free of charge. Those websites 
were chosen as examples for websites on tenancy law because they have a very similar structure: 
the navigational menu block on the left, features like a search function and a clear separation of 
different website areas. Furthermore, the statements in content were identical. On the other hand, 
their overall impression of interaction characteristics was sufficiently different from each other. 
While the first website appeared rather old-fashioned, the second one met contemporary 
standards. This circumstance was intended to create a certain variance in the users’ impression. 
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 (i) 
 
(ii) 
 
Figure 5. Screenshots of the websites ‘Mietrechtslexikon’ (i)1, and ‘Rechtsportal zum Mietrecht’ (ii)2
 
.  
The two websites were chosen because of their different overall design impression and the different 
levels of recognisability of the website author. In the version (i) it took much more effort to search 
for the legal details, displaying information about the website author, than in version (ii). Both 
websites contained the same information on the given topic about the non-smoking-rule in the 
tenancy agreement.  
The trustworthiness of the website, the website author and the Internet in general was 
assessed by a set of six items for each agent, resulting in 18 items altogether. The items were 
derived from Mayer and Davis (1999, see Appendix 1). For each of the dimensions ability, integrity, 
                                                        
1 Retrieved from http://www.mietrechtslexikon.de/index1.php, (15/12/2013). 
2 Retrieved from https://www.das.de/de/rechtsportal/mietrecht/alltag-wohnung/rauchen-in-mietwohnung.aspx, (15/12/2013). 
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and benevolence two items were used. To match the items for each of the interaction partners, they 
had to be individually rephrased (see the tables in the ‘Results’ section of this chapter, p. 49). 
Participants. The participants were recruited via various mailing lists of TU Chemnitz and private 
email contacts. Of 253 participants who started the online survey, 178 completed the study. Three 
quarters of the sample were female, only 44 male. The mean age was M = 22.6 years (SD = 5.1). 
Psychology students formed the largest sub-group of the sample; only 3 persons reported to study 
information science. The remaining 14 persons came from different professional backgrounds, 
such as economics or education. The participants spent on average 15 hours a week online for 
private purposes. The websites used in the study were unknown to 94% of the participants. 
  
Procedure. In the beginning of the online survey a scenario regarding a critical decision on tenancy 
law was presented. The participants were asked to imagine a situation in which they were the main 
tenant in a flat share. The main tenant was ought to make a critical decision on smoking in the 
apartment while no specifications in the tenancy agreement were made. The instruction included 
that the users’ only source of information on the legal conditions was the website they visited, and 
in terms of a wrong decision they would have to face serious legal consequences. The participants 
had some time to explore the website, and search for appropriate information to answer the 
question “Is it allowed to smoke in the flat when there is no explicit rule on non-smoking in the 
tenancy agreement?” Then, the six items on perceived trustworthiness were presented for the 
website, the website author and the Internet. Afterwards, trusting intentions, system trust, 
propensity to trust and demographical data were assessed as well as a set of other questions which 
are not part of this study. The online study took about 30 minutes to complete.  
 
Results 
A preliminary analysis of the 18 items altogether indicated good score distributions. The answers 
for all items ranged from one to five and the means were tightly distributed around the theoretical 
mean of M= 3. Only one of the items exceeded the skewness criterion of |1.0|. The curtosis values 
were slightly higher than 1.0 for even three items. Before the multivariate analyses, the data was 
tested for sufficient correlations between the items by the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling 
adequacy (MSA) and Bartlett’s sphericity test. All items were included in a confirmatory Principle 
Axis Analysis (PAA) with three factors to check if the three possible interaction partners could be 
discriminated by separate factors. Noticeably, the items on integrity, which involved the users’ 
concern about reliability (“I never have to wonder whether the information on this website is 
reliable.”), loaded on one separate factor and were therefore excluded. For the remaining 15 items 
another confirmatory factor analysis was conducted (Table 2). It revealed three factors that 
explained 52% variance, but evidently only one referred to the interaction partners. The Internet 
formed one factor as separate interaction partner. The second factor could be summarized as 
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benevolence of both the website and the website author. The third factor was a mixture of ability 
and integrity of both the website and the website author. For the website, only the item “When 
using this website no harm would knowingly be done to me.” loaded on the benevolence factor, 
while the other items on ability and integrity formed a common factor. The same applies for the 
ability and integrity items on the website author. Still, for the website author the remaining 
integrity item and one of the ability items also loaded on the benevolence factor. The benevolence 
items for the website author clearly loaded on one factor.  
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Table 2.Principal Axis Analysis of the 15 parallel items on the three different interaction partners website, website 
author and Internet. Three forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N=178, (A = Ability, I = 
Integrity, B = Benevolence). 
  Item Ability & Integrity Benevolence Internet 
W
eb
si
te
 
A The website appears to be professional and 
competent.  
.758   
A 
The website has specialized capabilities that 
help me when searching critical information. 
.850   
I The website adheres to sound principles .816   
B The website really conforms to what is 
important to me. .718   
B 
When using this website no harm would 
knowingly be done to me.  .766  
W
eb
si
te
 a
ut
ho
r 
A 
The website author appears to work 
professional and competent.  
.535 .422  
A 
The website author has specialized capabilities 
that help me searching critical information. 
.535   
I The website author adheres to sound principles. .560 .350  
B 
The website author really cares for what is 
important to me. 
 .461  
B 
The website author would not knowingly do any 
harm to me. 
 .881  
In
te
rn
et
 
A 
In the Internet people work as professional and 
competent like in real life.  
  .398 
A 
The Internet has specialized capabilities that 
help me searching critical information. 
  .711 
I 
In the Internet people adhere to sound 
principles. 
  .432 
B 
In the Internet what is important to me is really 
taken care of.  
  .740 
B 
When using the Internet no harm would 
knowingly be done to me. 
  .312 
  % variance explained (52%) 38.7 9.0 4.0 
Note: All items have originally been in German.MSA = .889; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(105) = 129.0, p<.001. 
 
Checking the 15 items again for the number of different interaction partners, a confirmatory factor 
analysis with two forced factors revealed the website and the website author as one factor and the 
Internet as one factor. This model accounted for 47% variance (see Table 3). 
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Table 3. Principal Axis Analysis of the 15 parallel items on the three different interaction partners website, website 
author and Internet. Two forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N=178, (A = Ability, I = 
Integrity, B = Benevolence) 
  Item Website Internet 
W
eb
si
te
 A The website appears to be professional and 
competent.  
.783   
A 
The website has specialized capabilities that help me 
when searching critical information. 
.555   
I The website adheres to sound principles. .772   
 
B 
The website really conforms to what is important to 
me. .728  
 
B 
When using this website no harm would knowingly be 
done to me. 
.673  
W
eb
si
te
 a
ut
ho
r 
A 
The website author appears to work professional and 
competent.  
.899  
A 
The website author has specialized capabilities that 
help me searching critical information. 
.758  
I The website author adheres to sound principles. .853  
B 
The website author really cares for what is important 
to me. 
.574  
B 
The website author would not knowingly do any harm 
to me. 
.666  
In
te
rn
et
 
A In the Internet people work as professional and 
competent like in real life.  
  .405  
A 
The Internet has specialized capabilities that help me 
searching critical information. 
  .723  
I In the Internet people adhere to sound principles.   .436  
B 
In the Internet what is important to me is really taken 
care of.  
  .754  
B 
When using the Internet no harm would knowingly be 
done to me. 
  .318  
  % variance explained (47%) 38.4           8.9  
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .889, Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(105) = 1290.0, p<.001. 
 
The internal consistencies of the items indicate acceptable reliability for the items on the Internet 
(r Internet = .71) and excellent reliability for the items on the website and the website author (r Website & 
Author= .92).  
 
Discussion 
As basis for the development of the SCOUT, Study 1 helped to identify the important entities that 
contribute to the trust appraisal of the users. The hypothesis of a three-factorial structure of the 
items that indicate the three interaction partners website, website author and Internet as separate 
objects of trust was not confirmed. Instead, the results of the analysis on the parallel items on the 
trustworthiness of all three possible interaction partners indicate that the website and the website 
author are perceived as one entity and the Internet as another. There is no differentiation between 
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the characteristics of the website and the website author. It can be therefore concluded, that those 
two entities need not be addressed separately by newly designed items. As shown in various studies 
on trust in online vendors and other transactional website s (e.g. Gefen et al., 2003; Gefen & 
Straub, 2004; McKnight et al., 2002b, Büttner & Göritz, 2008) , the dimensions of trustworthiness 
ability, integrity and benevolence are also applicable to informational websites. The altered items 
yielded comparable reliabilities like the original versions based on Mayer and Davis (1999). 
By checking for which entities are regarded as interaction partner, the website and the website 
author are perceived as the same while the Internet is perceived as separate. The characteristics of 
the website seemed to be identical with the website author’s attributes. Assumingly, informational 
websites with low levels of exchange characteristics and no clearly identifiable human website 
author behind it are perceived as social entities themselves. Even with low levels of the human 
interaction partner’s presence behind the website, it is feasible to attribute characteristics of 
trustworthiness to the interface that do not differ from the attributes ascribed to the website 
author. Yet, the participants’ active search for the details about the interaction partner in the study 
was not controlled. By the high rate of 94% of the user who did not know the websites before the 
experiment it can be assumed that they had no presumptions about the website author. To further 
investigate the issue, in future studies websites that are known to the participants and have 
different levels of prominence of the website author should be used. 
When looking separately at the items on the website and on the website author, the 
dimensions ability and integrity can be ascribed equally to both of them, but are not considered to 
be different components. Professionalism, capabilities and the adherence to sound principles are 
perceived as one factor belonging to both possible interaction partners. When the website is 
perceived to be professional, this also applies to the website author. While ability in the assessment 
of trust in technical systems is synonymous with the performance of the system concerning a 
specific task, integrity is understood as an attribution across time intervals. By a longer interaction, 
the user can estimate how the interaction partner will behave and predict what happens next. In 
the experiment, the duration of the online interaction was rather short for the participants. 
Therefore, the basis for the assessment of integrity – and subsequently as clear differentiation from 
ability - might have been not sufficient. On the other hand, it is hard to define exact time frames 
that are necessary to assess integrity as a dispositional attribution of characteristics across 
situations. The reliability of a website might as well be judged within a short interaction but be 
closely related to attributions of ability.  
Benevolence is argued to be the dimension that is most complicated to transfer from human agents 
to technical systems. Indeed, benevolence is rather associated with the human interaction partner. 
For the website, benevolence is blurred with the perception of ability and integrity. This might be 
due to the difficulty to ascribe negative intentions to technological agents. The absence from doing 
harm on a website would be related to very bad usability and resulting anger, time loss and 
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frustration. This only strikes when the experience is especially negative, otherwise usability 
functions as hygiene factors that has no positive effect when meeting the users’ expectation but 
could have strong negative effects when irritations occur. However, this is nowadays quite 
unrealistic because website standards are high. Still, the ascription of a benevolent intention to a 
website appears to be not so different from the process in human-human communication. Certain 
intentions, that are assumed to underlie the behaviour of the interaction partner, are subjective 
constructions in the mind of the actor that do not necessarily have to be existent in that form. In 
the sense of what is the purpose of a website and its understandability benevolence is attributed to 
the entity of website and website author likewise.  
In the study, it was not assessed how well the participants were informed about current 
decisions on tenancy law. The appraisal of trustworthiness could be influenced by the accordance 
with prior knowledge. Though, the sample size was sufficient to assume the prior knowledge was 
balanced. 
In summary, the assessment of user’s trust in online interactions can be made without 
considerations of the distinguishability of website and website author. Only the Internet has to be 
regarded as separate interaction partner.  
 
 
2.3 STUDY 2 - DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCOUT 
 
As the results of Study 1 have shown, the website and the website author are inseparable entities 
for the users’ trust appraisal of their interaction partner in online interactions. The Internet is very 
well separated from this evaluation. Building on that findings, an instrument that assesses trust in 
online interactions and that is suitable for websites regardless of their content was developed in 
Study 2 a and b. First, existing literature was reviewed (e.g. Bélanger & Carter, 2008; Büttner & 
Göritz, 2008; Cheung & Lee, 2006; Corritore, Marble, Wiedenbeck, Kracher, & Chandran, 2005; 
Einwiller, Herrmann, & Ingenhoff, 2005; Gefen, 2002; Jank, 2011; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Lee & 
Turban, 2001; Mayer & Davis, 1999; McKnight et al., 2002b; Roy, Dewit, & Aubert, 2001; Schlosser 
et al., 2006). On this basis, a set of 28 items was created. The focus was on perceived 
trustworthiness. Though, the dispositional trust factors system trust and propensity to trust were 
also part of the SCOUT. This set included both novel items and such drawn from the references, 
which had to be rephrased because they particularly referred to commercial websites (see Jank, 
2011). The items were intended to be as neutral as possible without wordings like “the online shop” 
or “the retailer” to make the area for application as broad as possible. 19 of the items referred to the 
perceived trustworthiness of the website (including the website author), while system trust was 
assessed by six and propensity to trust by three items. Examples for items were “The website 
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author knows how to satisfy the users.” for perceived trustworthiness, “I consider the Internet a 
risky environment.” for system trust, or “I tend to quickly trust persons or things.” for propensity to 
trust. The items on system trust and propensity to trust were phrased as general statements. One 
item of perceived trustworthiness was used as a validation criterion because of its general wording 
(“In general, I consider this website as trustworthy.”). For all items responses had to be made on a 
5-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. To eliminate acquiescence 
bias five items were inverted. A qualitative pre-test with three individuals was conducted to check 
for intelligibility of the questionnaire. Based on their feedback two items were refined.    
The initial item set was empirically tested in Study 2 a to clarify both its psychometric quality 
and the factorial structure underlying the items. The empirical data was collected in cooperation 
with a student project (Jank, 2011). On basis of the initial item set, a number of seven items could 
be extracted for the scale on perceived trustworthiness (SCOUT-PT) and three items each as a short 
scale for system trust and propensity to trust. In Study 2 b the stability of the factor structure of the 
revised SCOUT was analyzed as well as its reliability and validity. In all studies the format of the 
questionnaire was an online survey.  
 
2.3.1 Study 2 a – Item selection 
 
Method  
Design. For selecting the items with the best psychometric quality for the SCOUT, a set of 28 items 
was tested in an online study. The participants had to interact with one out of four websites which 
they were randomly assigned to when starting the online survey. The items all assessed aspects of 
trust, as described in the previous paragraph. A three factorial structure - according to the three 
theoretical item sections ‘perceived trustworthiness’, ‘system trust’ and ‘propensity to trust’ - is 
expected. The items on perceived trustworthiness are hypothesized to correspond to the 
dimensions ability, integrity and benevolence. The items on perceived trustworthiness and system 
trust are expected to belong to clearly separable factors, i.e. they represent two separate interaction 
partners. 
 
Material. Participants had to interact with one out of four websites, two of which were nameless 
online shops (one for furniture, one for language learning books), one was a non-profit 
organisation and one an online presence of a small enterprise displaying its health-related services 
(see Figure 6). The online shops were chosen to tie in with the typical focus of online trust research, 
while the other two websites represented the informational website type. The websites included in 
the study were chosen because the represented rather unknown versions of typical online 
presences. None of the websites had a huge commercial impact. All of them were similar in their 
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navigational structure by meeting conventions. None of the websites had particularly striking 
features that might have outshined the general impression. 
 
  
(i) (ii) 
  
(iii) (iv) 
 
Figure 6. Screenshots of the websites used for the Study 2 a. An online shop for furniture (i)3, an online shop for 
language learning books (ii)4, a non-profit organisation (iii)5 and a small enterprise offering health services (iv)6
 
. 
Participants. Via email a sample of N=152 could be recruited as a part of a student’s project (Jank, 
2011). After excluding incomplete data sets, N = 111 participants (92 females and 19 males) 
remained for the analysis. The mean age of the sample was 23.3 years (SD = 4.7). The subjects were 
mainly students of Technische Universität Chemnitz (92%) who had the option to receive credits 
for participation if they wished so. As expected for the student sample, the participants were all 
very experienced Internet users. 87% reported to be online for private purposes on a daily basis.  
 
Procedure. During the survey, the participants were free to explore the websites as long as they felt 
it was necessary to assess its quality properly. To ensure the serious examination, participants were 
asked a set of control questions about the content and structure of the websites. Afterwards the 
questionnaire items were presented. Each screen contained a block of items in random order to 
                                                        
3 Retrieved from http://aadia.de, (03/06/2011). 
4 Retrieved http://www.ich-nix-verstehen.de, (03/06/2011). 
5 Retrieved from http://www.karo-ev.de, (03/06/2011). 
6 Retrieved from http://theranova.de, (03/06/2011). 
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minimize potential order effects. In the end participants were asked to provide demographic 
information and had the option to give feedback. Completing the survey took about 15 minutes.  
 
 
Results 
The preliminary analysis of score distributions of the items gave an overview about possible answer 
patterns. Three items which did not cover the full range of response options from 1 to 5 were 
excluded (all system trust). The values for all items were distributed relatively evenly on both sides 
of the mean as none of the items exceeded the skewness criterion of |1.0|. Two items of perceived 
trustworthiness were eliminated because of their kurtosis value of more than |1.0|. Additionally, 
one of these items (“I don’t have a good feeling using this website.”) revealed two peaks. It was 
controlled for ground or ceiling effects, but item difficulty was evenly distributed with no items 
being too difficult or too easy. For the remaining 23 items (17 items on perceived trustworthiness – 
SCOUT-PT, three items on system trust, three items on propensity to trust) iterative calculations of 
discriminatory power were conducted. All items on perceived trustworthiness, system trust and 
propensity to trust yielded good results with rit higher than .50. However, two items on perceived 
trustworthiness were excluded to gain higher scale reliability. Another seven items were removed 
from the SCOUT-PT because of a lower discriminatory power while they were similar in content to 
the remaining items. One item (“In general, I consider this website as trustworthy.”) was excluded 
from the scale but kept as a validation criterion because of its general wording. After the first item 
selection, 13 items remained for analysis (seven items on SCOUT-PT, three items on system trust, 
three items on propensity to trust). The factor structure was tested by using a PAA with Promax 
rotation. At first, the segmentation of the three scales on SCOUT-PT, system trust and propensity 
to trust was confirmed, as shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Principal Axis Analysis of the 13 items of SCOUT. Subscales perceived trustworthiness of the website (SCOUT-
PT), system trust and propensity to trust. Three forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N=111. 
(PT = Perceived trustworthiness). 
 Item PT System trust Propensity 
A The website author seems very experienced. ,721   
A The website makes me think the author is competent. ,788   
A The website author persists in performance and quality. ,698   
I I am confident the author keeps his promises. , 892   
I I believe in the honesty of the website author. ,811   
I The information on this website is reliable. ,840   
B The website author wants to do good to the users. ,563   
 For me the internet is a trustworthy 
environment.  ,735  
 The internet is an insecure medium.  ,821  
 I consider the internet a risky environment.  ,740  
 For me it is easy to trust persons or things.   ,909 
 I tend to quickly trust persons or things.   ,714 
 I find it hard to trust someone.   ,721 
 % variance explained (60.6%) 35.2 12.0 13.4 
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .831; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(78) = 746.6, p<.001.  
 
Then, only the items on the two different interaction partners – the website and Internet – were 
included in a second factor analysis. The results confirm the two factors of the interaction partners 
(see Table 5). 
 
Table 5. Principal Axis Analysis of the SCOUT-PT and the subscale on system trust to check for the interaction partners 
(website and Internet). Two forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N=111. 
  Item Website Internet 
W
eb
si
te
 
A The website author seems very experienced. ,728  
A The website makes me think the author is competent. ,810  
A The website author persists in performance and quality. ,579  
I I am confident the author keeps his promises. ,879  
I I believe in the honesty of the website author. ,806  
A The information on this website is reliable. ,806  
B The website author wants to do good to the users. ,712  
In
te
rn
et
 
 For me the internet is a trustworthy environment.  ,734 
 The internet is an insecure medium.  ,788 
 I consider the internet a risky environment.  ,760 
  % variance explained (59%)  42.6       16.7  
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .849; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(45) = 595.1,  p<.001. 
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A third PAA revealed on the subscale SCOUT-PT clearly the three factor structure of set of seven 
items which explained 71% of the variance (Table 6).  
 
Table 6. Principal Axis Analysis of the SCOUT-PT to check for the dimensions ability (A), integrity (I), and benevolence 
(B). Three forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N=111. 
 Item Ability Integrity Benevolence 
A The website author seems very experienced. ,940   
A The website makes me think the author is competent. ,436   
A The website author persists in performance and quality. ,587   
I I am confident the author keeps his promises.  ,562  
I I believe in the honesty of the website author.  ,623  
I The information on this website is reliable.  ,944  
B The website author wants to do good to the users. 
  ,822 
 % variance explained (71%) 60.0 6.7 3.9 
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .884; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(26) = 461.7, p<.001. 
 
Internal consistency for both of the scales was very good. The results showed an excellent 
Cronbach’s α = .92 for perceived trustworthiness, α = .80 for system trust and α = .82 for 
propensity to trust. To achieve generalization of the factor structure the selected 13 items were 
tested in a subsequent study. 
 
2.3.2 Study 2 b – Validation and final questionnaire 
 
Method  
Participants. The revised version of the questionnaire with 13 items was tested again with N =57 
participants in total. All of them were students from Technische Universität Chemnitz. The 44 
female and 13 male were aged from 19 to 41, with an average of 24.0 years (SD = 4.2). 91% of them 
were daily Internet users.  
 
Material. The test material was three websites, two of which were identical to Study 2 a. The online 
shop for language learning books and the online presence of a small enterprise displaying its 
health-related services have already been used (see Figure 7). The third website was an online 
platform for students to share study interests. It was important to use the different types of website 
to make sure the questionnaire is applicable to various fields. Again, the websites were chosen as 
examples of different types of websites. One criterion was that the websites are rather unknown, 
with small commercial impact, but comparable to popular online shops, service websites or online 
platforms in both their appearance and usability. 
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(i) (ii) 
 
 
(iii)  
Figure 7. Screenshots of the websites used for the Study 2 b. An online shop for language learning books (i)7, a small 
enterprise offering health services (ii)8, and an online portal for students (iii)9
 
. 
Procedure. Identical to Study 2 a, the participants were asked for a self-paced exploration of a 
website which was one out of a set of three. After exploring the website, the participants had to 
answer three questions about the content to make sure they dealt with it sufficiently to provide an 
informed judgement. Then the participants had to complete the revised version of the SCOUT, the 
WAMMI scale (Web Analysis and Measurement Inventory; Kirakowski, Claridge, & Whitehand, 
1998) to measure usability and for validation a modified version of the scale of perceived 
trustworthiness of online shops (Büttner & Göritz, 2008). Furthermore, to check for criterion 
validity, the participants were asked to rate if they would recommend the use of the website to their 
friends. As extra items “The design of the website increased my trust in it.” and “In general, I 
consider this website as trustworthy.” were added as validation criteria. The duration of the online 
survey was about 15 minutes. 
 
Results 
The psychometric quality and the score distributions of the revised SCOUT were examined. All 
items achieved satisfying results, with discriminatory power of the items ranging from r = .37 to r = 
.79 for perceived trustworthiness, r = .52 to r = .71 for system trust and r = .63 to r = .75 for 
                                                        
7 Retreieved from http://www.ich-nix-verstehen.de, (07/07/2011). 
8 Retreieved from http://theranova.de,  (07/07/2011). 
9 Retreieved from http://uniturm.de,  (07/07/2011). 
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propensity to trust. To test the st.ability of the factor structure, several PAA with Promax rotation 
were performed. The confirmatory approach was chosen because the number of factors was 
defined by the theoretical grounding: (a) the scale was about three different aspects of trust and (b) 
the dimensions ability, integrity and benevolence have been widely accepted in literature (e.g. 
Mayer et al., 1995; McKnight et al., 2002a, 2002b). At first, it was checked if the three subscales 
perceived trustworthiness (SCOUT-PT), system trust and propensity to trust could be confirmed. 
The 13 items formed three factors, explaining 70% variance (Table 7). The items of the final 
questionnaire are attached in Appendix 2. 
Table 7. Principal Axis Analysis of the SCOUT with 13 items. 7 on perceived trustworthiness of the website (SCOUT-PT), 
3 on system trust and 3 on propensity to trust. Three forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N = 
57. (PT = Perceived trustworthiness). 
 Item PT System trust Propensity 
A The website author seems very experienced. ,766   
A The website makes me think the author is competent. ,842   
A The website author persists in performance and quality. ,703   
I I am confident the author keeps his promises. ,561   
I I believe in the honesty of the website author. ,922   
I The information on this website is reliable. ,828   
B 
The website author wants to do good to the 
users. ,920   
 For me the internet is a trustworthy 
environment.  ,640  
 The internet is an insecure medium.  ,818  
 I consider the internet a risky environment. -,352 ,760  
 For me it is easy to trust persons or things.   ,878 
 I tend to quickly trust persons or things.   ,935 
 I find it hard to trust someone.   ,840 
 % variance explained (70.4%) 36.8 11.3 22.3 
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .676; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(78) = 223,48, p<.001. 
 
 
Then, in another PAA the extraction criterion was set to two components and only the items on the 
website and the Internet were included. That could be assumed because of the findings in Study 1. 
The factors website and Internet as interaction partners could be confirmed again, explaining 60% 
of the variance. The details are shown in Table 8 
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Table 8. Principal Axis Analysis of the SCOUT-PT and the subscale on system trust to check for the interaction partners 
(website and Internet). Two forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N = 57. 
  Item Website Internet 
W
eb
si
te
 
A The website author seems very experienced. ,806  
A The website makes me think the author is competent. ,843  
A The website author persists in performance and quality. ,721  
I I am confident the author keeps his promises. ,868  
I I believe in the honesty of the website author. ,867  
I The information on this website is reliable. ,828  
B The website author wants to do good to the users. ,721  
In
te
rn
et
  For me the internet is a trustworthy environment.  ,779 
 The internet is an insecure medium.  ,821 
 I consider the internet a risky environment.  ,654 
  % variance explained (60%)  42.7       17.3  
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .753; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(45) = 149,01, p<.001. 
 
The assignment of the items on perceived trustworthiness to the three factors ability, integrity and 
benevolence were tested with another PAA with Promax rotation. The items loaded on the same 
factors as in Study 2 a, with three items loading on the factor ability, three items loading on 
integrity and the benevolence item that appeared to be a stable separate factor. The model 
explained 65% of the variance (see Table 9).  
 
Table 9. Principal Axis Analysis of the SCOUT-PT to check for the dimensions ability (A), integrity (I), and benevolence 
(B). Three forced factors. Promax rotation. Loadings <.300 are not shown. N = 57. 
 Item Ability Integrity Benevolence 
A The website author seems very experienced. 1,001   
A The website makes me think the author is competent. ,524   
A The website author persists in performance and quality. ,376   
I I am confident the author keeps his promises. ,366 ,489  
I I believe in the honesty of the website author.  1,131  
I The information on this website is reliable.  ,535  
B The website author wants to do good to the users.   ,749 
 % variance explained (64.7%) 5.6 54.4 4.7 
Note: All items have originally been in German. MSA = .859; Bartlett’s sphericity test: χ²(21) = 194,64, p<.001. 
 
The means of all the sub-scales of the SCOUT, perceived trustworthiness, system trust and 
propensity to trust, are distributed closely around the theoretical mean of M = 3. The scales yielded 
good internal consistencies of Cronbach’s α = .87 for SCOUT-PT, α = .78 for system trust, and α = 
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.82 for propensity to trust. For investigating the validity of the SCOUT-PT the correlation with the 
scale of Büttner and Göritz (2008), which focuses on commercial aspects, was tested. The strong, 
positive correlation between the scores on both scales (r = .87, N = 57, p < .001) reflects the 
similarity of the constructs measured. Discriminant validity was tested by the correlation between 
the SCOUT-PT and the mean WAMMI score which measures usability as further characteristic of 
the interaction between user and website (Kirakowski et al., 1998). There is a high correlation of r 
= .50 (N = 57, p < .001) between the SCOUT-PT and the WAMMI. That indicates the constructs of 
online users’ trust and usability are not independent, usability is rather an important influence 
when a website conveys attributes of trustworthiness. Still, the correlation between the subscale on 
perceived trustworthiness and the WAMMI is considerably lower than the correlation between the 
SCOUT –PT and the scale of trustworthiness of online-shops. Furthermore, the SCOUT –PT score 
correlated positively with the criterion of recommendation of the website (r = .51, N = 57, p < .001) 
and the general item (r = .76, N = 57, p < .001). An ANOVA revealed the difference in perceived 
trustworthiness between the three websites that were tested (F (2, 54) = 4.18, p = .021, η² = .13). 
Pairwise comparisons showed differences between the student online platform and both other 
websites. The student service was estimated less trustworthy than the online shop and the presence 
of the small enterprise. There were neither significant differences in system trust (F (2, 54) = 1.02, 
p = .368, η² = .04) nor in propensity to trust (F (2, 54) = .49, p = .618, η² = .02) between the 
participants assigned to three groups according to the websites.  
In summary, the dimensions of online users’ trust extracted from literature could be confirmed 
for the use in unspecific website interactions. The reliability for all the subscales of the SCOUT 
obtained high results. Construct validity and external validity indicate the SCOUT measures online 
users’ trust in a satisfying way.  
 
Discussion 
The purpose of this research was to create a reliable instrument to measure users’ trust in online 
interactions that can be applied for unspecific website interactions. The SCOUT bases on the 
understanding of trust in online interactions as an attitude, therefore the focus was on perceived 
trustworthiness (SCOUT-PT). Still, the dispositional variables, system trust and propensity to trust, 
were also part of this scale development. The hypothesis that the items show the three-factorial 
structure of perceived trustworthiness, system trust and propensity to trust was confirmed in both 
Study 2 a and Study 2 b. Additionally, the hypothesis that the SCOUT-PT items will correspond to 
the dimensions ability, integrity and benevolence could be approved. Those factors were identified 
in both studies on scale development. Third, the items on perceived trustworthiness and system 
trust belonged to separable factors as expected. The characteristics of the interaction are ascribed 
to several interactions partners with the website (including website author) and the Internet as two 
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entities. In contrast to existing measures of online users’ trust the psychometric quality of the 
SCOUT was empirically tested in two studies. 
With the SCOUT an instrument which is applicable for diverse website interactions was 
created. While instruments building on the work of Jarvenpaa et al. (2000) use the term “store “ 
synonymously with the website author, others broadened the scope of application and considered 
further transactional services (Büttner & Göritz, 2008). For the SCOUT, general online interactions 
with both informational and transactional websites are focused. Apparently, the measurement 
across different contexts is important to gain further insight on online users’ trust in human-
computer interaction. An even wider scope of situations should be investigated in future studies. 
The existing measures of online users’ trust base on ad hoc scales without psychometric scale 
construction (Büttner & Göritz, 2008). The psychometric quality of the SCOUT-PT could be 
ensured by its different stages of development. With regard to the psychometric criteria, the 
SCOUT is an instrument with good reliability. It has proven both internal validity of all subscales 
and also external validity of the SCOUT-PT. After Study 2 a items which did not meet the 
requirements were excluded. This led to an evident improvement of the scale’s statistical values. 
Still, the validation work ought to continue with bigger sample sizes. Furthermore, also the 
subscales on system trust and propensity to trust should be validated in future studies. 
Both situational aspects of information during the interaction as well as enduring 
characteristics of the user are combined in the assessment. Perceived trustworthiness forms the 
situational and most important component of user’s trust in online interactions. It highlights the 
characteristics of the immediate interaction with the interface. Though it consists of the three 
components ability, integrity and benevolence, perceived trustworthiness is altogether treated as 
unidimensional (Büttner & Göritz, 2008) and forms the subscale SCOUT-PT. The transfer from 
only transactional to both transactional and informational websites is in line with e.g. Lee and See 
(2004), who introduced attributions of ability, integrity and benevolence to technological systems. 
They investigated the elements of perceived trustworthiness in the broader context of human-
machine interaction instead of transactional services between human actors and/or organizations 
while the SCOUT comprises informational websites. The dimension of ability contained three items 
about the competence, professionalism and quality of the interaction partner. This time, it was 
clearly distinct from the estimation of integrity that focuses on reliability and continuance. For 
both ability and integrity two items each referred to the website author and one referred to the 
website. It appeared reasonable because, as shown in Study 1, there was no differentiation between 
those two entities. Still, the scale should contain considerations about both. Benevolence was 
assessed by only one item on the general positive orientation of the website author. As the results 
from Study 1 suggest, the ascription of benevolent intentions does not differentiate between the 
website and the website author, still it is much more comprehensible to assess the benevolence of 
the website author.    
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The components system trust and propensity to trust form the dispositional characteristic. They 
have an impact on the establishment of trust, even though enduring individual tendencies are not 
influenced by the concrete interaction situation (McKnight et al., 2002b). Especially in ambiguous 
situations generalized expectations, led by an individual’s propensity to trust, dominate the users’ 
evaluations (McKnight et al., 1998). Especially in interactions with unknown websites the 
dispositional component is highly relevant. 
In conclusion, the SCOUT facilitates the measurement of online users’ trust in unspecific website 
interactions because it is applicable for a large scope of online situations. It is an instrument which 
accounts for the holistic character of online users’ trust that is treated as a psychological tendency 
which is the result from the assessment of situational and dispositional factors during the human-
computer interaction. 
 
 
2.4 DISCUSSION ON THE MEASUREMENT OF TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS 
 
In chapter 2, the SCOUT was developed. Therefore, a pre-study on informational websites was 
conducted which examined the important basic question about the object at which trust is directed 
in online interactions. Online interactions are a special form of communication, in which a website 
conveys information – either about a website author behind the website or information about the 
website itself – and functions as the direct interaction partner, hence is the object of trust. In the 
first part of this thesis, the focus was on characteristics that help to predict the communication in 
online situations. 
First, parallel items on the three possible interaction partners that a user could assume in 
online interactions were applied for informational website. This context was chosen because in 
informational websites less signals of exchange are available compared to transactional websites. 
The goal of the interaction is ‘just’ the acquisition of information which makes it harder to assume 
the human actor behind the interface. In transactional websites, when an exchange of data or 
goods takes place, the signals of exchange are much more obvious. It was discovered that a 
differentiation was only made between the Internet as the entire system enabling the interaction 
and the specific trust object. There was no separation of the website and the website author. In 
informational websites, no trust cues apart from the online interaction could be used. Therefore, 
the attributes of the website are closely related to the attributes ascribed to the website author. 
Inferences can be drawn to the levels of the specifity of the object of trust (Lee & See, 2004). 
Apparently, users discriminate at the levels of trust in the entire system and trust in specific 
partners, but not between the specific partners (website and website authors). Human-computer 
interaction with any interface includes a whole collection of objects (Han, Yun, Kim, & Kwahk, 
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2000). The technological infrastructure that form provides the information or service requested by 
the user is also part of them. Therefore, the Internet completes the set of interaction partners. 
Trust in its reliability is an essential element of the whole construct of online users’ trust for various 
contexts (e.g. Bélanger & Carter, 2008; McKnight et al., 2002b). Still, only the Internet as 
underlying technology revealed to be a separate entity in an online interaction.  
Second, an instrument to assess users’ trust in online interactions was constructed with 
regards to psychometric scale development. The three dimensions of perceived trustworthiness – 
ability, integrity and benevolence – could be found in the studies. Still, in Study 1 on informational 
websites a clear differentiation among ability and integrity seemed complicated. In Study 2 a and 
b, the three factors were clearly assigned. There has been an ongoing discussion about the 
differentiation of the factors of trust itself (e.g. Cook & Wall, 1980; Kee & Knox, 1970). The various 
trusting beliefs often clustered into a global measure (Schlosser et al., 2006). Still, a distinction 
between beliefs is important, because in different contexts different beliefs are crucial (McKnight et 
al., 2002a). For example, in the informational websites for legal advice the genuineness of the 
information is essential. Therefore, ability is highly relevant. For transactional websites, 
benevolence gets more important because of the chance of potential misuse of private data. 
Online users’ trust as an attitude evolves based on the characteristics of the human-computer 
interaction, i.e. primarily by the perception of the interface, and the users’ predispositions. 
Therefore, the attribution evoked by the situational factors of the website and the dispositional 
factors of the users are of special importance during the interaction. Even minimal social cues, like 
text-based interactions with a website (Karr-Wisniewski & Prietula, 2010), suffice to create a 
trusting situation. By the website design, the intentions of the users are anticipated. Therefore, the 
next part of the thesis deals with the effects of interaction characteristics on trust in online 
interactions. For this reason, specific aspects of the situation like certain kinds of retailers or types 
of content of websites are neglected. Special types of websites may evoke different levels and types 
of trust as consumer trusting behaviour differs between contexts (Bart et al., 2005). But despite 
different individual purposes of websites and the uniqueness of each experience, trust is embedded 
in a context of acquisition – either of information or of products (Corritore et al., 2003). The 
development of SCOUT was necessary because the instruments of prior research were problematic 
concerning empirical validation (e.g. Casaló et al., 2010) or a very specific scope (e.g. Büttner & 
Göritz, 2008; Gefen et al., 2003). With SCOUT, the same instrument could be consistently used for 
the following studies of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
ONLINE USERS’ TRUST AS PART OF THE USER EXPERIENCE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, the focus is on both instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics and their 
potential influence on perceived trustworthiness on informational and transactional websites. 
Within the conceptual framework (Figure 1, p. 12), the perception of interaction characteristics and 
the resulting cognitive appraisal are the important aspects that are investigated in the Studies 3 
and 4. Aim of these studies is to identify the most relevant interaction characteristics for users’ 
trust, describe their interplay and, finally, to relate them to website features.  
Interaction characteristics are key elements in the development of both online users' trust and 
a favourable user experience. They are categorized as instrumental and hedonic characteristics (see 
chapter 1.4). Instrumental qualities aim at facilitating the interaction. The user should be enabled 
to understand the situation by necessary information or features that help to anticipate further 
steps of action (Lee & See, 2004). They serve as guidance for the users because information 
regarding the basic dimensions of trustworthiness is conveyed, especially in instrumental contexts 
(e.g. Büttner, et al. 2006; Egger, 2000; Konradt et al., 2003). However, Internet use frequently 
goes along with entertainment, stimulation or personal meaning. These side effects are of hedonic 
nature; and most probably caused by website characteristics that are user-oriented (Huang, 2003). 
The influence of hedonic characteristics on the perceived trustworthiness of websites seems likely, 
as positive effects of enjoyment on online attitudes were reported (e.g. Childers et al., 2010).In this 
thesis, the hedonic characteristics are specified as identification, stimulation and aesthetics. Their 
impact on users’ trust shall be examined to identify the most relevant instrumental and hedonic 
interaction characteristics for the establishment of trust. In Study 3, three informational websites 
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were chosen according to website features that were matched to the different interaction 
characteristics. By assessing qualitative feedback in semi-structured interviews, the effects of 
certain website features could be further specified. In Study 4 a, the findings from informational 
websites were transferred to a transactional website. Then, in Study 4 b it was checked if the results 
could be replicated in a real-life scenario. 
 
 
3.1 THE ROLE OF HEDONIC INTERACTION CHARACTERISTICS FOR TRUST 
 
The psychological processes that are involved during the interaction form a more general outcome 
of the usage situation: the user experience. User experience is the entireness of reactions before, 
during and after product use, including beliefs and behaviours. Therefore, trust – no matter if 
considered as an attitude, intention or behaviour - can be considered to be one specific fragment of 
user experience. In this chapter, trust is again treated as attitude (perceived trustworthiness). 
User experience is built on the characteristics of the interaction, which can be categorized as 
instrumental and hedonic quality (e.g. Hassenzahl et al., 2003; Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). The 
differentiation of pragmatic and hedonic qualities was made by Hassenzahl et al. (2003) in their 
model of product qualities that attempts to explain the subjective perceptions of product use. 
Hedonic qualities comprise stimulation and identification. Stimulation addresses the need of 
individuals for novelty and surprise while identification communicates the accordance with the 
user’s values. Thüring and Mahlke (2007) differentiate ‘instrumental’ and ‘non-instrumental’ 
interaction qualities. Examples for the latter are the visual aesthetics or the identification. While 
there is much of agreement on the hedonic qualities stimulation and identification, it is not 
completely clear how to categorize aesthetics. The construct is somewhat diffuse and has long been 
summarized as ‘satisfaction’ in usability research (Jetter, 2006). Aesthetics is the “immediate 
pleasurable subjective experience that is directed toward an object” (Moshagen & Thielsch, 2010, p. 
690). It is related to hedonic identification (Hassenzahl, 2004). In the model of pragmatic and 
hedonic qualities, the overall impression of a product’s attractiveness builds directly on the 
perception of the hedonic qualities (Hassenzahl et al., 2003; 2007). Aesthetics is unquestionable a 
non-instrumental component contributing to user experience.  
An overview of the interaction qualities that influence the emotional and cognitive appraisal of the 
interactive system is depicted in Figure 8 as a modified version of the CUE model by Thüring and 
Mahlke (2007). The appraisal of a system, in case of online interaction websites, is expressed as 
beliefs and attitudes. Amongst others, it leads to the overall judgement if the website is trustworthy 
and determines behaviour. 
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Figure 8. A modified version of the CUE model by Thüring and Mahlke (2007). 
 
The relationship between the instrumental quality, i.e. usability, of websites and trust has often 
been shown (e.g. Büttner et al., 2006; Egger, 2001; Konradt et al., 2003). The effect of hedonic 
website attributes on trust, however, is still unclear. The instrumental qualities of websites (ease of 
use, navigation, security elements, etc.) enhance the users’ perception of control and facilitate the 
predictability of the website. Additionally, the website author’s competence is communicated via 
instrumental features. Hedonic, or non-instrumental qualities, refer to the users’ perception that 
are not directly goal-related. However, especially online interactions are motivated not solely for 
instrumental reasons. Important motives for Internet use are entertainment and communication. 
Even without direct communication, like email or chatting with a specific person, online 
interactions evoke the subjective impression to be related to other users or website authors by 
sharing contents or to create personal meaning. Both types of interaction qualities – instrumental 
and hedonic - influence at first the emotional reactions and then the cognitive appraisal of which 
trust can be considered a constituent.  
 
Usability 
User experience is closely related to usability. Systems that are well designed lead to more positive 
reactions than systems that lack usability (Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). Furthermore, users’ feelings 
resulting from the product use are less subjectively arousing when usability is high. Instrumentality 
of technological products is one of the characteristics that reliably relates to how much users 
appreciate those products (Rafaeli & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2004).  
There are robust findings indicating that usability is one of the antecedents of users’ trust in 
websites. When information is displayed consistently, well organized and with clear details users’ 
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trust tends to increase (e.g. Wang & Emurian, 2005). The navigational structure, the overall 
website design and single design elements influence trust (Corritore et al., 2003). Ease of use was 
found to increase the perceived credibility of website information and therefore also increased trust 
(Fogg et al., 2001). Depending on the context of use an efficient task fulfilment can provide reasons 
to trust. For example in e-banking, usability supports the user in achieving his goals and therefore 
increases trust (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009). Usability has been shown to be a key driver in 
achieving the satisfaction of the user (e.g. Flavian, Guinaliu, & Gurrea, 2006) that is of importance 
for both users’ trust appraisal and the entire user experience.   
 
Hedonic quality- Identification 
There are two perspectives on the hedonic function of identification. Firstly, it describes how 
people express themselves by using certain products (Hassenzahl et al., 2003). Individuals strive 
for attention and acceptance by others. They want to be perceived in a certain way. Interactive 
products can be one possibility to profess a certain kind of lifestyle, flavour or opinion. For this 
reason, the product functions as medium to emphasize traits of character and conveys an 
impression of the users’ personality to others. Website use, however, usually happens in private 
and is not necessarily intended to be communicated to peers. On the other hand, for the creation of 
identity a social audience is not compelling. Identity as the consciousness to be different from 
others and persistent over time and situations is also important just to define oneself in personal 
interpretations of perceptions and appraisals of the environment (Erikson, 1973). Identity is 
communicated when someone or something has the ability to make possible desired outcomes in 
an individual’s environment (Furby, 1978). Even websites the user promotes can be understood as 
statements that evoke a state of importance. Online interactions can create interpersonal contact or 
an impression of that, for example when common topics or experiences are shared. They enable the 
social categorization of the user, like by supporting his or her own opinion or presenting groups of 
people the user accepts. All media appraisal can be described as a social construction even without 
the direct contact to other individuals (Döring, 1999).  
 
Hedonic quality - Stimulation 
The hedonic function of stimulation serves the desire for personal development (Hassenzahl et al., 
2003). Novelty and change seem appealing to people. New situations, unknown interactions and 
surprising features arouse the users’ interest. With a certain level of stimulation and challenge the 
users feel optimally excited and are kept at the interaction because of the ‘flow’ experience 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). In online interactions, the variety and exceptionality of topics, the 
attractiveness of the design and playful website features can create stimulation. For trust, however, 
surprising stimulation and inconsistent characteristics might be counterproductive. Websites that 
focus on adventure-orientation might bore or annoy the user after repeated website visits. At worst, 
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the website’s seriousness can be diminished by too much stimulation (Reeps, 2004). The overall 
user experience when interacting with mobile phone interfaces benefits from a rather low degree of 
novelty (Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). According to Czikszentmihalyi (1975), the so-called flow 
experience develops when the activity is challenging but attainable. The same seems to hold true 
for the stimulation in websites and trust: with a boring interface there will be no positive emotions, 
with an interface which is too demanding the user will feel overextended. For trust that means that 
a positive orientation towards the user cannot be perceived. The user loses the feeling of control 
which will negatively impact trust. 
 
Aesthetics 
As shown in various studies, the aesthetic impression of an interactive product is undoubtedly a 
characteristic contributing to user experience (Bargas-Avila & Hornbaek, 2011). It satisfies the 
general human need for beauty (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006) by creating a sensual experience 
that ideally fits the users’ goals and preferences (Rafaeli & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2004). The findings on 
the effects of aesthetics on actual system use are rather heterogeneous. Aesthetics appear to be an 
important factor for users although it did not influence the actual performance with interactive 
products (Dillon, 2001). The resulting system use, however, was found to be affected by aesthetics 
in combination with emotional experiences during system use (Hassenzahl, 2006; Norman, 2002). 
When attention is paid to good design of interactive products, the user experience resulting from 
their use should be more positive than with less aesthetic systems (Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). 
When users deal with pleasing interfaces they suffer less from frustration and anger and are more 
relaxed. This makes them tolerate usability problems or other discomfort (Norman, 2002). Even 
surface features of websites –like aesthetics - without any obvious link to its underlying functions 
influence the trustworthiness and credibility perceived by the user (Kim & Moon, 1998; Tseng & 
Fogg, 1999). Visual aesthetics like colours or figural goodness are important for enhancing 
customers trust in e-vendors (Karvonen, 2000). When the aesthetical impression of the website 
does not correspond to what the users expect, risk perception can be affected (Frenzel, 2012). In 
mobile commerce, a moderating role of aesthetics for developing trust was shown (Li & Yeh, 2010).  
 
To investigate the role of both instrumental and hedonic qualities on online users’ trust a number 
of experiments on transactional and informational websites were conducted. In both types of 
websites the users face an unknown interface they need to explore in terms to achieve their aims. 
Common aim in both types of websites is the acquisition of something – either of information or of 
a product or service (Corritore et al., 2003). Informational websites provide advice to the user that 
can have more or less impact to the users’ future behaviour. On transactional websites, an 
exchange of not just information but real or virtual values takes place, e.g. private data, money or 
goods are transferred. The categorization in informational and transactional websites by the goal of 
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the interaction used in this thesis shows parallels to the usage modes for software introduced by 
Hassenzahl et al. (2002). In activity mode, when the users’ goals are volatile and defined fleetingly, 
the appeal of the software was determined by hedonic interaction characteristics, whereas in goal 
mode with efficient task fulfilment both hedonic and instrumental interaction characteristics 
influenced the perceived appeal. Subsequently, the situational context categorized by the goals of 
the interaction appears to influence the user experience in the broadest sense. In the following two 
studies it is examined if this applies also to informational and transactional websites. 
First results of the research group of TU Chemnitz showed that for informational websites both 
usability and joy of use determine trust (Frenzel, 2012). The websites were chosen according to a 
classification of features and specific examples of website characteristics that are related to 
instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics as well as trust-related effects of the 
interaction (see Table 10). In Study 4 a, the findings from informational websites are transferred to 
a transactional website., Then, in Study 4 b it was checked if the results could be transferred from 
the laboratory context to a real-life scenario. 
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A positive influence of instrumental features on users’ trust can be assumed to be a stable effect. 
Hedonic website qualities can be categorized in identification (HQ-I), stimulation (HQ-S) and 
aesthetics. HQ-I is about the website’s ability to communicate the user’s identity, i.e. the 
accordance of the website with the user’s values and opinions. This is similar to the benevolence 
and ability aspects of trust, therefore a positive relationship between HQ-I and trust was assumed. 
HQ-S, however, addresses the users’ motive for novelty, change and surprise. This contradicts the 
pre-conditions for trust; therefore a positive relationship between HQ-S and trust is not probable. 
On the other hand, HQ-S is desirable for a good and interesting experience. Product designer argue 
to enhance HQ-S whenever possible to create a favourable user experience. This leaves the 
questions for the actual effect of HQ-S: does it contradict trust because it prevents predictability or 
does it enhance trust because it creates a positive halo effect of a nice experience? However, 
because of the contradiction between the basic principles of trust of functioning as predictive 
heuristic and the novelty and surprise emerging from high stimulation the expected correlation 
between stimulation and online users’ trust is assumed to be negative. For aesthetics, some 
researches argue that “what is beautiful is good” (e.g. Norman, 2002; Tractinsky, Katz, & Ikar, 
2000). and that is causes a positive halo effect. Furthermore aesthetics and good website design 
were found to be related to positive perceptions of usability and usefulness that in turn enhance 
trust. So, aesthetics is expected to impact online users’ trust positively.  
 
 
3.2  STUDY 3 - UX AND TRUST IN INFORMATIONAL WEBSITES 
 
In an experimental study the role of instrumental and hedonic quality for online trust was 
investigated using quantitative and qualitative methods. As test material health information 
websites were used, i.e. information-based websites with high personal relevance (reliance on 
wrong health information can have serious consequences) and integrated hedonic features in the 
website. The majority of websites serve both instrumental and hedonic purposes. Private website 
usage is motivated by the search of personal meaningful information, multimedia consumption or 
the generation of own content. In trust studies health advice websites are frequently main points of 
investigation (e.g. Albert, Gribbons, & Almadas, 2009; Bansal, Zahedi, & Gefen, 2010; Hou & Shim, 
2010; Sillence, et al., 2007, Sillence, Briggs, Fishwick, & Harris, 2004). They feature both effective 
communication of information and the opportunity for personal data transmission. For 
investigating trust, personal health as topic for an experimental study provides personal relevance 
to a certain extent. At the same time, health advice websites offer features for a favourable user 
experience, like videos, self-test and the exchange of opinions of different users. Therefore, this 
type of website was chosen for this study to tie in with a typical topic of trust research but focus on 
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features that have not been explicitly investigated before. Three different health websites were 
chosen to examine the interplay of user experience and online user’s trust. Additionally, this type of 
website offered chances to pose both instrumental and hedonic goals to the participants in the 
experiment. The goals posed to the participants have been both instrumental (i.e. search given 
information) and non-instrumental (i.e. explore the website completely as you like, try whatever 
seems interesting to you).  
A mixed-methods approach containing quantitative data on survey and semi-structured 
interviews is used in this study to gain a deeper understanding of the interplay between 
instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics and online users’ trust. While quantitative 
data provide a more general understanding of the relationship between the constructs, results from 
qualitative data can explain in more detail which aspects the participants communicate to be 
underlying their evaluation to trust a website (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). 
 
Method  
Design. Differences in perceived trustworthiness of health advice websites with varying 
instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics were investigated in a within design. It was 
chosen because even small individual differences in the propensity to trust can have an effect on 
the decision to engage in an interaction (Lee & See, 2004). The independent variables were the 
individual interaction characteristics usability, HQ-I, HQ-S and aesthetics. To enable a ranking of 
the websites, the levels of those characteristics were summarized by the term 'experience quality' 
(EQ). The manipulation was realized by three different health advice websites with varying degrees 
of usability, HQ-I, HQ-S and aesthetics. For simplification, those degrees were described as low 
(EQ-low), medium (EQ-medium) or high (EQ-high) level of experience quality. Each participant 
completed all three website conditions. For investigating the perceived trustworthiness of different 
websites in relation to their varying instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics 
(summarized as experience quality), the following hypotheses can be derived: 
Hypothesis 1: Websites with different levels of experience quality differ in the perceived 
trustworthiness they evoke.  
1 a) The scores for perceived trustworthiness of the EQ-high website are higher than the 
scores for the EQ-medium website and the EQ-low website. 
1 b) The scores for perceived trustworthiness of the EQ-medium website are lower than the 
scores for the EQ-high website and higher than the scores for the EQ-low website. 
1 c) The scores for perceived trustworthiness of the EQ-low website are lower than the scores 
for the EQ-high website and the EQ-medium website. 
For the interplay of the single features usability, HQ-I, HQ-S and aesthetics with perceived 
trustworthiness, hypothesis 2 is assumed: 
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Hypothesis 2: Perceived trustworthiness can be predicted by usability, HQ-I, HQ-S and 
aesthetics. 
2 a) Usability and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
2 b) HQ-I and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
2 c) HQ-S and perceived trustworthiness are negatively correlated.  
2 d) Aesthetics and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
 
Participants. A total of 28 students from TU Chemnitz took part in this study that was conducted 
as part of a student’s project (Frenzel, 2012). 25 participants were female and 3 were male. Age 
ranged from 19 to 32 with a mean of 22.1 years (SD = 2.81). About 68% of the participants reported 
daily Internet use; only 7% stated to use the Internet less than four times a week. Asked about the 
variety of Internet activities all participants reported to use websites for social purposes and for 
information search. Furthermore, media download (68%) shopping (58%) and online banking 
(54%) are reported as aim of Internet activities while gaming (21 %) and selling goods (18%) were 
not as frequently mentioned. Health advice websites have been previously visited by 54% of the 
participants. The websites used in this study were unknown for the participants, apart from 4 
persons who had previously seen one of the websites. 
 
Materials. Three German health advice websites were used in this study. They were chosen from a 
number of health advice websites based on the evaluation of three experts on web usability. Besides 
hedonic attributes the usability of the websites was considered when choosing appropriate test 
material. Therefore, considerations about both instrumental and hedonic interaction 
characteristics, summarized here as experience quality, were included. The websites (lifeline.de, 
medizinfo.de and onmeda.de) differed in those characteristics of experience quality. The website 
with the lowest score in experience quality suffers from its confusing navigational structure, poor 
grouping of elements, and a low distinctness of content and advertising. Pleasant design elements 
like images or interactive features are lacking at that website. In comparison, both the remaining 
two websites satisfy the requirements of user guidance with well-structured menus and attractive 
features. Still, beyond a positive first impression of both websites extensive use reveals differences 
in usability aspects. Therefore, three different websites finally resulted in scores (a) low on usability 
and low on hedonic quality (EQ-low), (b) low on usability and high on hedonic quality (EQ-
medium), and (c) high on usability and high on hedonic quality (EQ-high). The variety of websites 
was chosen to avoid limitation to only one website author. However, a fourth version to present the 
dimensions ‘usability high’ and ‘hedonic quality low’ was not used because it was rather unrealistic 
to find a website on the topic of health advice that offers that combination. Additionally, it is 
assumed that the effect of usability alone on trust has been exhaustively researched. The content of 
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all three chosen websites was comparable as all of them offered information about diseases, 
symptoms and therapy. The websites were all free to use. For an overview, see Figure 9. 
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(i) 
 
 
 
(ii) 
 
 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 9. Screenshots of all three websites: (i) low on usability and low on hedonic quality (EQ-low)10, (ii) low on 
usability and high on hedonic quality (EQ-medium)11, and (iii) high on usability and high on hedonic quality (EQ-high)12
 
. 
                                                        
10 Retrieved from http://www.medizinfo.de, (12/01/2013). 
11 Retrieved from, http://www.lifeline.de, (12/01/2013). 
12 Retrieved from http://www.onmeda.de, (12/01/2013). 
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Procedure. First, participants received instructions on the purpose of the experiment and their 
tasks. They gave their consent to the recording of their comments via the software Snagit 
11.0.0.207. During the experiment the participants were asked to think aloud when they explored 
the website. After this short phase of getting familiar with the website, three tasks of finding 
information on a given topic had to be solved. When the participants were done with the tasks, a 
semi-structured interview was carried out to complement the thinking aloud statements. Then the 
scales on hedonic quality identification and stimulation of AttrakDiff2 (Hassenzahl et al., 2003), 
the WAMMI questionnaire (Kirakowski et al., 1998), the VisAWI-S (Thielsch & Moshagen, 2011) 
and the SCOUT-PT were administered. To add some external criteria for trust, the participants’ 
were asked if they would recommend using the website to friends and if they themselves would use 
it again for private purposes. Furthermore, participants were asked if the website was known to 
them. Subsequently the same procedure was repeated for the two remaining websites. At the end 
demographic data was collected. The order of the three different website conditions was balanced 
over participants. The study was completed in about 60 min. 
 
Semi-structured interviews. The questions in the interview covered aspects of user experience 
(based on Schulze and Krömker, 2010, see Table 11) and trust which were not already mentioned 
by the participants. Participants were asked e.g. “Did you feel successful when using the website?” 
or “Did the website make you feel connected to other people?” In the interviews the questions were 
modified according to the participants’ reaction or skipped when the participant already explained 
the concerning issue. Because each participant could choose an own topic to read up on in the 
exploration phase, the contents of the thinking aloud protocols differed and the interviews had to 
be adjusted accordingly. 
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 Table 11. Example questions from the qualitative interview. 
UX component Question 
Relatedness (HQ-I) 
 
Could you communicate fast and easy on the website? 
Do you find any communities of interest? 
Are there ways to integrate yourself? 
 
Autonomy (HQ-S) 
 
Can you manage information on the website on your own? 
Do you have control or does it feel like handing over responsibility 
on the website? 
Can you help yourself using the website? 
 
Competence (HQ-S) 
 
Does this website reduce complexity (of certain tasks)? 
Can you avoid stress by using this website? 
Do you perceive the website as helpful? 
 
Hedonic Quality (HQ-
I & HQ-S) 
 
Do you feel the website is challenging? 
Do you find the website interesting? 
Did you enjoy using this website? 
 
Relevance (HQ-I) 
 
Do you consider originality of websites important? 
Stimulation (HQ-S) 
 
Which feelings did you have when using this website? 
 
Motivation (HQ-I) 
 
Have you been personally interested in the information on the 
website? 
Note: All questions have originally been in German. 
 
The records of the whole experiment were transcribed and entered into Max QDA where they were 
coded and analyzed. The analytic strategy based on the qualitative content analysis (Mayring, 
2000) to form categories deductively from the theoretical framework on user experience, usability, 
aesthetics and online users’ trust. According to the main components of the constructs a coding 
scheme with definitions, examples and coding rules was designed. A pre-test with ten transcript 
files lead to slight modifications in the coding scheme. Then, the final coding scheme was used by 
two independent coders. 
 
Results 
The illustration of results reflects the quantitative data, the qualitative data and the integration of 
both. At first, the results of the questionnaires on hedonic quality, usability, aesthetics and trust 
and the interrelation of the constructs for all three websites are described. Then the qualitative data 
which was categorized according to the components of user experience, usability and trust is 
displayed. Finally, conclusions are drawn from both data sources to gain a deeper understanding of 
the results. 
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Quantitative data 
The three websites were tested for differences in hedonic quality, usability and aesthetics which 
were theoretically assumed when choosing the test material. The manipulation check revealed 
significant differences between the websites on all three variables. For an overview, the results of 
the repeated measures ANOVA are displayed in Table 12. 
 
Table 12. Manipulation check between the three websites EQ-low, EQ-medium and EQ-high. 
Scale F df p η² 
     
Hedonic quality (AttrakDiff)     
HQ-I 27.85 1.6; 43.8a .000 .51 
HQ-S 38.32 2;54 .000 .59 
     
Usability (WAMMI)     
Efficiency 5.80 2;54 .005 .18 
Controllability 8.87 1.64; 44.22 a .001 .25 
Helpfulness 7.01 2;54 .002 .21 
Learnability 6.69 1.57; 42.48 a .005 .20 
Global usability 4.56 1.56; 41.13 .015 .15 
     
     
Aesthetics (VisAWI-S)     
General factor  2.31 2, 54 a .109 .08 
     
Note: a Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. 
 
Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) were used to determine the differences detected. The 
differences in hedonic quality were found to be between the EQ-low website and the EQ-high 
website (pHQ-I < .001, pHQ-S < .001) as well as for the EQ-low website and the EQ-medium website 
(pHQ-I = .003, pHQ-S < .001) for both the hedonic dimensions of the AttrakDiff. The EQ-medium 
website also differed significantly from the EQ-high website, but only on HQ-I (pHQ-I = .003). 
Comparing the perceived usability of the websites the Bonferroni corrected pairwise tests showed 
significant differences in all dimensions of the WAMMI between the EQ-low and EQ-high website 
(pEff < .02, pCont < .001, pHelp = .015, pLearn = .001, pGlobal = .001). For the EQ-medium website and 
the EQ-high website there were as well as significant differences on all WAMMI dimensions (pEff = 
.005, pCont = .004, pHelp = .001, pLearn = .009, pGlobal = .002). There are no significant differences for 
aesthetics. In Figure 10 the values for the AttrakDiff are displayed. The usability scores are shown 
in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the hedonic quality between all three websites. Mean values of the AttrakDiff (scale 1-7). 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Comparison of the usability between all three websites. Mean values of the WAMMI (scale 1-5). 
 
The manipulation check confirms that the three websites offer different user experience qualities 
while their contents are alike. To check for the hypothesized differences in online user’s trust a 
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. Significant differences were revealed for perceived 
trustworthiness (F (1.57, 42.27) = 6.94, p = .005, η² = .20). Pairwise comparisons showed the effect 
between the EQ-low and EQ-high website (p = .003, Bonferroni corrected) and between the EQ-
high and EQ-medium website (p = .034, Bonferroni corrected).  
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Figure 12. Comparison of the perceived trustworthiness between all three websites. Mean values of the SCOUT-PT 
(scale 1-5). 
 
The trusting intentions, i.e. the intention to reuse the website and the intention to recommend the 
website to a friend did not differ significantly between the three websites. A multiple regression 
analyses (forced entry) was used to assess the effects that user experience, usability and aesthetics 
have on trust altogether. Therefore, the multiple regression was calculated over all three websites. 
Consistent with the assumptions, the perceived trustworthiness could be predicted by hedonic 
qualities. HQ-S and usability contributed almost equally while HQ-S was the most relevant 
predictor. Surprisingly, aesthetics could not predict any of the variables. For the detailed values see 
Table 13. 
 
Table 13. Results of the regression analysis to predict perceived trustworthiness in informational websites by usability 
and hedonic quality (HQ-I, HQ-S, Aesthetics), N = 84. 
Criterion  
Predictor 
variables 
b SE b β p 
 
Adjusted R² 
        
        
Perceived 
trustworthiness 
HQ-I .89 .10 .79 <.001 *** .62 
HQ-S -.20 .08 -.20 .020 *  
Usability .72 .26 .20 .007 **  
 Aesthetics -.02 .04 -.06 .500   
        
Note: *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001, two-tailed.  
 
The internal consistency of the questionnaires used (AttrakDiff, WAMMI, VisAWI-S and the 
SCOUT-PT) was widely excellent (see Table 14). 
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Table 14. Internal validity of the scales on perceived trustworthiness, AttrakDiff, WAMMI, and VisAWI-S, N = 28.  
 SCOUT- PT HQ-I HQ-S WAMMI VisAWI-S 
      
EQ-low .94 .83 .78 .95 .94 
EQ-medium .90 .75 .82 .92 .88 
EQ-high .85 .79 .89 .91 .95 
      
 
Correlations between perceived trustworthiness of the website and the trusting intentions were 
only found for the ‘EQ-low website’; r = .51 (N = 28, p = .009) for the criterion of reuse of the 
website and r = .59 (N = 28, p = .002) for the recommendation of the website to a friend. 
 
Qualitative data 
Altogether 79 qualitative datasets could be analyzed to help to explain the scores on the 
questionnaires and assess the details of the participants’ subjective perceptions. Finally, several 
themes emerged from the qualitative analysis. Online users’ trust in health websites is mainly 
based on identification features. Apart from the offered content, also more superficial interaction 
characteristics were reported to create an overall positive feeling which seems to influence users’ 
trust in case trust indicators are lacking on a website. Aesthetics seemed to be noticed and 
appreciated but still irrelevant for trust. However, the conscious impact of usability seems to be 
rather low. Only a few participants stated in their explanations that the perceived usability caused 
serious problems. In some cases strategies that did not refer directly to the website interaction 
were used for the evaluation of the trustworthiness.  
Unsurprisingly, in most of the transcripts participants reported that the content is the most 
important basis for their trust in the website. The more the website’s content corresponded to the 
user’s individual style, opinion and expectation, the more they reported to perceive the website as 
trustworthy. The following features were extracted from the participant’s statements to influence 
the perceived trustworthiness: 
 Appropriateness of content 
 Source of information (experts, other users) 
 Comparison of website information with prior knowledge 
 Relatedness and sharing of experiences: contact, relatedness to other users 
 Currentness of information 
The content of a website offers the possibility of identification, as the user feels a common topic (of 
his or her interest) is shared on the website. Obviously, the participants looked for correct 
information. When the comparison of provided content on the website with prior knowledge of the 
users was facilitated, they felt more connected to the website. But due to the complexity of the 
medical topic they could not judge in any case if the information offered to them was correct. 
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However, when the information on the website apparently contradicted the users pre-knowledge, 
both the identification potential of the website and the related trustworthiness was decreased. For 
judging the credibility of the information and therefore also the trustworthiness of the website they 
actively searched for the source of information and the provider’s characteristics. A very convincing 
proof for information quality and trustworthiness are experts that are involved in the website team. 
For example, it was mentioned: “Physicians and specialized journalists are from the medical sector 
and know about the topic, it’s not just anybody who decides to post on the website.” The 
participants seemed to ascribe competence to those websites that referred to one or even a team of 
experts from different domains. It appears to be a feature that is especially valued by the users and 
serves as precondition to build a relationship. Just as in media consumption, when recipients feel 
socially attached to moderators, the presentation of domain experts creates connective potential. 
Sometimes, the participants explicitly looked for responsibles with a doctor’s degree to confirm 
their expertise. One participant said: “Well...I don’t know...it does not say what the guy does...and 
he does not even have a doctor’s degree.” Still, even when the information source was displayed the 
participants had no proof if the information on the so called experts was true. The structure and 
complexity of the information presented at the website was also a reason to approve a website as 
trustworthy. When the participants had the impression the information was appropriate for a 
health advice website, i.e. focusing on medical content rather than distantly related topics like the 
pharmaceutical industry or self-help topics on daily life, they tend to perceive the website as 
trustworthy. Additionally, the usage of both medical terms and everyday speech improved the 
perception of trustworthiness: “It makes a good impression. They use medical terms but explain 
them. And you can click again to read it in plain German.” Concerning the source of information, 
other users were appreciated as senders. Reading about the experiences and opinions of other 
users in forums seemed to enhance trustworthiness. Similarly, a correct citation of text sources 
within the website texts or references to scientific institutions had a positive effect on 
trustworthiness because of the signalled competence. One of the psychology students 
acknowledged “What I’ve found good…I don’t remember in which rubric at the website it was but 
they referred to ICD-10.”. Furthermore, participants checked on the currentness of the website 
content to draw inferences on how carefully the provider ensures up-to-date information. Objective 
indicators like web assurance seals and certificates as proof of quality were mentioned by some of 
the participants as relevant for trust; still the majority seemed not to pay attention to it. Or they 
said: “I don’t have any idea about such certificates but it gives a reputable impression.” Also the 
legal details of the website could serve as reinsurance that the website acts in a respectful manner. 
One participant for example explained: “They have got a registered company number. So they are 
known to the authorities. That gives me the assurance of everything goes according to the law.” 
Perceived trustworthiness was enhanced when the participants found their own values – 
assumingly adherence to official law – congruent to the website’s legal terms. The possibility of 
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individual contact with one of the experts the website was referring to seemed to raise users’ trust. 
When offered phone or email contact participants explained to feel like somebody would seriously 
take care of their inquiries. Negative impacts on trust had references to the pharmaceutical 
industry. When the participants got the impression the website was used as an advertising platform 
for pharmaceutical companies their trust merely disappeared. For instance, one participant 
explained the following: “In between the articles - for example about immunizations I read 
‘sponsored by…any pharmaceutical company’. And if they sponsor the website they will bowdlerise 
the content.” This clearly depicts a fear of being exploited by getting biased advice. Some 
participants had strong doubts about the website’s purpose even when there were explanations 
offered. They stated for instance: “I just don’t believe they do it just for the good of the user…” This 
reflects doubt about the benevolence of the interaction partner and little congruence between the 
user’s values and the ones represented on a website. A complete lack of information about the 
provider led to immense doubts about the trustworthiness of the website. Only for one participant 
the trust-inducing effect of content features was outweighed by a negative stimulation and a lack of 
usability. For all other participants the features coded as related to identification had the greatest 
connection to perceived trustworthiness. 
Apart from identification issues the stimulation during website use was also commented by the 
participants. A number of participants reported about relatively high trust in relation with a 
positive user experience, while trust indicators concerning content were lacking or when they 
implicated a low trustworthiness. Several participants could not give any conscious reasons for 
their trust but said it was “just a gut feeling”. They just felt good when using the website and 
referred to “It’s a very comfortable feeling to move around here.” or “The website makes me curious 
to look around a little longer.” Therefore, this gut feeling was attributed to stimulation. For a 
number of participants a certain feature of the website created a halo effect. The participants said 
that they were so favourably impressed by teasers like small quizzes or games, videos or in one of 
the websites an interactive symptom finder that they had an overall positive impression even when 
they could not find any explicit signs of trust in the content of the website. On the other hand, the 
participants explained it in their statements that negative user experience due to over-stimulation 
had not such a big effect on their perceptions of trustworthiness. They often complained about 
advertising that made the websites more confusing and less stylish. At the same time, most 
participants were appreciative of the necessity of advertising to finance every website. As long as 
there were no complaints about content issues or usability the advertising was perceived as 
annoying but tolerated. Certainly, when either the content did not signal trust or the website 
suffered from bad usability advertising had the most negative effect on participants’ judgement of 
the website. One statement was for example: “This website is just flooded by adverts!” In cases 
when stimulation was neither perceived as explicitly negative nor positive but the participants felt 
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rather bored with the website trustworthiness was found to be positively impacted. By a demure 
and less lurid design the information on the website was perceived as pure and not manipulated.  
Usability was as well topic of the qualitative inquiry. The participants largely mentioned 
usability problems but that did not seem to have any big impact on their trust ratings. For one 
reason, the usability issues were of minor importance during the exploration phase (when the 
participants could browse through the website without any defined goal). Once familiar with the 
website, the user experience matters were more relevant for the interaction than usability. 
Therefore, usability aspects appear to influence trust especially when the hedonic quality is rather 
neutral and usability is poor. Complaints like “It’s annoying...it bounces around all the time. Or am 
I too stupid to use this?” indicate the frustration of some participants. However, several 
participants declared that they were confused by the website’s navigational structure but at the 
same time they were motivated and determined to overcome those problems patiently without 
negative emotions. However, negative usability was stronger related to perceived trustworthiness 
than good usability. One exception refers to a remarkable effect of poor usability features: when it 
took too much effort to find and read the website’s general terms and legal details, the participant 
just assumed the website was trustworthy without any elaborated reasons. This occurrence should 
not be over-estimated because it was only expressed by one participant. Still, it is notable that a 
lack of motivation in combination with poor usability features does not necessarily lead to a 
rejection of the service. Other features, like identification, can outweigh even severe usability flaws. 
The website’s aesthetics seemed to be of secondary importance for the users. Many of them 
explained that they paid attention to the content issues of informational websites but the aesthetic 
impression was irrelevant to them. If aesthetics were mentioned, participants most often noticed 
the appropriateness of colour use. Pastel colours were perceived to be typical for the health context. 
The website’s design was frequently related to usability issues instead of aesthetic perceptions. 
Only a few participants explicitly reported that they felt manipulated by an appealing design: “The 
appearance shouldn’t be that upbeat...that makes me feel it’s a spoof”.  
Interestingly, when describing how the users rated the trustworthiness of the websites, also 
website-unrelated strategies came up. A very few number of participants detailed their strategy to 
decide about the credibility of information is to compare the information with several other 
sources. If the different sources match, they will finally decide the website is trustworthy.  
 
Discussion 
The aim of this study was to identify the most relevant interaction characteristic that influences 
perceived trustworthiness in informational websites. Thereby, the interplay of instrumental and 
hedonic interaction characteristics was analyzed. By semi-structured interviews, the participants’ 
perceptions could be explained in detail. This enabled conclusions from objective properties of the 
website to the related interaction quality and subsequently, its effect on perceived trustworthiness. 
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In the experiment, Hypothesis 1 a) could be confirmed. The website with the highest degrees of 
instrumental and hedonic qualities evoked the highest level of perceived trustworthiness while the 
other two website with medium and low levels of experience quality did not differ in their ratings 
on trustworthiness. The trusting intentions, i.e. the willingness to re-use the website or to 
recommend it to a friend, did not differ between the websites. The relevant interaction 
characteristics for perceived trustworthiness are usability, HQ-I and HQ-S. The Hypothesis 2 was 
supported except for the assumption on the influence of aesthetics on perceived trustworthiness. 
While usability and identification showed positive correlation with trustworthiness, higher 
stimulation was correlated to decreasing levels of trustworthiness. Aesthetics appeared to be 
irrelevant for the establishment of trust in health advice websites.  
Identification was the most important influence on trustworthiness. It was closely connected 
to content considerations, which are crucial when judging the credibility of online information 
(Fogg et al., 2001). Then, the personal meaning of the presented content and the understood 
purpose of the website are naturally important elements to create identity. When a website is not 
approved by the user, no identification will happen. For example, advertising was mentioned to 
influence the hedonic identification in a negative way. It signalled unprofessionalism, appeared to 
be bad style and created the uncomfortable feeling of soliciting. A website gets valuable by 
characteristics like benevolence, reliability and credibility of information. These are as well criteria 
for trust. Honesty, competence, the absence of opportunistic behaviour and persistence might be 
basic principles underpinning identification. The clear communication of the website’s purpose 
contributes to a large extent to a positive communication of identity. The feeling of being 
personally involved by interactive features and the opportunity to connect to others fulfil the need 
of communicating identity. 
Stimulation was also a significant predictor of perceived trustworthiness. But instead of 
creating a flow experience, stimulating features were perceived as rather annoying. While 
identification is closely tied to the content of the website, stimulation is detached from it. Even 
features like games or quizzes were related to trust only by creating the impression of being cared 
of. By involving in a game, a personal relation is established. The visual stimulation was in all 
websites affected by advertising which has a negative notion. However, positive stimulating 
features, like games, quizzes, videos, were interpreted concerning their potential for identification 
while negative stimulating features were perceived as interrupting, confusing and annoying. 
Novelty and change therefore appear counterproductive for the establishment of trust. Even for the 
first use of the websites, those features had the effect of annoyance that negatively impacted trust. 
As expected and detailed in chapter 1.4 and 3.1, usability was an important influence on 
perceived trustworthiness. This supports the robust findings of instrumental characteristics being 
main antecedents of users’ trust in websites. By consistency of website design, a clear structure of 
content and easy navigational structures, the impression of predictability and reliability of the 
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website is enhanced which is mandatory for trust (e.g. Wang & Emurian, 2005; Corritore et al., 
2003). 
One critical point of the study was that trustworthiness was assessed with a student sample in 
an experimental setting. The artificial situation implies no intrinsic motivation on side of the 
participants. They had no real values at stake which might have biased the ratings of perceived 
trustworthiness. Then, the health advice context was probably not of particular interest for the 
student sample. However, those drawbacks were intended to be compensated by the different 
instructions (displaying self-paced exploration and task-driven goal achievement). 
 
 
3.3  STUDY 4- UX AND TRUST IN TRANSACTIONAL WEBSITES 
 
The influence of instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics – namely usability, 
identification and stimulation– on perceived trustworthiness was shown in Study 3 for 
informational websites. To check if this relationship could be transferred from informational 
websites to the transactional context a similar study was conducted. In transactional websites, the 
users’ goal is purely instrumental: to conduct a transaction. In informational websites, the 
acquisition of information might also be motivated by instrumental reasons, at the same time the 
fulfilment of non-instrumental needs like searching for support of own ideas and enhance personal 
meaning by discovering new things are conceivable. 
The results concerning usability in informational websites complement prior research, 
indicating that the feature is undoubtedly an important influence on trust in online interactions 
(e.g. Karimov et al., 2011; Metzger & Flanagin, 2013; Nunes & Correia, 2013). An easy-to-use 
interface helps to predict the situation and anticipate future steps of action (Lee & See, 2004). This 
is particularly relevant in transactional contexts where the website is used as means to an end, like 
purchasing a product or transferring money from a bank account. Nevertheless, the hedonic 
characteristics are not been shortened compared to usability in the informational websites. 
Identification even turned out to be the most important predictor for perceived trustworthiness in 
informational websites. Especially from the qualitative data it could be extracted that the fit 
between the website’s content and the user’s individual style, opinion and expectation was crucial 
for the reported trustworthiness of the website. Stimulation influences perceived trustworthiness 
almost to the same extent like usability, though the relation is a negative one. Highly stimulating 
interactive products that appeal users by their novelty and change (Hassenzahl et al., 2003), 
hamper the users’ understanding of the situation and make it harder to predict. Hence, a quick and 
efficient task fulfilment is complicated that contradicts the main motives when using transactional 
websites. Website aesthetics were irrelevant for predicting the degree of perceived trustworthiness 
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in informational websites when compared to the other characteristics. Visual aesthetics like the 
colours or figural goodness appeared to be noticed by the users, but were explicitly excluded from 
considerations about the websites trustworthiness. It is not assumed that in transactional websites, 
where in case of misjudged trustworthiness severe consequences (e.g. losing money, no shipping of 
the ordered product) the very subtle factor will become more important. Therefore, aesthetics is 
not included in the Study 4. 
The impact of general website characteristics like usability and hedonic attributes was tested in 
an online shop selling photo equipment. To compare the experimental setting with a real life 
scenario, actual customers of the online shop who just completed a transaction were additionally 
surveyed.  
 
3.3.1  Study 4 a – User test 
 
Method 
Design. The influence of both instrumental and hedonic interaction qualities on perceived 
trustworthiness in transactional websites was inspected in a user test. The participants interacted 
with one online shop. As instrumental interaction characteristics, the perceived orientation in 
online shops and general usability were assessed. As hedonic interaction characteristics, HQ-I and 
HQ-S were measured. Those measures were used as independent variables to predict the criterion 
perceived trustworthiness. The hypotheses for this study are: 
 
Hypothesis 1: Perceived trustworthiness can be predicted by usability, HQ-I and HQ-S. 
1 a) Usability and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
1 b) HQ-I and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
1 c) HQ-S and perceived trustworthiness are negatively correlated.  
 
Participants. A number of N = 51 student participants, 42 of them female, took part in the usability 
test held in a laboratory of Technische Universität Chemnitz. All participants received as 
gratification credits for their studies. The average age was M = 22.3 years (SD = 2.7). The 
participants reported to be online about 21 hours a week (Min = 4, Max = 80). Three outliers 
whose values deviated more than two standard deviations from the mean were excluded. Asked if 
the online shop was known before the experiment only two persons confirmed they had already 
known the online shop. Three quarters of the sample stated that their IT competence was 
“medium” to “good”. Several questions about the purchasing habits revealed the participants were 
experienced online shoppers (81% bought 1-4 times a month online) who spent by the majority less 
than 50 Euros per online purchase. Only 4% of the participants did not use any possibility of 
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preliminary information before purchasing a product online. 67% of the participants who obtained 
information beforehand referred to friends who have already had experiences with either 
purchasing a certain (expensive) product online or with the relevant online shop. The main 
objective hereby was to draw conclusions about satisfaction with the online shop. Even more 
participants reported to rely on ratings by other online customers (81%). A smaller percentage 
(54%) gathered information at consumer focused price comparison services. Interestingly, about 
half of the participants explained to mind web assurance seals while only a minority indicated to 
know the most common seals in Germany (30% TÜV, 14% Trusted Shops). One third of the 
participants have had negative experiences with online shopping. 
 
Material. Object of investigation was a local online shop, www.pixxass.de (see Figure 13), that 
offers a wide range of photography products and other electronic devices. It was chosen because it 
was a typical example of a transactional website, yet unknown amongst the participants. The 
overall structure of the website corresponded to actual standards. The range of products offered 
were assumed to raise some interest within the student sample that, in turn, could possibly 
enhance their commitment.  
 
 
 
Figure 13. Screenshot of the homepage of the online shop www.pixxass.de, retrieved 26/05/2013. 
 
The two scales of the AttrakDiff2 that measure HQ-I and HQ-S with seven adjective pairs each 
were used to assess the hedonic qualities of the online shop (Hassenzahl et al., 2003). Participants 
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rated the semantic differential on a 7-point Likert scale. Usability was measured by the WOOS 
(“Wahrgenommene Orientierung in Online-Shops“, Yom & Wilhelm, 2004). The WOOS is a scale 
of seven items that measure the perceived orientation in online shops. The structure of the online 
shop, the efficient location of elements, meaningful naming and the general orientation are rated 
on a 5-point Likert scale. Furthermore, three items based on the UFOS2 questionnaire were chosen 
to indicate general usability. The items were “I can use the store in the way I expect.””Overall, I am 
satisfied with the usability of this store.” and “This store stimulates me to explore it further.” 
(Christophersen, 2006; Christophersen & Konradt, 2011). Perceived trustworthiness, system trust 
and propensity to trust was assessed by the SCOUT described in chapter 2.3. The probability to 
purchase a product from the online shop was assessed by agreement on a 10-point Likert scale. 
 
Procedure. The user test was conducted at a laboratory at Technische Universität Chemnitz. 
Participants were instructed and informed about the experiment. They were asked for their written 
consent on recording the session. The participants were asked to think aloud while they interacted 
with the website. They were encouraged to describe their actions, expectations and feelings. In the 
beginning of the user test, each participant had three minutes to explore the website. Then, a set of 
six tasks was to be solved. The tasks included the search of a certain products, checking for product 
details, and to complete the ordering process step by step with given customer details. After the 
tasks were completed, questionnaires on perceived trustworthiness, hedonic quality and usability 
were administered before demographical data was collected.  
 
Results 
To test for the influencing website characteristics on perceived trustworthiness of the online shop a 
multiple regression analysis was conducted. The items on general usability were not included in the 
regression analysis because the assumption of normal distribution was not met. HQ-I (β = .56, p < 
.001) and the perceived orientation at the website (β = .26, p = .047, Radj2 = .44) were found to be 
significant predictors of perceived trustworthiness (see Table 15).  
Table 15. Results of the regression analysis to predict perceived trustworthiness by hedonic website quality and usability (WOOS), one-
tailed, N = 48. 
Criterion  
Predictor 
variables 
b SE b β p 
 
Adjusted R² 
        
        
Perceived 
trustworthiness 
HQ-I .40 .10 .56 <.001 *** .44 
HQ-S .00 .08 .00 .473  
WOOS .14 .08 .22 .047 *  
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The internal consistency of all the scales used (see Table 16) ensured a reliable measurement with 
Cronbach’s α ranging from α = .74 (HQ-IBuyers) to α = .93 (WOOSBuyers).    
 
Table 16. Internal validity of the scales SCOUT-PT, AttrakDiff and WOOS, N = 48.  
 
 
 
 
A significant positive correlation with the probability to purchase a product from the online shop 
and perceived trustworthiness was found (Spearman’s r = .30, N = 48, p = .039). Furthermore, it 
was checked for differences between the participants who have already had negative online 
shopping experiences with the ones who did not affirm the statement. No significant differences in 
the ratings of trust, website characteristics or probability to buy in the online shop could be found.  
The main usability problems reported were the perceived inconsistency in online forms, 
unavailable product images and the lack of ratings by other online customers. The lack of ratings of 
other customers annoyed 44% of the participants.  
 
3.3.2   Study 4 b – Buyer survey 
 
The previous studies show that both hedonic and instrumental qualities influence perceived 
trustworthiness, when investigated in laboratory settings. In informational websites, both 
identification and stimulation appeared to impact how the users assessed the trustworthiness of 
the website. Study 4 a revealed that those findings could partly be transferred to transactional 
websites, with only the identification with the website being a significant predictor of perceived 
trustworthiness. Stimulation did not show any systematic influence on the trustworthiness in the 
transactional context. However, both studies were conducted with student samples who were not 
especially interested in the websites and their content. But hedonic qualities of website are closely 
tied to the achievement of be-goals (see chapter 1.4). Motivational issues are important drivers 
when dealing with a website’s ability to fulfil needs that are close to the user’s self. Furthermore, 
motivational factors are discussed to cause different degrees of trust (e.g. Lee & See, 2004, Popken, 
2010). Therefore, in Study 4 b a field study was conducted to check if the results obtained in the 
laboratory study on transactional websites and trust could be replicated with a real-life sample. 
 
Method 
Design. The design of the buyer survey was similar to the user test in Study 4 a. Again, the aim was 
to draw inferences about the influence of both instrumental and hedonic interaction qualities on 
 SCOUT-PT HQ-I HQ-S WOOS 
     
Cronbach’s α .85 .80 .83 .90 
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perceived trustworthiness in a transactional website. The participants interacted with the same 
online shop that was described in chapter 3.3.1. This time, the motivation to use this very online 
shop was self-directed by the participants. Perceived orientation in online shops as well as HQ-I 
and HQ-S were the measures collected. Again, on this basis the independent variable perceived 
trustworthiness was predicted following the hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1: Perceived trustworthiness can be predicted by usability, HQ-I and HQ-S. 
1 a) Usability and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
1 b) HQ-I and perceived trustworthiness are positively correlated.  
1 c) HQ-S and perceived trustworthiness are not correlated.  
 
Participants. To compare the measures from the lab context with participants recruited from the 
student population another survey of N = 41 customers who actually purchased a product of the 
very same online shop was conducted. To increase the response rate of the survey the participants 
automatically took part in a lottery for an iPad. The buyer sample included 29 men. The buyers 
were aged on average 44.7 years (SD = 12.4). Their average time they spent online was 24 hours a 
week (Min = 3, Max = 100). Two extreme outliers reported 100 hours of online time. Altogether 
four heavy users were excluded from further analysis. 16 persons had not known the online shop 
before they purchased the product. 19 users were familiar with the online shop. The IT competence 
was rated by 80% as “good” or “very good”. In a typical month the respondents stated to buy 
several times online (67% 1-4 times a month, 8% 5-10 times a month). About 8% indicated that 
they even did more than 15 purchases a month online. For the most part (65%) 50-100 Euros were 
spent per online purchase. Everybody reported to gather information before the decision to buy a 
product online. In the buyer sample, ratings of previous buyers (81%), consulting sales assistants at 
a specialist shop (81%) and consumer focused price comparison services (78%) were the favourite 
sources of information. Two third of the buyers reported to pay attention if the website is equipped 
with a web assurance seal. The “Trusted Shop” seal (54%) and “TÜV Süd” (27%) were the ones 
known best by the buyers. Identically with the user test sample 33% report that they have already 
had negative experiences with online shopping. 
 
Material. The materials used in the buyer survey were identical to the final questionnaire in the 
user test including the HQ-I and HQ-S scale of the AttrakDiff2, the WOOS, the SCOUT, qualitative 
items concerning usability problems and demographical information. 
 
Procedure. After completing their online purchase on www.pixxass.de the buyers were informed 
about the survey of the Technische Universität Chemnitz on the last page of the order acceptance. 
They read a modified instruction explaining about the study. Then the participants were guided 
through the online questionnaire that was used in the same form like in the final part of the user 
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test. Additionally, the buyers were asked for their intention to purchase again from this online 
shop. It took approximately 15 minutes to complete the survey. 
 
Results 
First, it was checked if the results of Study 4 a could be replicated. In the second part of this 
'Results' section, the ratings of the laboratory sample and the real-life sample are compared.  
A multiple regression analysis was conducted to identify which website characteristics predict 
the perceived trustworthiness of the online shop for the buyers (see Table 17). The results of the 
regression analysis of Study 4a could be replicated: HQ-I (β = .51, p = .001) and perceived 
orientation (β = .31, p = .009 Radj2 = .63) are significant predictors for perceived trustworthiness, 
whereas HQ-S did not significantly influence the trust ratings. 
 
Table 17. Results of the regression analysis to predict perceived trustworthiness by hedonic website quality and usability (WOOS), one-
tailed, N = 35. 
Criterion  
Predictor 
variables 
b SE b β p 
 
Adjusted R² 
        
Perceived 
trustworthiness 
HQ-I .31 .08 .51 .001 ** .63 
HQ-S .09 .09 .12 .154   
 WOOS .20 .08 .31 .009  *  
        
 
The internal consistency of all the scales used is depicted in Table 18. The probability to purchase a 
product from the online shop was significantly positive correlated with perceived trustworthiness 
(r = .51, N = 35, p = .002). No differences between the first-time buyers (N = 16) and repeated 
buyers (N = 19) could be found except for the probability to buy: repeated buyers rated the 
probability to purchase another product in the online shop significantly higher than first-time 
buyers (t (33) = 3.2, p = .003, d = 1.1).  
 
Table 18. Internal validity of the scales SCOUT-PT, AttrakDiff and WOOS, N = 35.  
 
 
 
 
The perceived trustworthiness of the shop differed between both samples significantly (t (90) = 
2.16, p = .017; one-tailed, d = .46).As shown in Figure 14, the buyers estimated the website as more 
trustworthy than the user test sample did. The perceived hedonic quality of the website also 
 SCOUT-PT HQ-I HQ-S WOOS 
     
Cronbach’s α .84 .88 .74 .93 
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differed between the buyers and the user test sample (tHQ-I (89) = 1.68, p = .047, one-tailed, d = .36; 
tHQ-S (88.2) = 3.42, p < .001, one-tailed, d = .73).  
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 14. Mean ratings on hedonic quality (HQ-I, identification and HQ-S, stimulation) and on 
usability (WOOS) and perceived trustworthiness of the user test sample and the buyer survey. 
 
The perceived orientation in the online shop did not differ significantly between both groups; 
neither did the items on general usability. The participants of the user test rated concrete usability 
problems as much more severe than the buyers. 21% of the user test sample perceived 
inconsistency in online forms as a severe issue whereas no one of the buyers did (χ2 = 6.96, N = 35, 
p = .008). Furthermore, unavailable product images (χ2 = 4.45, N = 35, p = .035) and the lack of 
ratings by other online customers (χ2 = 12.50, N = 35, p < .001) posed problems for the participants 
of the user test but nor for the buyers. The only aspect that both groups reported to be affecting the 
usability of the online shop was the intransparent and inconsistent filtering options (10% of each 
group). 
 
Qualitative data 
The participants had the options to tell their opinions about the shopping experience. 73 qualitative 
data sets were analyzed using the content analysis (Mayring, 2000). As there are no differences in 
which website characteristics influence the perceived trustworthiness between the laboratory 
sample and the buyers, the qualitative data was summarized for all participants. 
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From the material the participants provided categories were deductively formed. Statements were 
coded concerning usability, trust and aesthetics and differentiated between positive and negative 
aspects of each category. The usability statements were used to specify the problems occurring 
during an online purchase. Most positively mentioned was the good overall impression of the 
online shop’s clear structure. Even for new users who were not especially affine to photography 
products the assortment overview and the ordering process were easy to understand. The 
participants explained that the search function was particularly helpful because of its prominent 
position, reduced design and good autocomplete function. They mentioned a strong feeling of 
control caused by the clarity of arrangements during the whole ordering process. However, a 
couple of severe usability problems referring to detailed actions were reported. The inconsistent 
format of the product details was criticized by a large portion of participants. As consequence a 
comparison of different products was complicated. In some cases the product details were 
described in continuous texts making it very difficult for the (inexperienced) users to extract the 
relevant information. A third usability issue brought up by multiple users was the intricateness of 
the filtering options when searching for products within a certain price range or removing set 
filters. The undirected search within the assortment of products was perceived as inefficient 
because of inappropriate or imprecise category wording. 
The positive usability statements were somehow connected to comments addressing the users’ 
trust in the online shop. Participants explicitly identified the clear structure and accordance to 
conventions from other online shops as characteristics that promotes trustworthiness. Making 
information easy accessible and declaring the services offered in a transparent way signals the good 
will of the online shop provider (“Trustworthy, because it meets my expectations of an online shop 
for special products.”). Perceived controllability during the website use is another aspect 
mentioned by a user that creates trust. A straight forward ordering process without any “obstacles 
put in the user’s way” was mentioned as cause for the ascription of trustworthiness. Detailed 
information about services like repair or refunding received acclaim. One person expressed to feel 
assured by a web assurance seal although the online shop did not contain one (only indication of 
being best in test of a computer magazine). Statements with negative connotations in terms of 
trustworthiness included the demand of extra fees for miscellaneous payment options. From the 
users’ perspective the fee was unnecessary and, above all, inflated. Few users, however, admit that 
they were willing to trade additional costs for ensured security of payment. Another website 
element relating to trust that was mentioned by some users was advertising. Because the advert 
was rather discreet integrated in the task menu it did not attract attention and was overlooked by 
most users. Some explicitly compliment the absence of advertising as indicator of trustworthiness. 
On the other hand, only one user complained about the advert on the start screen as distracting 
element.   
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Some participants made comments about their aesthetic impression of the website, describing the 
streamlined design as pleasant and useful because the focus is clearly on the product. Others 
criticised the very same issue as too neutral and non-appealing.  
 
Discussion 
In this study, the findings from Study 3 should be transferred to a transactional website. For both 
studies on the transactional website the same interplay of the interaction characteristics 
identification, stimulation and usability was found, the hypotheses were confirmed. Identification 
and usability were significant predictors for perceived trustworthiness while stimulation did not 
have any impact. For both the user test and the buyer survey a significant correlation between the 
intention to purchase and perceived trustworthiness was found. As control variable, it was checked 
for any bias because of negative experiences the participants had so far with online shopping. But 
no signs of discomfort were detectable in the trust scores. As the form of Study 4 a was a laboratory 
user test, the participants intensely examined the website usability. They mentioned several 
problems like inconsistency in online forms, unavailable product images and, what is related to 
trust considerations, a lack of ratings by previous customers. The buyers who participated in Study 
4 b and had already have purchased a product in the online shop showed a higher tendency to 
make another purchase on the website compared to first-time buyers.  
By replicating the results from Study 4 a in Study 4 b, the drawback of the artificial setting and 
the possible biased ratings of perceived trustworthiness due to a lack of risk and intrinsic 
motivation could be eliminated. The second study had the required correspondence to reality. 
Encouragingly, the findings confirmed the relationship that was found in the laboratory setting. 
This implies that even when the validity of experimental studies on trust is limited, findings are 
transferable to real contexts. 
In Study 4 b, actual buyers had a more positive attitude towards the website than the 
participants from the user test and estimated the website as more trustworthy. Trustworthiness is 
considered as a positive attitude towards websites, and favoured by general positive attitudes. 
When the usage of a website is intrinsically motivated, the attitude respectively the trust appraisal 
is higher than for extrinsically motivated website use. The results suggest that comparisons 
between real life samples and experimental – mainly student -samples are necessary. However, it 
can be assumed that the effects found in the student sample on informational websites might be 
even bigger in a real life sample. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
 
The studies on the effects of usability and hedonic qualities of websites on perceived 
trustworthiness showed that both instrumental and hedonic qualities significantly predict users’ 
estimation of a website’s trustworthiness. For informational websites, identification, stimulation 
and usability were predictors while the aesthetic impression did not systematically influence 
perceived trustworthiness. For transactional websites, only identification and usability predict 
perceived trustworthiness Identification was in both groups a stronger predictor of perceived 
trustworthiness than usability. In the experiment on informational websites, those website 
features, that were expected to influence the identification and stimulation, were found to be 
effective. The manipulation check confirmed that the informational website that was associated 
with the best experience quality – the term used to summarize the combination of instrumental 
and hedonic characteristics – created indeed higher degrees of experience quality. The perceived 
trustworthiness also differed between the websites. The website with the most positive experience 
quality created higher levels of perceived trustworthiness. However, the trusting intentions did not 
differ between the websites. A correlation between perceived trustworthiness and the intention to 
re-use website and to recommend the website to others was in informational websites only found 
for the website with the lowest experience quality. In Study 4 a and b, involving the online shop, 
the intention to purchase a product from the website was correlated to the perceptions of the 
website’s trustworthiness. Possibly, the criteria for trusting intentions are not optimal for 
informational websites. For transactional websites like the online shop perceived trustworthiness 
might be of bigger importance for related actions than on informational websites, therefore the 
intention is more reliably correlated to trustworthiness. Another reason for the missing 
relationship between trusting intentions and trustworthiness in informational websites could be 
that especially the websites with medium and high experience quality had high percentages of 
recommendation and reuse intention.  
The quantitative analysis showed that identification is the biggest influence on perceived 
trustworthiness in both informational and transactional websites. Stimulation and usability are 
less powerful predictors. In the transactional website, stimulation does not predict perceived 
trustworthiness at all. Interestingly, stimulation in informational websites is negatively correlated 
with perceived trustworthiness. The appealing effects of novel features and a challenging structure 
of the website raise interest, but make it difficult to predict and control the website. It is one of the 
main points of trust to anticipate the actions of another person or system. By high levels of 
stimulation, the website’s seriousness seems to be impeded. In contrast to the informational 
websites, that were chosen for the experiment according to their hedonic potential, the online shop 
that was tested was not particularly stimulating. The website conformed to the conventions of 
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online shop design, which led to high ratings and positive user feedback on the usability issues. 
Still, novel features and exciting interactions were only rarely at hand. This might explain why 
stimulation was not relevant for the trust appraisal in the transactional website. Usability has been 
shown in many studies to be an important antecedent for trust in online interactions. However, the 
effect is not as big as expected. The qualitative data for the informational websites supports the 
assumption that even when the websites suffer from poor usability, the participants were rather 
patient and appreciative. They tended to blame themselves for not understanding the website’s 
structure and made no inferences about the competence or benevolence of the website author. In 
the experimental situation, the participants were not free to choose the websites and obliged to 
complete the tasks. In a real usage situation, the usability problems might have caused more anger 
and motivated a giving up on the website.  
From the qualitative data the quantitative data could be supported. The scope of meaning of 
the qualitative data does not explain all the quantitative results. However, at least parts of the 
experience can be made verbal by the users and are consciously available. The mixed-methods 
approach provides the chance to draw inferences between the two types of results. What was 
mentioned most was the accordance of the website’s content with the individual expectations and 
the creation of relatedness by presenting concrete persons as source of information. Students in 
particular ascribe competence to the interaction partner when the information that is conveyed 
looks academic (Rieh, 2002). They search for references to academic institutions and official 
agencies while commercial notions signal low authority and control. When users’ observations are 
inconsistent with their expectations their trust might be impaired (Lee & See, 2004). 
When considering online users’ trust in websites and the resulting intentions and behaviour, 
interaction characteristics are an important but not unique influence of trusting intentions and 
resulting behaviour. Also other variables, such as motivational issue like laziness, can have strong 
effects on perceived trustworthiness. Few of the participants mentioned that they were just not 
motivated to actively search for indicators of trustworthiness on the websites. Such motivational 
factors should receive more attention in future studies. 
Hedonic qualities of interactions serve basic human motives. Communication in general is 
derived from the universal needs of individuals for control or predictability of the situation, the 
need for relatedness and the need for competence (Deci, 1992). Those needs reflect the basic 
dimensions of trustworthiness. Therefore, the strong positive relation between the hedonic quality 
of identification and perceived trustworthiness of both informational and transactional websites 
appears only logical. Still, users’ perceptions of interactions are highly context-sensitive. For future 
studies hedonic qualities in other types of website should be investigated to gain comprehensive 
insights. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
SECURITY AND TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS13
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When investigating security and trust in online interactions, important aspects to look at are the 
objective properties of the interaction partners and the perception of those characteristics. They 
trigger the establishment of trust as an attitude and resulting behavioural consequences. Thus, this 
chapter deals with all aspects of the conceptual framework (Figure 1, p. 12). Mainly in transactional 
websites, security ought to be of crucial importance, when users are asked to disclose their personal 
information or transfer money or any tangible objects. In Study 5 and Study 6, the influence of 
specific security indicators as website elements on perceived trustworthiness in transactional 
websites is examined. The presence of objective website elements like third party web assurance 
seals or independent ratings are attempts to improve perceptions of security on transactional 
websites. Such security indicators should assure quality, serve as an independent recommendation 
and enhance trust. Then, Study 7 gives a descriptive overview about the actual users’ security 
practices. Based on those results, possibilities to support users’ security behaviour by objective 
properties of the website parameters are considered. In Study 8 and Study 9, such website 
properties and trust-related security behaviour in transactional websites are in the focus of 
attention. All studies of these chapter aim at identifying objective properties of the websites, that 
are security-relevant and significantly influencing the users’ perceived trustworthiness. 
Continuatively, the identification of effective security indicators on websites should enhance trust-
related behaviour, or in other terms, security behaviour.  
 
                                                        
13 The studies Study 7, Study 8 and Study 9 were supported by a PhD grant of the DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst). 
They were conducted at CSCAN, Centre of Security, Communications and Network Research of Plymouth University, Plymouth, UK.  
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4.1 SECURITY INDICATORS = TRUST INDICATORS? 
 
Besides website characteristics, like pragmatic and hedonic quality, some models exclusively refer 
to perceptions of security and privacy as antecedents of online trust (e. g. Yousafzai et al., 2003) or 
at least include security as a moderator of trusting beliefs (e.g. Zhou & Tian, 2010). Mainly in 
transactional websites, security-informed decisions are for users hard to make (Chen & Bansal, 
2011). When trust is misplaced on untrustworthy websites, negative happenings like a loss of 
money or a loss of control over private data might be consequences. Although most users are highly 
familiar with the Internet it appears they may have only little understanding regarding the impact 
of decisions they make and security practices they ought to follow. In general, cues that indicate 
trust on websites like usability or identification do not necessarily indicate the security of the 
websites (Chen & Bansal, 2010). In fact, they can exist without any security backing them up. The 
perceived security of websites does not in all cases map onto their actual security. However, 
security usability features appear to be a common way to both make websites more secure for the 
user and enable the user to develop the adequate awareness to assess the actual security threats 
online. In order to do so, optimal security usability features meet a couple of criteria (Furnell, 
2005; 2010). They need to be apparent to the user and sufficiently prominent on the website. Then, 
security features are only usable when the user understands their meaning. They have to function 
reliably and non-intrusively. In some contexts, like online banking for example, users tend to 
accept security features that are a little more complex to feel protected (Furnell, 2010). By 
implementing security usability features on a website users tend to develop positive perceptions of 
the website’s security. A high perceived security is related to increased trust and confidence in 
exchange relationships (Ratnasingham, 1998). On this basis, information exchange or trust-related 
behaviours are favoured (Yousafzai, et al., 2010). Still, the users’ ability to examine security cues on 
the websites play an important role in that matter. Even when everybody seems to be over and over 
familiar with online issues, it seems interesting to look at how security indicators actually are 
perceived and how effective they are in promoting both trustworthiness and actual trust-related 
behaviour.  
Especially the website and its interface design contribute to the trust appraisal. One possibility 
to accomplish trust in the web environment by website elements is the use of third party web 
assurance seals (e.g. Bart et al., 2005, Kim & Benbasat, 2010). Despite their high costs for website 
providers they became a well-established method to promote online trust. Third party web 
assurance seals are security indicators that are awarded by independent institutions who check for 
pre-assigned criteria of respectability, security and privacy. They provide information about 
privacy policies and security of transactions. Third party web assurance seals are claimed to be one 
of the primary components which shall assure the trustworthiness of an unknown website (Kim & 
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Benbasat, 2010). Findings on the effectiveness of such seals are ambiguous. Third party web 
assurance seals can help to reduce user’s fears and concern when purchasing online and positively 
affect user’s trust (Hu, Wu, Wu, & Zhang, 2010). Particularly, small and unknown e-commerce 
websites profit from enhancements in user’s trust when using assurance seals (Wang, Beatty, & 
Foxx, 2004). Still, there are contradictory findings on the effectiveness of third party web 
assurance seals. In online banking, third party assurance seals did not correlate with the trusting 
beliefs of customers (Yousafzai, Pallister, & Foxall, 2005). Non-observance could be one reason for 
the absence of positive effects of the security indicators (e.g. Kim, Steinfield, & Lai, 2008). In 
accordance with the low willingness of users to actively contribute to online security, only a 
negligible proportion of users actually clicks a seal to check for its validity (Kimery & McCord, 
2002). Again, it appears that users suffer from a lack of knowledge and motivation to distinguish 
between security indicators (Dhamija et al., 2006). 
 
4.1.1 Study 6 – Web assurance seals vs. ratings by previous users  
 
Typical third party web assurance seals awarded by an independent organization are by no means 
the only way to convey additional information about a website’s trustworthiness. Ratings of 
previous buyers are a good and low-cost variant for online shops. Most notably, small and 
unknown vendors benefit from this way of promotion. Positive effects on online trust could be 
found e.g. in studies on consensus ratings of customers (Benedicktus, 2011). In the Study 4 a and b 
on user experience in transactional websites of this thesis (see chapter 3.3.), 80% of the 
participants reported to prefer ratings of previous buyers as a source of information about the 
online vendor. There are various forms of displaying aggregated customer ratings. Several ratings 
schemes, aggregated ratings presented as grades or word notations to depict the judgement can be 
used. The 5-star rating was the most preferred web-based rating system compared to other forms 
of ratings that assist potential customers of online shops to make a purchase decision (Pranata, 
Skinner, & Althauda, 2013). Before engaging in a transaction users check for the ratings of prior 
buyers, and tend to heavily rely on those. The advantages of the 5-star rating are its easiness to 
understand and that it is perceived to reflect the “real” assessment of the product due to its 
appropriate number of options. The users feel convinced that the rating reflects the real state of 
satisfaction best.  
As closely related construct of online trust perceived risk has also been shown to depend on 
indicators like third party assurance seals (e.g. Kim et al., 2008). Third party web assurance seals 
can help to reduce the risk associated with information disclosure (Palmer, Bailey, & Faraj, 2000).  
While the effectiveness of both third party web assurance seals and customer rankings has 
been supported by prior research, a direct comparison is still lacking. In this study, the 
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effectiveness of objective trust indicators in promoting users’ trust and reducing risk is examined. 
Third party web assurance seals and the 5-star ranking in inducing trust in online interactions are 
compared. 
 
Method  
Design. In an online study, the effectiveness of objective trust indicators for the establishment of 
perceived trustworthiness and the reduction of risk was tested. The participants interacted with 
one online shop that contained a trust indicator. The type of trust indicator was manipulated in a 
between design with three groups the participants were randomly assigned to. One group was 
confronted with the interface of the online shop containing a third party web assurance seal, 
namely the approval of ‘Trusted Shops’. Another group saw the screenshot equipped with a 5-star 
ranking. The ranking was ‘very good’ with all five out of the five stars coloured and an additional 
numerical information ‘4.79/5.00’. Both types of trust indicators are displayed in Figure 15. The 
control group did not see any trust inducing feature at all.  
 
  
Figure 15. The third party web assurance seal by ‘Trusted Shops’ (left) 14 and the 5-star ranking (right)15
 
 used as trust 
indicators. 
As independent variable, the perceived trustworthiness, perceived risk and trusting intentions were 
assessed. It was hypothesized, that: 
Hypothesis 1: There are significant differences in perceived trustworthiness between the 
different types of trust indicators. 
Hypothesis 2: There are significant differences in perceived risk between the different types 
of trust indicators. 
Hypothesis 3: There are significant differences in the trusting intention between the 
different types of trust indicators. 
 
Material. As test material a screenshot of an online shop trading special yoga products was used 
(Figure 16). As in the studies before, a transactional website representing typical standards of its 
category was chosen. Additionally, it was intended to choose a topic that might raise some interest 
in the student sample for reasons of commitment. This time, it was furthermore necessary that the 
website contained a form of security indicator. In the original version the shop contained a third 
                                                        
14 , Retrieved from © Trusted Shops GmbH, http://www.trustedshops.de,  17/12/2012). 
15 , Retrieved from https://www.trustedshops.de/bewertung/info_XC5FB5AF31A2320B6070962F4E450AE82.html, 17/12/2012). 
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party web assurance seal (‘Trusted shops’) that was placed in the website header and in a combined 
graphic with an extra customer rating. For the experimental conditions the trust indicators were 
located at the exact position of the combined graphic from the original version in the head of the 
right column of the website. For the control group the space was not left blank but filled with a list 
of special offers that was arranged in the right column of the website anyway. Only the position of 
the special offers was moved from below the trust indicators right at the top of right column. The 
manipulation of trust indicators was implemented by the images of the ‘Trusted Shops’ seal or a 
common five star ranking. Perceived trustworthiness, system trust and propensity to trust was 
assessed by the SCOUT described in chapter 2.3. To assess perceived risk, three items by Jank 
(2011) were used. They required agreement on a 5-point Likert scale. 
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(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
Figure 16. Screenshots of the website (retrieved from www.yogishop.de, 22/12/2012) of the experimental groups ‘seal’ 
(i), ‘ranking’ (ii) and the control group ‘CG’ (iii). 
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Participants. Altogether 163 participants took part in the online experiment. They were recruited 
via email. 128 of them completed the study. The 88 women and 40 men were aged from 15 to 69 
years with an average of M = 24.0 (SD = 8.0). About 94% of them used the Internet on a daily basis 
and 98% had purchased products online. More than two thirds of the sample stated their online 
buying frequency was not more than once a month compared to 22% of frequent buyers (more than 
once a month up to more than once a week). 84% of the sample were students of Technische 
Universität Chemnitz. The majority of them was studying psychology, but also sensor systems, 
economics, sports or social sciences. 
 
Procedure. The participants began the online experiment by reading a scenario of visiting an online 
shop. They were instructed to put themselves in the potential buyers’ place with a general interest 
in the listed products whose costs were easily within the own resources. Then they were shown a 
screenshot of an online shop trading special yoga products. Participants could take as much time as 
they wanted to inspect the offer. Afterwards the SCOUT was administered to measure perceived 
trustworthiness, the person’s propensity to trust and system trust. Furthermore, perceived risk 
associated with the website, was assessed by three items. The participants were also asked for their 
intention to purchase a product from the online shop before demographical data was collected. The 
survey could be completed in 5 to 10 minutes. 
 
Results 
After excluding three participants due to biased answer patterns N = 125 datasets remained in the 
analysis. An oneway ANOVA revealed a significant difference in perceived trustworthiness between 
the three groups (F (2, 123) =4.67, p = .011, η² = .07). Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni 
correction showed that the condition with the third party web assurance seal (M = 3.72) differed 
significantly from both the condition with the 5-star ranking (M = 3.32, p = .038, d = .60) and the 
control group without any trust indicators (M = 3.28, p = .023, d = .59). For perceived risk the 
ANOVA also showed a significant difference between the three conditions (F (2, 123) =7.88, p = 
.001, η² = .11). The risk assessment in the condition with the third party web assurance seal (M = 
2.1) differed significantly from the group who saw the 5-star ranking (M= 2.77, p < .001, d = .89, 
Bonferroni-corrected) but not from the control group (M = 2.50, p = .074, d = .51). However, the 
difference between the condition with the assurance seal and the control group yielded a medium 
effect. The values from the comparison of perceived trustworthiness and perceived risk between 
the three groups are depicted in Figure 17. A significant positive correlation between PT and the 
intention to buy on the website could only be found for the condition with seal of approval (r = .42, 
N = 45, p = .004). Neither the propensity to trust nor the system trust nor the intention to buy 
differed significantly between the three experimental groups. 
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Figure 17. Mean scores in ratings on perceived trustworthiness and perceived risk (error bars indicate standard error). 
 
Discussion 
The effectiveness of third party web assurance seals in promoting users’ trust could be confirmed in 
the online experiment. Hypothesis 1 was approved. When the ‘Trusted Shop’ seal was present on 
the website participants rated the trustworthiness higher than when the 5-star ranking or no 
additional trust indicators were shown. However, the results show that the 5-star ranking is not as 
effective as the third party web assurance seal. There was no significant difference between the 
trustworthiness ratings in the condition with the 5-star ranking and the control group even though 
it was found to be the preferred form of customer ratings to induce trust (Pranata et al., 2013).  
Only the third party web assurance seal induced higher ratings of trustworthiness than the 
website version without any additional trust indicators. The participants were not instructed to pay 
attention to trusting indicators in the website but, apparently, noticed – at least – the third party 
seal. However, the positive effect on trustworthiness could be found even when the participants 
could not check for the seal’s validity. This supports the findings that users generally take note of 
third party web assurance seals on websites, but not check for their validity (Kimery & McCord, 
2002).  
The results observed for the perceived risk are similar. The Hypothesis 2 could be confirmed 
insofar, that the third party web assurance seal lead to a significantly lower risk than the 5-star 
ranking. A significant difference between the assurance seal and the control condition could not be 
found, but the medium effect size indicated that the perceived risk was lower when the third party 
web assurance seal was presented. Surprisingly, the risk that was perceived in the condition with 
the 5-star ranking was significantly higher than in the version without any trust indicators.  
The 5-star ranking did not affect trustworthiness positively, for perceived risk it even seemed to 
have a slightly negative effect. Although rankings by previous users like the 5-star ranking are very 
common in different transactional websites and online forums they might be perceived as 
manipulative. The fact that the 5-star ranking is easy to use also facilitates its faking. Only very few 
users actively provide their own ratings after an online transaction (Pranata et al., 2013). When 
they project their own behaviour to others, it might lead to the conclusion that the ranking might 
be biased by some data sets added by the website providers themselves. And usually no negative 
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rankings are shown in such a prominent place. The 5-star ranking attracts attention; it is a way of 
self-promoting how good the website does its job. Displaying a perfect impression might be 
perceived as suspicious and yield the opposite effect, as the participants in Study 3 mentioned. For 
them, some features flaunted the website’s competence while the users had dissenting 
assumptions. 
The positive effect of the third party web assurance seal on trustworthiness did not cause a 
significant difference in purchase intentions. Hypothesis 3 has to be rejected. However, for the 
condition with the third party web assurance seal a higher trustworthiness was related to a stronger 
intention to purchase a product from the online shop. For the other conditions no correlation 
between trustworthiness and purchase intention could be found. This might be due to the 
experimental and therefore artificial situation. The participants had been instructed to imagine a 
scenario where they were honestly interested in the online shop. Obviously, this is no real scenario 
which makes it hard to decide if one would purchase a product without an actual desire to own it. 
The general tendency of participants to buy only from websites with third party web assurance 
seals was not assessed. Probably the participants had reservations concerning websites that did not 
contain any third party assurance seal. The purchase intention on such website seems to depend on 
other influences that are stronger than perceived trustworthiness. In websites with third party web 
assurance seals, perceived trustworthiness might have a stronger influence – compared to other 
factors - on purchase intention.  
 
4.1.2 Study 7 – Fictitious web assurance seals 
 
Especially young people – digital natives - feel secure and educated about e-safety risks (Atkinson, 
Furnell, & Phippen, 2009). They even feel very confident in online security-related decisions 
although their subjective impression does not always correspond to the actual correctness of the 
decision. For instance, when differentiating phishing websites from real websites participants were 
confident in their decisions, whether they were correct or incorrect (Dhamija et al., 2006). So, at a 
surface level users’ confidence in online security issues appears to be high by all means. Looking 
closely at the user’s awareness of online security threats and their resulting security practice, 
problems occur not only with novice users but also those who consider themselves as experienced 
(Furnell, Bryant, & Phippen, 2007). Even sophisticated users are not immune to attacks like visual 
deception (Dhamija et al., 2006). As mentioned above, third party web assurance seals are one way 
of assuring certain standards in service and security. They can contribute to estimations of a 
website’s trustworthiness (e.g. Kim & Benbasat, 2010). However, only few users seem to check if 
the presented seals are genuine (Kimery & McCord, 2002). Recognition rates of third party web 
assurance seals are rather low, and even fictitious seals were recognized as familiar (Moores, 
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2005). Assuming that fictitious web assurance seals were mixed up with existing seals and the 
tendency of users to rely on the graphical image instead of the underlying certificate of approval 
one could expect that fictitious seals might also induce users’ trust. This would limit the meaning 
third party web assurance seals as a way of generating trust in a website.  
The aim of this study is to compare levels of perceived trustworthiness and trusting intentions 
induced by existing and fictitious third party web assurance seals on different types of transactional 
websites. 
 
Method 
Design. In an online study a mixed design (3x4) was used. The between factor was the type of webs 
assurance seal. It was manipulated between three groups. Participants were randomly assigned to 
one of the groups, facing four screenshots of different transactional websites. The context of the 
websites formed the within factor. Each screenshot contained either existing web assurance seals 
(′Existing Seals′), fictitious web assurance seals (′Fictitious Seals′) or none trust inducing element 
that implied recommendations of third parties (′Control group′). In both experimental groups the 
manipulated third party web assurance seals were placed in the same spot where they had been in 
the original version of the website. In the control group the spot was not left blank but was covered 
by other elements of the website to keep a consistent design. The independent variables were 
perceived trustworthiness and trusting intention. The hypotheses for this study are: 
Hypothesis 1: Perceived trustworthiness differs significantly between the different types of 
third party web assurance seals. 
1 a) The scores for perceived trustworthiness of the website with ′Existing Seals′ are higher 
than the scores for the website with ′Fictitious Seals′ and the ′Control group′. 
1 b) The scores for perceived trustworthiness of the website with ′Fictitious Seals′ are lower 
than the scores for the website with ′Existing Seals′ and higher than the scores for the 
′Control group′. 
1 c) The scores for perceived trustworthiness of the ′Control group′ 
are lower than the scores for the website with ‘Fictitious Seals′ and the website with 
′Existing Seals′. 
Hypothesis 2: The trusting intention differs significantly between the different types of 
third party web assurance seals. 
 
Participants. Of 149 people starting the online survey N = 131 completed it and were included in 
the analysis. The sample consisted of 34 men and 97 women. All but one were psychology or sensor 
systems students of Technische Universität Chemnitz, aged from 18 to 45 years (M = 22.2, SD = 
4.1). All of them were well grounded in Internet use. 41% of the participants reported to have made 
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bad experiences in the Internet, which have mostly been related to delivery problems of purchased 
products (no delivery or defect products delivered) and overlooked fees for website use. The most 
frequently used information to assess the trustworthiness of websites was recommendations of 
friends (87%). Another large proportion of 73% stated to use experience reports. Information by 
media was an important source of information for 53% of the participants; while ratings of 
previous users were relevant for 39%. Third party web assurance seals were the least frequently 
used trust cue (19%). The sample largely knew about the idea of web assurance seals to be awarded 
by independent third parties. However, about 20% of the participants stated to know nothing or 
only a little about such seals. An equal proportion was aware of the limited meaning of assurance 
seals. The participants had also difficulties in recognizing third party web assurance seals. 55% of 
the sample recognized the fictitious ‘Fairtrade’ seal as existing one and only 9% knew about the 
(existing) ‘EHI’ seal. The groups did not differ in control variables like system trust, propensity to 
trust, Internet usage habits or bad Internet experiences. 
 
Material. In the online survey the participants saw four screenshots of websites where transactions 
or the disclosure of private data were requested: an online pharmacy, an online shop for electronic 
products, a travel website and a dating agency (see Appendix 3). The different websites were 
chosen to have a minimum degree of variety of contexts where web assurance seals are used. Each 
of the websites contained at least one well-established third party web assurance seals in the 
original version. In the experiment, the original versions of the websites were equipped with only 
one existing assurance seal: the seal of ‘Trusted Shops’ or the ‘TÜV’ seal. Two of the four websites 
were equipped with the same seal, i.e. the participants saw each of the seals twice. The fictitious 
seals were designed using official-looking graphics such as a stamp of product testing, to ensure a 
certain plausibility of use (Bär et al., 2011). Still, they resembled the existing seals in appearance, 
form and size (Figure 18). 
 
  
Figure 18. Existing (left)16
 
 and fictitious third party web assurance seals (right). 
Procedure. A 15 minutes online survey was implemented. In the beginning, participants were 
advised that this study was on security indicators. They were instructed to explore the screenshots 
and imagine a scenario where they were interested in what the single websites offered. After the 
presentation of the screenshot questions were asked if they noticed a third party web assurance 
                                                        
16 Retrieved from https://www.safer-shopping.de and © Trusted Shops GmbH, http://www.trustedshops.de, (17/12/2012). 
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seal on the website and for their intention to start a transaction at the website they had just seen. 
Then perceived trustworthiness and trusting intentions as well as system trust and propensity to 
trust were assessed using modifications of the Items of McKnight et al. (2002a). At the end of the 
experiment general items on the user’s knowledge about third party web assurance seals and their 
online habits were administered before demographical data was collected.  
 
Results 
To check for possible differences between the control and experimental groups, the mean scores for 
perceived trustworthiness (Figure 19) and trusting intentions were analyzed. Results were only 
included when the participants, corresponded to the instruction and correctly identified the 
presence/absence of the third party web assurance seals (N = 64). A two-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) for mixed designs revealed a significant main effect of the type of web assurance seals in 
trust scores (F (2,61) = 4.04, p = .022, ŋ²=.12). The post-hoc multiple comparisons with Bonferroni 
correction detected a significant difference between the control group and the group that saw the 
existing third party web assurance seals (p = .032). The ratings on perceived trustworthiness for 
the fictitious seals did not differ from the other groups. 
 
 
Figure 19. Mean scores in trust ratings (error bars indicate standard error) 
 
Furthermore, a significant main effect of the type of website was found (F (3,183) = 13.24, p < .001, 
ŋ²=.18). All websites differed significantly in their scores on perceived trustworthiness apart from 
the dating website compared to the travel website (pairwise comparison, Bonferroni-corrected, all 
p < .001). The dating agency obtained the lowest ratings while the online shop for electronic 
products scored highest. The results for trusting intentions confirm the pattern found for perceived 
trustworthiness only for main effect for the website (F (3,183) = 13.54, p < .001, ŋ²=.18). Except for 
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the online pharmacy and the travel website all websites differed significantly from each other 
(pairwise comparisons, Bonferroni-corrected, all p < .007). The participants’ intention to engage in 
a transaction at the websites did not differ between the experimental groups (F (2,61) = 2.95, p < 
.060, ŋ²=.09)  but for the websites (F (3,183) = 32.64, p < .001, ŋ²=.35), as Figure 20 shows. The 
online pharmacy did not differ from the travel website while the intentions to engage in a 
transaction for all other websites differed significantly from each other (pairwise comparison, 
Bonferroni-corrected, all p < .001). For none of the variables a significant interaction between the 
two factors could be detected. 
 
 
Figure 20. Mean scores in intention to engage in a transaction (error bars indicate standard error). 
 
Discussion 
The existing seals induced higher scores of perceived trustworthiness than the control group who 
did not see any seals of approval as trust indicators on the websites. This supports the hypothesis of 
the general positive effect of third party web assurance seals on perceived trustworthiness (e.g. Kim 
& Benbasat, 2010; Noteberg et al., 2003; Rifon et al., 2005). Fictitious seals did not yield any trust-
promoting effects even when they were explicitly noticed as web assurance seals. The participants 
were instructed to pay attention to security-inducing website elements to make sure they did not 
overlook the manipulation. According to the Prominence-Interpretation Theory (Fogg, 2003) a 
website feature has firstly to be perceived to be interpreted and potentially influence appraisals of 
the website. Therefore only the data sets of participants who indicated to have noticed a third party 
web assurance seal were included in the analysis. For the existing seals the conscious perception 
did influence the ratings of perceived trustworthiness while the fictitious seals did not. This finding 
is somehow encouraging. Still, the participants were unsure in recognizing existing and fictitious 
seals of approval when asked if a seal was familiar to them. The general idea of third party web 
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assurance seals was known by the majority of the participants while the knowledge appeared to be 
unspecific (“Seals signal quality”). Only a few participants stated that the criteria for awarding a 
third party seal are sometimes vaguely defined and seals are easily manipulable. A little percentage 
of participants reported that they knew about the possibility to check for the genuineness of web 
assurance seals.      
For the trusting intentions and the intention to engage in a transaction at a certain website the 
different types of web assurance seals did not make any difference. Hypothesis 2 could not be 
confirmed. So, even when web assurance seals positively affect user’s appraisals of a website the 
actual behaviour is motivated by various factors and the influence of the trustworthiness of a 
website is limited. For all experimental groups, the dating agency obtained the lowest ratings of 
both trustworthiness and intentions, while the online shop for electronic products scored highest. 
This might be due to the relevance of both the topics in the student sample’s daily life. It is 
assumed that the shop might be closed to the real interests of the sample whereas the dating 
agency touches a highly sensitive topic. Therefore, social desirability might have biased the ratings. 
As stated in the questions on frequently used recommendations of a website’s trustworthiness, the 
opinion of friends, experience reports of previous users and media reports are the preferred ones. 
Third party web assurance seals are considered only little when estimating a website. The 
importance of peer opinion and a website’s reputation have been found to be crucial for website 
usage decisions even when users possess profound knowledge about information security risks 
(Kline, He, & Yaylacicegi, 2011). 
In summary, third party web assurance seals have a positive effect on perceived 
trustworthiness compared to no seals used. Still, the users have difficulties differentiating between 
existing and fictitious seals which makes them vulnerable to manipulation. 
 
 
4.2  STUDY 8 - USERS’ SECURITY PRACTICES 
 
Security indicators like third party web assurance seals or rankings provided on websites are 
popular means in reassuring the users and thus enhancing Internet security. Their popularity is 
particularly a result of the implicit request of Internet users that both organizations and the 
government have to guarantee for each citizen’s security (DIVSI, 2012), be it offline or online. The 
responsibility for one’s own data protection is shifted to the authorities while the users are happy to 
remain passive. And yet, the security indicators as special type of security usability features are of 
no value when the users do not know how to rank them. As several studies have shown, Internet 
users are far from being security literate. Fake web assurance seals have been found to be 
recognized as familiar (Moores, 2005) or have the same effects like existing seals (Bär et al., 2011). 
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When provided with a number of different security usability features like the https protocol or the 
padlock icon within the browser, Internet users could not reliably distinguish between a secure 
connection and an insecure one (Friedmann, Lin, & Miller, 2005). Even with special toolbars for 
preventing phishing attacks participants failed in 34% of the cases to detect a phishing website 
(Wu, Miller, & Garfinkel, 2006). It seems that security indicators that leave the users in their 
passive role are not sufficient. Even though users apparently have difficulties to understand about 
the variety of information security threats and tend to deny personal responsibility for their own 
protection (Furnell et al., 2007) the majority would agree on creating a secure password is a 
manageable way of self-protection. The use of passwords is one of the most common contexts in 
which non-professional users come into contact with security. Passwords doubtlessly require active 
engagement on part of the user. Being the de facto authentication method on both online accounts 
and computers, they require shared responsibility between the Internet provider and the user him 
or herself. By the general lack of commitment, the passivity of the users and their tendency to just 
not care much about online security issues (Furnell, 2010; Huang et al., 2010) the question arises if 
users, when they are actively engaged in security measures, show higher degrees of good security 
practice. For this reason, a survey of end-user security practices has been conducted.  
 
A survey of end-user practices17
With a special focus on password practice as one form of online security behaviour shown by 
private computer users a descriptive survey was conducted with two groups of respondents. A 
sample from the ‘general public’ with no specific interest in online security issues (N = 108) was 
assessed during a science and technology showcase event. The other group of N = 138 included 
exclusively ‘IT students’ as respondents who just started their studies. So, even when the IT 
students have declared an explicit interest in IT by their choice of study they completed the 
questionnaire before they received any specific tuition concerning security topics. Possibly the 
students have been more regular and active users of IT and everything related to it. Still, their 
awareness in terms of security issues should not be inherently higher than of the rest of the 
population. Passwords as one specific form of online security most private users have consciously 
been in contact with proved to be very common within both samples. Only 14% of the sample used 
a relatively small number of up to five accounts or systems which were protected by a password. 
Approximately one third of the sample reported to use six to ten different accounts with passwords 
while another third even had more than 16 passwords to manage. Unsurprisingly, the IT students 
had to face more of a password management challenge than the public sample. Only 8% of them 
stated to use one to five accounts whereas 39% had more than 16 password-based systems.  
 
                                                        
17 The results from the survey were published as:  
Furnell, S., & Bär, N. (2013). Essential lessons still not learned? Examining the password practices of end-users and service providers. In 
L. Marinos, I. Askoxylakis (Eds.), Human Aspects of Information Security, Privacy, and Trust. Proceedings on the  First International 
Conference, HAS 2013 (pp. 217-225). Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer. 
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Having a lot of accounts or systems that require a password does of course not necessarily mean an 
equivalent number of distinct passwords. Indeed, 17% of the overall number of participants 
suggested that they used the same password on every account. The majority of 54% indicated that 
they follow a rather secure option of having a set of passwords that they choose from. Only about 
one third of the respondents claimed to have a different password for each account. The password 
used on the most valuable system of the users was then counter-checked with common rules of 
password creation. An overview on the responses is presented in Table 19. 
 
Table 19. Responses to statements around password usage, N=246, (adopted from Furnell & Bär, 2013). 
Criterion of a safe password 
Percentage of 
agreement 
 
Length of at least 8 characters 
 
82% 
Alphabetic and numeric characters  84% 
Other characters than alphabetic and numeric 49% 
Dictionary word 18% 
Personal information  
 
26% 
 
The results indicate that users’ practices are often less than ideal. While the length of the password 
used for the most valuable account did not differ between the two sub-samples, for the rest of 
composition rules differences between the IT students and the general public were found. 91% of IT 
students stated to use passwords that contain both alphabetic and numeric characters but only 76% 
of the general public group did. Punctuation characters were reported to be used for the passwords 
by 59% of the students compared to only 36% of the public. In terms of avoiding personal 
information within their passwords again a larger proportion of the IT students (78%) than of the 
general public (68%) reported to behave accordingly. This leaves tangible proportions in both 
groups and 26% of the overall sample with passwords that included personal information. About 
one fifth of the overall sample reported that their passwords contain dictionary words. The 
assumption that the overlap of both categories of personal information and dictionary words is not 
too high leads to the conclusion that an alarmingly high number of more than one third of 
respondents show rather poor password practice. Password choices that are based on personal 
information and dictionary words clearly contravene standard guidance. In summary, the findings 
suggest that the security practices concerning passwords are marginally better for IT students than 
for the population without special interests in IT. However, substantial proportions of weaker 
password practice were found for both samples in all of the areas considered. 
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4.3  EXPERIMENTS ON SECURITY USABILITY 
 
The participants of the descriptive survey have been asked about their private computer use and 
not about their commitment to external security cultures e.g. within their organization. Looking at 
the results it can be assumed that the people did indeed refer in large parts to their own 
understanding of security culture and did not relate their answers to any systems with enforcement 
(Furnell & Bär, 2013). Without enforcement of authorities users are more vulnerable to online 
security threats because they do seldom possess specific knowledge about different kinds of threats 
and how they can be prevented (Kritzinger & von Solms, 2010). Home users are especially 
vulnerable to Internet attacks but only a small amount of literature has given attention to them 
(e.g., Anderson & Agarwal, 2010, LaRose, Rifon, & Enbody, 2008). For the composition of 
passwords the results of the descriptive survey revealed that especially end-users exhibited several 
weaknesses. So, even when passwords are long-established, end-users do not seem to be very 
skilled in choosing a good one and therefore should be considered in specific experiments. The 
facts that no security guidelines by organizations or other authorities have to be followed for 
private use and that the end-users obviously face difficulties in protecting themselves properly, 
lead to the conclusion that a special form of security usability on websites is required to enhance 
security practice. 
The users’ intention to follow security practice is determined by knowledge, controllability, 
awareness, severity and possibility (Huang et al., 2010). As shown above, one reason for the non-
adoption of good security practices might be their limited knowledge about the rationale of threats 
like password cracking. To prevent one’s own password from being cracked by dictionary attacks 
the person just has to know that this possibility exists. The end-users who reported that their 
password contained personal information or dictionary words might just not have known about 
that. Good security usability would suggest that websites implement that issue in their guidance on 
how to create a secure password. Then, when the website plausibly conveys knowledge about 
security threats the user is more likely to assess the website as competent. Presenting security 
usability on a website might therefore enhance perceptions of the competence of a website and 
therefore its trustworthiness. On the contrary, when a website does not indicate a special 
awareness to security threats one might impute that using the website would not be a good idea 
because nobody confidently relies on an interaction partner who does not even know about the own 
business properly. By providing good security usability on a website the users are at once shown 
how to prevent or predict threats which enables them to be in control the situation. In terms of 
security usability features in websites, a password strength meter would be suited to increase 
awareness that a chosen password is too weak. By the immediate feedback, even people without 
deeper knowledge about information security could feel in control to protect their data. Being in 
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control is usually associated with a comfortable feeling during use. Interaction partners who make 
the others feel comfortable are ascribed a generally benevolent tendency. Transferred to security 
usability the website could, for example, be perceived to take some effort to fairly educate the user 
how to act in his or her own very interest by providing of immediate feedback on their password 
choice. Perceptions of benevolence induced by security features are as well related to enhanced 
trustworthiness. Also integrity, the adherence of common rules and the reliability of an interaction 
partner might be strengthened by good security features because it shows a binding character that 
conveys responsibility for the user. Security usability might be regarded as a measure to increase 
controllability and subsequently create a higher perceived trustworthiness of the website. Security 
usability features are furthermore assumed to increase the user’s actual awareness of security-
relevant actions and finally, a more secure password. They point out the website’s vulnerabilities 
that again make it more probable to adhere to security guidelines (Chen & Bansal, 2010). 
Nevertheless, the usage of good passwords requires some effort. One has to come up with a good 
one, remember it correctly and change it from time to time. Therefore, the compulsion to follow 
security practices is related to the perceived severity of consequences in case one gets a victim of 
attacks. In case the consequences of attacks on passwords are not attached with a high importance, 
end users might not be especially concerned. Surely, there are some website accounts of less 
personal relevance. But the participants in the descriptive survey were explicitly asked for their 
most valuable account. Here, negative consequences should be sufficiently severe, especially as the 
privacy of the data is discussed to be a huge concern in e.g. online transactions (e.g. Li, 2014; 
Preibusch, 2013). Privacy concerns of users are often reported but only little of it is noticeable in 
their online actions (Davinson & Sillence, 2010) because good security practice requires some 
effort that some users are not willing to invest. Additionally, the tendency to choose rather 
convenient online behaviour goes along with the widely underestimated subjective possibility of 
being a victim of online attacks. Users were found to report that they were perfectly aware that 
their password was not strong, but at the same time they felt no one will have an interest in 
breaking into their computers (Huang et al., 2011). This might be connected to a general higher 
propensity to trust, i.e. the general believes that others will not see any interest in doing harm to 
the user. 
However, it appears that the factors influencing the users’ intention to create a secure 
password could be significantly improved by providing good security usability features on websites. 
By focusing the users’ attention on security the users are enabled to recognise IT security concerns 
and consequently respond accordingly (Wilson & Hash, 2003). Currently, leading websites are 
equipped with various levels of security usability in terms of password guidance. Users cannot rely 
upon websites to act in their interest of enabling them to properly protect their accounts. For the 
initial registration on common websites users were not or only in a very shortened form provided 
with password guidance (Furnell, 2011). Some websites only provided links to comprehensive 
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guidance pages while others did not guide their users in any way throughout the whole process of 
registration. The enforcement of good passwords also differed significantly between the chosen 
websites. For example, on both Amazon and Wikipedia the level of password support for the users 
is below of what is desirable considering the fact that many private users do not possess elaborate 
knowledge about the protection of their accounts and choose passwords that are not particularly 
secure. So, the generally low level of security usability on various websites might be one reason for 
the weakness of users’ passwords reported in the survey. 
Thus, an experimental study on the effectiveness of different levels of security usability has 
been conducted with two versions of a website designed especially for the experimental scenario 
(Furnell & Bär, 2013). Using artificial websites for examining perceptions of trustworthiness and 
usability have the advantage of controlling confounding variables like the website’s reputation or 
the users’ prior experience with the website (e.g. Bär, Hoffmann & Krems, 2011). Just like in the 
survey about users’ security practices, the focus was shifted away from organizational to private 
computer users. The facts that on one hand password practice amongst those private users was 
rather poor and on the other hand the consideration that websites do not support security 
behaviour as well as they could password guidance was chosen as the main feature of security 
usability to be manipulated. Investigations on actual security behaviour face the difficulty that they 
mostly examine intentions rather than behaviour (Vroom & von Solms, 2004). 
 
Method  
Design. In the experimental studies conducted on security usability within this thesis security 
behaviour was assessed by three types of behaviour. Apparently, password security was the most 
important one to investigate. However, to combine also other types of security behaviour that the 
user cannot shift the responsibility for to anybody else but him or herself the willingness to save 
one’s data on the website and the response to a warning message were additionally assessed. Levels 
of security usability have been manipulated in two levels, high and low. High security usability is 
assumed to change the users’ behaviour and should encourage and facilitate good security practices 
while low security usability features leave the users on their own. In the experiment, the degree of 
security usability features was manipulated in two versions of an artificial website that required 
users to choose passwords as part of a wider set of activities. The following hypothesises were 
concluded to be tested in the experiment: 
Hypothesis 1: Passwords that are created on a website with high security usability features 
are more secure than passwords created on a website with low security usability features. 
Hypothesis 2: Perceived trustworthiness should be higher in the website with high security 
usability features than in the website with low security usability features. 
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4.3.1 Study 9 – Security usability and passwords (Germany) 
 
Participants. A total of N=27 participants could be recruited for the initial study. Three of them did 
not complete the study, leaving a number of N = 24 in the final sample of 15 women and 9 men. 
Their mean age was M = 27.5 years. The sample consisted of both students (N = 9) and non-
students (N = 15) from various professional fields. As control variables self-confidence in security 
matters, affinity for technology and the weekly time of private Internet usage were assessed. The 
experimental group (N=13) and the control group (N=11) did not differ in those variables.  
 
Material. In a between design two versions of a website were tested18
 
. The aim was to investigate 
the effect of security usability on three types of security behaviours and the perceived 
trustworthiness of the website. Main focus of the manipulated security usability features was the 
provision of security guidance to improve the actual quality of passwords. Two other security 
aspects examined in the experiment were the decision of the users to save their personal 
information on the website and the response to warning messages concerning transmission 
security. The website consisted of several pages displaying the introductory texts and information 
around the experiment. Central element was a screen to register on the website by providing 
personal information, selecting a username and password. Once registered, a login area was 
provided where the transmission of qualitative feedback was requested. One version of the website 
paid attention to good security usability practice while the other one did not (see Figure 21). The 
experimental group was shown the ‘high security usability’ website that included guidelines on the 
creation of a secure password as well as a password strength meter that provided immediate 
feedback on their password choice. A second version of the same website - a ‘low security usability’ 
version – was shown to the control group. It did not contain any guidance or feedback on 
passwords.  
                                                        
18 The programming of the website was done by Cassy Freeman as her Master’s project at Plymouth University. 
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(i) 
 
 
 
 
(ii) 
 
Figure 21. The two versions of the website - the ‘high security usability’ version with password guidance (i) and the ‘low 
security usability’ without any guidance (ii). 
 
The participants in the experimental group were advised in the following way to create a secure 
password: “For protecting your online privacy you need a safe password, i.e. one which cannot be 
easily guessed by a computer program or an individual in a short period of time.”This explanation 
was extended by a list of do’s and don’ts on password creation: to create a secure password, 
punctuation marks and/or numbers should be included; upper and lower case letters (i.e. AbCd) 
and phonetic replacements (e.g. 2nite for tonight) should be used; unique acronyms are favourable 
and the minimum length of the password should be 6 characters. Repeating characters, personal 
information like the own name or birth date are to be avoided as well as words or acronyms which 
can be found in a dictionary. The use of keyboard patterns (e.g. 1234 or asdf) is not advisable nor is 
a password that consists of all numbers, uppercase letters or lowercase letters. For the algorithm of 
the password strength meter these criteria were used as a basis for giving immediate feedback on 
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the password choice. The feedback had four levels: “not enough characters”, “could be stronger”, 
“ok” and “strong” indicating each level by a different colour (see Figure 22). 
 
(i) 
 
(ii) 
 
(iii) 
 
(iv) 
 
Figure 22. The four levels of feedback on password choice in the ‘high security usability’ version of the website. 
 
When the password contained either less than 3 digits in length, only lower case letters of less than 
5 characters in length, only upper case letters of less than 5 characters in length or symbols of less 
than 3 characters in length the feedback of the password strength meter was “not enough 
characters”. When the password had at least two types of characters (i.e. lower case, upper case, 
numbers or symbols) and at least three characters in length the feedback was “could be stronger”. 
The next level of password security was operationalized by minimum three types of characters (i.e. 
lower case, upper case, numbers or symbols) and at least six characters in length and labelled “ok”. 
The feedback “strong” was giving on the password that included at least four types of characters 
(i.e. lower case, upper case, numbers or symbols) and at least eight characters in length. Neither 
version of the website enforced password selection rules. Even on the ‘high security usability’ 
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version, the password meter just provided feedback but did not prevent the users from selecting a 
weak password. The participants were furthermore not obliged to read the guidelines presented on 
the website. Apart from the guidance on password creation the two versions of the website offered 
different conditions concerning the users’ decision to save their personal information on the 
website. On the screen where the users provided their personal information to register (i.e. name, 
email address, date of birth, city) the website offered an option to save the user’s personal data for 
promotional purposes. In the ‘high security usability’ group the users were free to choose that 
option by clicking a checkbox. In the ‘low security usability’ version of the website the checkbox 
was preselected and shown grey, indicating that the users could not change its status. (see Figure 
23). 
 
  
(i) (ii) 
Figure 23. The online form to enter personal data for registration for the ‘high security usability’ version (i) and the ‘low 
security usability’ version of the website (ii). 
 
Finally, the ‘high security usability’ version and the ‘low security usability’ version provided 
different warning messages on transmission security. A warning message informing the user that 
the data is transmitted via an insecure connection was displayed during the transmission of the 
user’s feedback. In the ‘high security usability’ version the message was using everyday speech (i.e. 
“Your information is transmitted via an insecure connection. Do you want to continue?”) while in 
the ‘low security usability’ version of the website the message used technical terms (i.e. “Your 
information is transmitted via TCP port 80. Do you want to continue?”). Security usability was 
assessed by two items referring to the ease of password creation and the understandability of the 
security features on the website. Perceived trustworthiness, system trust and propensity to trust 
were measured by the SCOUT (see Study 2). To measure affinity to technology the subscales 
‘Enthusiasm for Technology’ and ‘Self-confidence in Technology Usage’ of the TA-EG (Karrer, 
Glaser, Clemens, & Bruder, 2009) were administered. 
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Procedure. The participants were recruited via email for the online experiment that was 
implemented via LimeSurvey. By clicking the link in the email they were assigned randomly to one 
of the two conditions. At first they were given an instruction where the purpose of the study was 
explained as using a certain website and assessing aspects of its usability. The participants were not 
made specifically aware that attention would be given to security issues like their password choices. 
From the user perspective, choosing a password was not central to the experiment but rather 
something that had to be done in order to get started. The participants explored the website self-
paced. Within the pages of the website they could find the instructions for the tasks to register on 
the website by creating a username and a password. They were additionally advised that both the 
username and the password had to be memorized throughout the whole experiment. However, the 
participants had to be guided against using one of their common passwords. They were advised to 
select a new one that they had not already used for any of their accounts before. With a newly 
created password the study was enabled to validly assess the participant’s password selection 
practices. Then, for ethical reasons the risk of the participants to inadvertently divulge a password 
that they already used for other accounts had to be minimized. After the participants registered on 
the website by providing personal information, selecting a username and a password they were 
asked to go to the login area on the website. Here qualitative feedback on the usability of the 
website was requested. The participants were asked to fill in a comment field. They were 
encouraged to make statements about their opinion about the website, positive and negative 
aspects they noticed during the study or any other form of feedback they wanted to provide. After 
transmitting the feedback the participants had to fill in the items on security usability, perceived 
trustworthiness, system trust and propensity to trust as well as items on self-confidence in online 
security matters, affinity to technology and demographical data. 
 
Results 
The quality of the chosen password was measured using the outcome of the password strength 
meter implemented in the website (see page 118). The password strength was categorized in four 
levels. Level one was the minimum level indicating a weak password; thus level four stands for the 
maximum of secure password choice. A significant difference between the group receiving 
password guidance and the control group who selected the passwords without it was found (t (22) 
= 3.21, p=.004, d= 1.37, see Figure 24).  
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Figure 24. Mean of password strength according to the password strength meter (1-4), error bars indicating 95% 
confidence interval. 
 
A further qualitative analysis of the passwords checked for the use of other characters than letters 
or numbers, dictionary words and personal information like names or birth dates. 54% of the ‘high 
usability’ group used character types beyond alphanumeric whereas only 9% of the ‘low security 
usability’ did. In the ‘high security usability’ group 62% avoided dictionary words compared to only 
27% in the ‘low security usability’ group. With 92% the proportion of users who avoided personal 
information in the ‘high security usability’ group was larger than in the control group (73%, see 
Figure 25).  
 
 
Figure 25. Percentage of participants who used symbols or non-dictionary words in their password and avoided 
personal information in the ‘high security usability’ and the ‘low security usability’ group. 
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Further security behaviour that was assessed during the experiment showed contradictory results 
for the two types of security actions. When the participants were free to agree to save their personal 
information on the website for promotional purposes, the majority of the participants (85%) 
decided for the secure option not to click the checkbox. When responding to the warning message 
for reassurance if an insecure transmission should be continued only a small proportion of users 
chose the secure option to cancel the process. 77% of the high-security usability group and 91% of 
the low-security usability group continued the insecure transmission although it was not crucial for 
the experiment. The groups did not differ significantly in the perceived security usability (t (22) = 
.89, p = .385, d = .38). Also for perceived trustworthiness no significant differences between both 
websites could be identified (t (16.8) = .62, p = .544, d = .30). For both the perceived security 
usability and the perceived trustworthiness the power to detect the small effects was too low due to 
the small sample size (23% power for security usability, 17% power for perceived trustworthiness). 
The individual factors of system trust, propensity to trust, and security experience were equally 
distributed between both groups. In the control group the actual password strength did not 
correlated with any of the trust and security usability measures. However, in the ‘high security 
usability’ group password strength correlated positively with perceived trustworthiness of the 
website (r = .58; N = 13, p = .025).  
The qualitative feedback of the users revealed that the majority of all participants (both 
groups) liked the easy to understand structure of the website. They reported that the registration 
was easy, quick and consistent with the procedure they knew from other registration websites. 
Some of the participants criticized the overall layout of the website as rather non-appealing while 
others emphasized their preference for clear designs such as the website’s. In the ‘high security 
usability’ group the feedback from the password meter was commended. In the ‘low security 
usability’ group users mentioned that they had wished to have some advice on password creation. 
Then, the participants reported that they felt slightly irritated by the option to save one’s data on 
the website, especially the ‘low security usability’ group with the pre-selected checkbox. Concerning 
the personal information that had to be filled in for the registration the date of birth and the email 
address turned out to be rather sensitive information. Their disclosure is accompanied by 
unpleasant feelings. Neither of the website versions contained legal terms to serve as reassurance 
as noted by one participant. 
 
Discussion 
The results show that high security usability has positive effects on security behaviour. The most 
important factor assessed in this study was password guidance that was provided by both an 
instruction in text form and an immediate feedback using a password strength meter. As suggested 
in Hypothesis 1, this security features turned out to be very effective. The password strength in the 
‘high security usability’ group was significantly higher than the password strength of the passwords 
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created in the ‘low security usability’ group without any password guidance. Without password 
guidance, the users were far less likely to create good passwords in terms of the inclusion of 
character types beyond alphanumeric. The use of dictionary words could also be effectively 
prevented by providing instructions on password creation. As the participants filled in their 
personal information (i.e. name, birth date, email address and city) during the registration the 
passwords could also be checked if they contained any of the information provided at this step. 
Qualitative comparisons revealed that the participants without password guidance were notably 
more inclined to include their personal information in the passwords. It can be concluded that both 
forms of password guidance – the instruction and the feedback – helped to improve the overall 
password quality. 
Also security behaviour apart from password creation was investigated. On a descriptive basis 
it was found that 85% of the participants chose the secure option not to save their personal 
information on the website. This indicates a certain level of security awareness. Participants were 
not willing to allow their valuable information to be saved on an unknown website. This type of 
security behaviour could only be examined in the ‘high security usability’ group because in the 
other group the pre-selected checkbox could not be changed. This insecure feature was intended as 
a cue for bad security usability provoking users to think twice about the website and which data to 
enter. The other type of security behaviour investigated the response to a transmission warning. 
When prompted the information that an insecure connection is used users in both groups mostly 
decided for the insecure action. It was irrelevant if the message used everyday speech or technical 
terms. The insecure reactions to the transmission check could be reasoned with the experimental 
context. The message that was transmitted was of no great value for the participants. So they did 
not care if any of the information was lost or used by others. This is very plausible but hard to 
change as empirical studies on security behaviour are limited by ethical considerations. Another 
explanation for the decision to continue the transmission in spite of an insecure connection could 
be the confrontation with a seemingly incontrollable problem. The users themselves could change 
little about their type of connection. The potential of security harms perceived to be due to 
technical preconditions that are hard to understand for non-IT-experts. The users cannot do 
anything about the cause or the prevention of technical attacks and therefore simply do nothing. 
The manipulation of high and low security usability between both website versions showed its 
intended effect clearly on the objective measure of password security but not on the subjective 
perceptions of the participants. Neither perceived security usability nor – as a consequence - 
perceived trustworthiness differed between both user groups, which mean a rejection of 
Hypothesis 2. Security usability was manipulated by the provision of password guidance in text 
form and the password strength meter, the registration checkbox to save personal information and 
the warning message indicating that an insecure connection is used. One reason for the missing 
effect of the security manipulation in the subjective ratings might be due to the general tone of the 
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instruction. Users were not advised to pay special attention to security features in the websites. 
This would have been contra-indicated for the main focus of this study, namely the creation of a 
safe password. Participants should explicitly not be made aware that the experiment was on 
security issues. Because the manipulation of the checkbox and the warning message were 
comparatively unobtrusive it could have been overlooked by the participants or forgotten during 
the course of the experiment. On the other hand, the qualitative feedback showed that the 
participants very well noticed the checkbox and felt irritated by its pre-selection. Therefore it is 
more probable to be simply a question of power that the medium effect (d = .38) of security 
usability manipulation could not be found in the quantitative data. The same applies for perceived 
trustworthiness that was hypothesized to be closely linked to perceived security usability. The 
power to detect any effects was much too small to make a statement. In the ‘high security usability’ 
group higher perceived trustworthiness was related to higher password strength. This contradicts 
the assumption that selecting a password is a form of monitoring behaviour that should be higher 
when trust in the system is low. On the other hand, the large effect of the provision of password 
guidance determinates password strength to such a high extent that the effect of trustworthiness 
vanishes.  
In conclusion, the results offer a clear message on the effectiveness of security usability on 
websites to enhance security behaviour. In general, the users’ awareness of security issues when 
disclosing personal data is on a high level. But especially concerning the selection of passwords 
security behaviour can be dramatically improved by website features. Although the sample size on 
which the results are based upon was small, it nonetheless appears that users who are left without 
any support on password choice create weaker passwords than the ones equipped with advice on 
password security. Other forms of security behaviour could not be supported by security usability 
features (i.e. warning messages). Due to the experimental context it can be argued that the security 
behaviour may not have been very typical because the users knew it was only a study. Nonetheless, 
even when the users created untypical passwords because they did not take the experiment 
seriously this applies for both groups and the users who were provided with password guidance still 
chose better passwords. So even in the experimental context without any intrinsically motivated 
use of the website and therefore low personal attachment high security usability made a difference. 
The experimental scenario with the tasks to register on the website appears to be an appropriate 
way to investigate security behaviour in an exploratory context avoiding deception of the 
participants. Still, the findings should be replicated with a larger and more diverse sample of users.  
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4.3.2 Study 10 – Security usability and passwords (England) 
 
The promising findings from the previous study suggested that security usability in terms of 
password guidance significantly improved the password quality. Statements on the role of 
perceived trustworthiness in the context of security usability in websites could not be made, mainly 
because of the small sample size. Therefore, the objective for the Study 9 was to repeat the study in 
order to reach a larger sample and replicate the effects from Study 8. This time the study was 
conducted in England. Security-related individual factors are not limited to propensity and system 
trust (see framework, chapter 1.1, Figure 1, p. 12) but could be enlarged to, for instance, privacy 
concerns. Such concerns are particularly relevant in transactional websites; and have been 
investigated under a culturally comparative perspective (Wu et al., 2012). Also the relationship 
between cultural dimensions and online trust has been examined in cultural comparisons (Furner, 
Racherla, & Zhu, 2012; Simmons, Simmons, Hayek, Parks, & Mbarika, 2012; Yan, Liu, Niemi, & 
Yu, 2013). T he change in location of the experiment is a first approach to extend the degree to 
which the findings on security usability and perceived trustworthiness could be generalized to 
different societal or cultural backgrounds. 
 
Method 
Design. The design was identical to Study 8 except for one additional independent variable: overall 
website usability was introduced. For a detailed description of the design see chapter 4.3.1. 
 
Participants. For the second study the sample consisted of N = 41 persons from the non-university 
context. 29 of them were female and 12 male. The mean age of the sample was M = 34.3 years (SD 
= 9.78). The majority (61%) of the participants spent 1-2 hours a day online for private reasons. 
Only 15% indicated to use the Internet less than on a daily basis. Concerning security matters 12 % 
reported to use the same password all the time. The variety of passwords at hand was not related to 
the frequency of Internet use. Almost half of the participants felt quite self-confident in Internet 
security matters, 44% agreed or strongly agreed that they could explain online security issues to a 
friend and 46% reported to feel secure using the Internet because they know about possible threats. 
Again, also amongst the participants who rated themselves as rather skilled in Internet security 
concerns some did never use diverse passwords. The professional background of the participants 
was widely diversified. Six persons indicated to work in the IT field; four were from recruitment 
while the rest was employed in medical fields (e.g. veterinary, radiotherapy), education, marketing 
and many others. Control variables (i.e. security knowledge, Internet usage, affinity for technology) 
did not differ between the experimental group (N=25) and the control group (N=16). In the ‘high 
security usability’ group were more females than in the ‘low security usability’ group but there are 
no gender effects to be expected. 
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Material. The material used in this study was identical in content to the material that was used in 
Study 8 but for the fact that it was translated into English. For a detailed description see chapter 
4.3.1. To assess overall website usability more detailed the WAMMI questionnaire (Kirakowski et 
al., 1998) was additionally administered. One question on the number of different passwords used 
was added in the section of demographical items.  
 
Procedure. The procedure was identical to the material that was used in Study 9 and is described in 
detail in chapter 4.3.2.  
 
Results 
In this study with N=41 participants the positive effect of password guidance could be confirmed. 
As shown in Figure 26, the password strength of the high security usability website was 
significantly better than the strength of the passwords used on the low security usability website (t 
(39) = 3.27; p = .002, d = 1.05).  
 
 
Figure 26. Mean of password strength according to the password strength meter (1-4), error bars indicating 95% 
confidence interval. 
 
The qualitative analysis of the passwords showed a similar pattern for the use of symbols and non-
dictionary words for the chosen password. The ‘high security usability’ group responded to those 
two password composition rules to a higher extend than the ‘low security usability’ group. 
However, the accordance to the rules is on a rather low level. 16% of the ‘high usability’ group used 
character types beyond alphanumeric whereas nobody of the ‘low security usability’ did. Dictionary 
words were avoided by 46% in the ‘high security usability’ group compared to 31% in the ‘low 
security usability’ group. The avoidance of personal information was in both groups the rule that 
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was followed mostly. 84% of the ‘high security usability’ group and 93% of the ‘low security 
usability’ did not use personal information (see Figure 27).  
 
 
Figure 27. Percentage of participants who used non-dictionary words in their password and avoided personal 
information in the ‘high security usability’ and the ‘low security usability’ group. 
 
Concerning the other types of security behaviour, in the ‘high security usability’ group about 60% 
of the participants voluntarily clicked the checkbox to save their data for promotional purposes. In 
selecting to continue an insecure data transmission the participants did not differ between the 
groups. In both groups only a very small number of participants (2 in the high-security usability 
group, 1 in the low security usability group) chose the secure option. The participants’ subjective 
impression of the perceived security usability and trustworthiness are depicted in Figure 28. A 
significant difference in perceived security usability (t (39) = 5.03; p <.001, d = 1.61) could be 
found. Furthermore, the website with the lower security usability was rated significantly lower in 
perceived trustworthiness (t (39) = 2.58; p = .014, d = .83).  
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Figure 28. Mean ratings concerning perceived security usability and perceived trustworthiness (1-5) in the ‘high 
security usability’ and the ‘low security usability’ group, error bars indicating standard error. 
 
A regression analysis (Radj² = .20) revealed no significant influence of perceived trustworthiness (β 
= .14; p = .378) on the security behaviour compared to the security usability determined by the 
group (β = .42; p = .011). In the ‘high security usability ’group the individual factor system trust (r 
= -.52; N = 25, p = .008) correlated significantly negatively with password strength. Propensity to 
trust (r = -.38; N = 25, p = .062) and perceived security usability (r = .36, N = 25, p = .080) showed 
marginally significant correlations with password strength. In the ‘low security usability’ group, 
however, password strength did not correlate with any of the trust variables. Without password 
guidance the strength of the chosen password correlated positively with the self-confidence in 
Internet security matters (r = .55, N = 16, p = .027). Overall perceived usability correlated 
positively with perceived trustworthiness in both the group with password guidance (r = .57; N = 
25,  p = .003) and the control group (r = .53; N = 16,  p =.035).  
 
Discussion 
The positive effect of password guidance found in Study 8 could be replicated. Again, the 
hypothesis that the ‘high security usability group’ could benefit from the password guidance and 
immediate feedback on their password choice was confirmed. The qualitative analysis of the 
passwords displays a similar pattern like in the previous study. Only very few users considered to 
use symbols as characters in the passwords. The use of dictionary words was avoided by a far larger 
proportion of users while almost all users did not include personal information in their passwords. 
There are no significant differences between the two groups concerning the qualitative analysis of 
passwords. Still, the tendencies imply that password guidance can help to emphasize that the range 
of available characters is not limited to letters and numbers. Though, the advice not to use personal 
information seems unnecessary. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this qualitative analyses on 
personal information within the chosen passwords was solely based upon the information disclosed 
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by the user during registration (i.e. name, city, date of birth) or later within the survey (e.g. 
profession). It cannot be guaranteed that other personal information (e.g. name of family 
members) was used in the passwords that had not been classified as such. The overall password 
quality in addition to the feedback given by the users during the experiment suggests that the 
participants in the ‘high security usability’ group mostly relied on the feedback of the password 
strength meter while the adherence to the rules depicted in the written instruction was not as 
explicit. The feedback of the users indicated that the bullet points on password composition were 
for some participants too long to read.  
For the UK sample the disclosure of personal information seemed to be not as problematic as 
for the Germans. In this study 60% agreed on saving the personal information on the website 
whereas only 15% of the previous study did. As both samples are similar in the assessed variables 
like age, self-confidence in online security issues or Internet usage societal habits could be 
considered to explain the difference. Data protection plays a large role in German media and is a 
current topic of public discussion which might have general influence on users’ privacy concern. 
The response to the warning message informing about an insecure connection was equal to the 
previous study. Almost all participants chose the insecure option of continuing the data 
transmission. 
This time, the manipulation check revealed that the intended difference in security usability 
was also reflected in the subjectively data. Moreover, the two website versions also differed in 
perceived trustworthiness as suggested in Hypothesis 2. The ‘low security usability’ version 
induced less trustworthiness, i.e. was perceived as less competent and less adhering to common 
rules of conduct. As both website versions only differed in the security usability features discussed 
in detail in chapter 4.3.1 it is most likely that the difference in perceived trustworthiness is indeed 
the consequence of the manipulation. However, an influence of perceived trustworthiness on 
password strength was not detectable. The choice of a secure password could be interpreted as a 
form of monitoring behaviour that limits reliance on a system by allocating control on part of the 
user. But looking at the large effect of password guidance it is assumed that this is overwhelmingly 
effective and has to be considered as the main influence on password strength. In comparison, 
perceived trustworthiness is not such an important influence on security behaviour. As discussed 
before (see chapter 1) trust-related behaviour is determined by various influences. Further studies 
should concentrate on factors like knowledge or motivation to protect the data and their influences 
on password choice. Again, the difficulties in investigating password strength and all its 
antecedents properly a real-life study would be necessary: However, this is hard to realize because 
of the ethical responsibility for the participants who must not be deceived. 
In the ‘high security usability’ group the dispositional trust variables correlated negatively with 
password strength. The lower the system trust and the lower the propensity to trust, the person 
chose more secure passwords. That is in line with the assumption that creating a secure password 
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is a user’s way to keep control in situations of uncertainty. With low dispositional trust a person 
will perceive situations more likely as uncertain and take measures to protect him or herself. Also, 
perceived security usability correlated with password strength. However, no significant 
correlations in ‘low security usability group’ could be found. Again the problem here might be a 
small group size. Apart from the small sample size, in the ‘low security usability’ group without 
password guidance the range of password quality was so small and on a generally low level that no 
correlations with individual trust variables could be found. Only self-confidence appears to be an 
important influence on password choice that even in the ‘low security usability’ group a significant 
correlation was detected. 
Unsurprisingly, with an increased perception of overall website usability perceived trustworthiness 
was higher. This relationship was found for both groups. So, even in the experimental context and 
the simply website reduced to a few number of options this finding applies. 
 
Conclusions  
Passwords are being widely used and have become the de facto way of secure authentication. But 
despite most users are highly familiar with them, some significant problems surrounding password 
use have yet to be resolved. The collective findings from the descriptive survey and the 
experimental studies clearly show that the passwords user chose completely on their own are of 
rather weak quality. The guidance on good passwords currently provided on common websites is 
not as elaborated as it could be; neither is an enforcement of secure passwords. Although, the 
studies indicated that even a basic form of password guidance can help to significantly improve 
password quality. Especially automated feedback on the length and variety of characters usage 
within passwords appears to be very effective. As passwords continue to be used as the primary 
method of user authentication measures should be taken to enhance the security practices by 
providing password guidance. 
Security usability features in websites are one possibility of enhancing a website’s perceived 
trustworthiness. Even the very experimental website with neutral design and unemotional content 
could evoke users’ trust. Consequences of trusting intentions might be one of many influences on 
security behaviour that can be understood as trust-related behaviour. In the studies, the users’ 
willingness to save one’s own data on an unknown website could was considered as such. 
Interestingly, the willingness to save personal data on the website seems to differ between the 
countries the studies were conducted in. Heterogeneous behaviours between the samples from 
Germany and England suggest that there are indeed cultural differences in privacy concern. Such 
have been shown for the US and Korea (Chen, Zhang, & Lee, 2013) or Russia and Taiwan (Wu, 
Huang, Yen, & Popova, 2012). Although it appears the cultural differences between the two 
European countries are not dramatic this issue might be worth a further investigation. 
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In terms of warning messages the findings from the studies suggest that for security risks caused by 
technical preconditions leave users rather unimpressed. In literature, assumptions have been made 
that users are willing to trade convenience for security (Davinson & Sillence, 2010; Lee, Rao, Nass, 
Forssell, & John, 2012), especially when the security features actually demand users to do 
something. If security messages are undesired, users tend to give it only a partial scan and then just 
ignore and close it (Furnell, 2010). Here studies are needed where (more) valuable data of t he 
users is involved. Security behaviour as a form of trust-related behaviour is mainly influenced by 
investments made on the website when risk is high (Schlosser et al., 2006). Though it is largely 
desirable to collect experimental data on users’ response to warning messages when personally 
meaningful content is at stake research on this topic is a delicate issue. The website used in the 
experimental study turned out to be appropriate to examine password issues and the agreement of 
users to save their data on the website. However, a deeper personal involvement of the participants 
could only be reached by handling more sensitive data which would not be approved by the ethics 
commission.  
The overall findings of the Study 9 support the results from Study 8 and support the 
conclusion that appropriate baseline standards should be provided on websites to support the 
users’ security practices. 
 
 
4.4  DISCUSSION ON SECURITY AND TRUST  
 
The studies on security and trust investigated how different types of security indicators affected 
users’ trust in online interactions and the actual security behaviour of users in private contexts. The 
effectiveness of third party web assurance seals as security indicators in promoting trustworthiness 
on websites could be confirmed. However, a 5-star customer rating did not yield the desired effect. 
Therefore, the effectiveness of security indicators on website is not unquestioned. Even the positive 
effects of third party web assurance seals on user’s perceived trustworthiness have to be 
differentiated. When confronted with fictitious assurance seals the participants were unsure and 
tended to mix them up with existing ones. Even the best security indicators are useless when users 
cannot efficiently make use of them. One reason might be that third party web assurance seals 
bring the users in a rather passive position. Inattentiveness or a lack of threat awareness can lead 
to only swift notice.  
However, apart from the user’s passive role in the application of security indicators that are 
integrated in the website also the active part of users depicts a similar pattern of weaknesses in the 
actual security behaviour. A descriptive survey showed rather weak security practices for the active 
behaviour of securing accounts by passwords, one of the most common and popular methods 
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everybody ought to know about. Even within a technology-affine subsample password security was 
not free from insecure practices. The results indicate that neither active engagement and, therefore, 
more conscious involvement in security issues, nor IT affinity prevent users from weak security 
behaviours that were reported. Still, problems with the usage of security features amongst technical 
audiences are not uncommon (Furnell, 2004). 
Weak security practices could be effectively prevented by security usability features implemented 
in websites. In two experimental studies a comfortable and highly usable way of support on 
password composition as specific form of security behaviour revealed that the quality of the 
resulting security behaviour could be massively enhanced. These results specify prior findings that 
identified poorly designed procedures as cause for undesirable password behaviour (Sasse, 
Brostoff, & Weirich, 2001). It seems that the situational aspects of interaction characteristics have 
the biggest effect on supporting security behaviour. By making it as easy and transparent as 
possible the trade-off between a gain in security and the performance costs is decided in favour of 
security. The password guidance offered on the ‘high security usability’ version of the website 
focused on the efforts related with password strength that are more acceptable for users than long-
term password policies of frequently changing (Gebauer et al., 2011). In the experiment could not 
be investigated if the created passwords have been manageable to recall. Furthermore, it could not 
be controlled if the users wrote the password down somewhere. 
It is assumed that by the presentation of security usability features the awareness and 
individual knowledge was positively influenced. The levels of individual security knowledge did not 
differ between the experimental groups; consequently no comparisons could be made concerning 
knowledge. However, in the ‘low security usability group’ of Study 9 participants with higher a 
priori security knowledge created more secure passwords. Other individual factors, such as gender, 
age, education level or Internet usage, that were parallel for all samples of the experiment, did not 
show any influences on security behaviour. In previous studies no influence of such variables (e.g. 
prior experience with a certain website) on securely detecting phishing websites was found 
(Dhamija et al., 2006). In general, the predominantly young and academic sample could be 
assumed to be a typical Internet user group with rather high trust in the Internet as a system. Thus, 
even for ‘digital natives‘, who are absolutely familiar with the Internet and possess quite high 
system trust, a latent scepticism towards online security remains (DIVSI, 2012).  
Appropriate interaction characteristics also favoured trustworthiness, thus compared to the 
effect of password guidance the influence of trust on security behaviour was negligible. In 
literature, trust was explicitly identified as an issue that leads to undesirable password behaviour 
(Sasse et al., 2001). Setting secure passwords is a form of monitoring technical systems, which 
decreases as a function of trust (e.g. Bailey & Scerbo, 2007). Effects of the dispositional trust 
variables system trust and propensity to trust could be partly found, supporting this 
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understanding. However, in the experimental context the effects of perceived trustworthiness of 
the website on password quality seem to be suppressed by the large effects of security usability.  
For some security behaviours the security usability of websites is not as effective as for the quality 
of passwords. High security usability could partly prevent the users from saving their data 
unreflectively on a website. By decisions if an insecure transmission should be continued or 
cancelled– again a rather passive situation for the user with low chances of controllability 
concerning general technical preconditions – no effects were detected. These findings suggest that 
depending on the type of security behaviour the user’s awareness of threats and appropriate 
responses could be enhanced by more specific design implementations. Simple warning messages 
seem not to be sufficient to increase security behaviour, though users are very commonly 
confronted with them. This is in line with findings complaining about the actual implementation of 
security measures in websites which so often is lacking effect (e.g. Dodge, Carver, Ferguson, 2007; 
Furnell et al. 2007; Lee & Kozar 2005; Stanton, Stam, Mastrangelo, & Jolton, 2005; Vroom & von 
Solms 2004). The types of security behaviour investigated in the studies were limited to only a few. 
For the implications concerning password practice it has to be noticed that only certain 
information security threats can be protected by passwords, such as hacking or data extortion 
(Huang et al., 2010.). Other threats, like users’ online behaviour being recorded were intended to 
be investigated by the transmission decision. 
All the studies on security can be criticized for their unrealistic setting. Unfortunately, the 
experimental context naturally brings a certain level of security and assurance with it. Even when 
the test material was selected according to the presumed interests of the participants and 
instruction were given to imagine a realistic situation, information alone most probably does not 
lead to psychological ownership or personal attachment to the websites tested (Anderson & 
Agarwal, 2010). The severity of a threat in the experimental context is very low. Therefore, the 
results should not be interpreted as absolute values but rather seen in their relative connection. 
The fact that even in the experimental context differences in the effectiveness of security indicators 
and security behaviour could been found suggest that in real-life setting the amplitude of those 
would even be greater. Then, the reported security practice of participants of the descriptive survey 
referred to real life situations, more specifically the most valuable account of the users, and was in 
line with the results from the experiments. 
What could not be tested were the actual effects of security usability on security behaviour in 
different settings. In high-risk settings like online banking users perceive online security differently 
than in contexts with lower risk, for example online shopping (Jones, Antón, & Earp, 2007; 
Furnell, 2010). Furthermore, a test of different settings could also enable comparisons of 
experience qualities like pleasure that was found to have a stronger effect on user behaviour than 
perceptions of privacy and security (Belanger et al., 2002.) 
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The results give strong evidence that users have to be enabled to protect themselves (Furnell, 
2005). By all the observed security-related effects it stands to reason that users do not understand 
online security very well. The current measures of online security seem insufficient and not usable. 
Withal, humans tend to stick to familiar behaviours even though they might not be the best choice. 
However, relatively minor additional efforts on the implementation of security measures on 
websites, (e.g. provision of relevant guidance) is effective to improve specific behaviours. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ON TRUST IN ONLINE INTERACTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this thesis, several studies have been conducted to contribute to the state of research on trust in 
online interactions. The studies could be grouped according to the three empirical chapters (2-4). 
Chapter 2 addresses the measurement of trust. Chapter 3 deals with the relationship between user 
experience and trust. Chapter 4 considers security and trust in online interactions. The aspects of 
trust in online interactions that were investigated in the three chapters were summarized within 
the framework presented in chapter 1.1 (Figure 1, p. 12). The situational context was depicted as 
overarching element for all other aspects. It was categorized by the goal of the interaction, which 
could be achieved either on informational websites or transactional websites. Corritore et al. 
(2003) claim that both types of websites should be included when investigating trust in online 
interactions. They expect differences in levels of trust, but also commonalities as both contexts 
reflect forms of acquisition – of information or of products. Therefore, this thesis addressed trust 
in situations with focus on information search (Study 1 and Study 3), transactions (Studies 4-7, 
Study 9) and both contexts (Study 2).Within the situational contexts, the aspects that were 
investigated were objective properties of the interaction partner, the perception of interaction 
characteristics, perceived trustworthiness as cognitive appraisal of the perception and two types of 
consequences following that appraisal, trusting intentions and trusting behaviour. Aim of this 
thesis was to answer the research questions (a) how trust can be assessed in informational and 
transactional websites and if it is necessary to differentiate between the assessment of perceived 
trustworthiness of the website, the website author and the Internet, (b) if hedonic interaction 
characteristics influence perceived trustworthiness just as much as instrumental interaction 
characteristics in both informational and transactional websites, (c) if specific elements, e.g. 
security indicators, influence perceived trustworthiness and finally, (d) if interaction 
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characteristics, i.e. security usability, influence perceived trustworthiness and trusting behaviour. 
In Table 20, an outline of the research questions and results can be found. 
 
Table 20. Overview on the research questions and results from all studies of the thesis. 
C
H
A
PT
E
R
 2
 How can trust in online interactions be assessed in informational and 
transactional websites? 
Study 1.              Two important entities that provide the objective properties that lead to 
the trust appraisal of the users could be identified in an online study: 
 Website and the website author are inseparable  
 Internet is separate object of trust 
 
Conclusion: the assessment of user’s trust in online interactions can be 
made without considerations of the distinguishability of website and 
website author. Only the Internet has to be regarded as separate 
interaction partner.   
Study 2 a.              Item selection - a set of 28 items was reduced to 13 items according to 
the psychometric quality. 
The pre-version of the scale contained 13 items (7 perceived 
trustworthiness, 3 system trust, 3 propensity to trust). 
Study 2 b.  Final version of SCOUT. 
 SCOUT-PT (7 items) 
 System trust (3 items) 
 Propensity to trust (3 items) 
Validation of the three-factorial structure. 70.4% variance explained. 
Cronbach’s α = .87 for SCOUT-PT, α = .78 for system trust, and α = .82 
for propensity to trust 
Scale applicable for informational and transactional websites and can be 
used throughout the thesis. 
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C
H
A
PT
E
R
 3
 Do both instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics influence 
perceived trustworthiness in informational and transactional websites?  
Study 3.              In a laboratory study, informational websites with different levels of 
experience quality differed in the perceived trustworthiness they evoke.  
Perceived trustworthiness in informational websites could be predicted 
by both instrumental and hedonic interaction characteristics: 
 HQ-I was the most important influence on perceived trustworthiness 
(positive correlation) 
 Usability and HQ-S were similar in their impact on perceived 
trustworthiness, but usability is positively correlated and HQ-S negatively 
correlated with perceived trustworthiness 
 Aesthetics did not predict perceived trustworthiness 
Trusting intentions did not differ in informational websites with different 
levels of experience quality 
 
Website characteristics that influenced the perceived trustworthiness 
(extracted from the semi-structured interviews): 
 Appropriateness of content 
 Source of information (experts, other users) 
 Comparison of website information with prior knowledge 
 Relatedness and sharing of experiences: contact, relatedness to other 
users 
 Currentness of information 
 
 
Study 4 a.        In a laboratory study, perceived trustworthiness in a transactional 
websites could be predicted by both instrumental and hedonic interaction 
characteristics: 
 HQ-I was the most important influence on perceived trustworthiness 
(positive correlation) 
 Usability significantly predicted perceived trustworthiness (positive 
correlation) 
 HQ-S did not predict perceived trustworthiness 
The results from Study 3 on informational website could largely be 
replicated, only stimulation did not influence trustworthiness on the 
transactional website. 
 Study 4 b.              In an online study with a real-life sample, perceived trustworthiness in 
transactional websites could be predicted by both instrumental and 
hedonic interaction characteristics: 
 HQ-I and usability were similarly relevant in influencing perceived 
trustworthiness (positive correlations) 
 HQ-S did not predict perceived trustworthiness 
The results from Study 3 on informational website and Study 4 a could 
partly be replicated. In comparison to Study 3, stimulation did not 
influence trustworthiness on the transactional website – just like in Study 
4 a. The relevance of the influencing characteristics HQ-I and usability 
was similar, while in Study 4 a HQ-I was the most important. 
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C
H
A
PT
E
R
 4
 Do specific elements, e.g. security indicators, influence perceived 
trustworthiness in transactional websites? 
Study 6.              In an online study, perceived trustworthiness and perceived risk in a 
transactional website differed between the type of security indicator: 
 A third party web assurance seal created higher trustworthiness than a 5-
star ranking and the control group  
 The 5-star ranking created higher perceived risk than the third party web 
assurance seal and the control group 
 No significant differences in trusting intentions 
Study 7.              In an online study, perceived trustworthiness differed depending on the 
presence of webs assurance seals in transactional websites of four 
different contexts: 
 Existing third party web assurance seals created higher trustworthiness 
than in the control group, but fictitious seals did not evoke different levels  
 Websites from different contexts create different levels of perceived 
trustworthiness 
 The participants’ intention to engage in a transaction at the websites did 
not differ between the type of web assurance seal but for the websites 
Qualitative feedback of the users implies that knowledge on web 
assurance seals is limited. 
Do objective website properties that foster security usability influence 
perceived trustworthiness and trusting behaviour? 
Study 8.  A descriptive survey (N = 246) on actual users’ security behaviour 
revealed weaknesses in security practices of users in private contexts, 
especially concerning passwords. 
Study 9. In an online study (N=24). the effects of security usability on 
transactional websites on trust-related behaviour could be shown: 
 Password guidance and immediate feedback by a password strength 
meter significantly improved security behaviour (password quality) 
 Security usability led to positive security behaviour for the decision to 
save information on a website, but negative security behaviour 
corresponding responses to warning messages.  
Study 10. In a second online study with a higher number of participants (N=41). the 
effects of Study 8 could partly be replicated; and the effects of security 
usability on transactional websites on perceived trustworthiness could be 
shown: 
 Password guidance and immediate feedback by a password strength 
meter significantly improved security behaviour (password quality) 
 Website properties on security led to a higher perception of security 
usability and higher perceived trustworthiness 
 Security usability did not lead to positive security behaviour for the 
decision to save information on a website and corresponding responses to 
warning messages. 
 
Trust in online interactions in both informational and transactional websites can be assessed with 
the SCOUT, which was constructed and empirically validated as basis for the consecutive studies of 
this thesis. Though, it is not necessary to differentiate between the assessment of properties of the 
website and the website author, but to consider those two as unity and the Internet as separate 
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object of trust. The hedonic interaction characteristics identification and the instrumental aspect 
usability are the main influences on perceived trustworthiness in both informational and 
transactional websites, whereas stimulation has a negative effect on trust in informational 
websites. The meaning of aesthetics for perceived trustworthiness can be neglected. Perceived 
trustworthiness in transactional websites is also impacted by objective properties of the website. 
Security indicators, like web assurance seals, are found to foster the establishment of trust. In a 
slightly more complex form, different levels of security usability of transactional websites influence 
the level of perceived trustworthiness and trust-related behaviour, as was shown for security-
relevant decisions on password composition. 
In the next paragraph, the implications for website design that can be deduced from the 
findings are described. Then, the studies are critically remarked and future prospects shown. 
 
 
5.1   IMPLICATIONS FOR WEBSITE DESIGN TO ENHANCE TRUST 
 
From the studies conducted for this thesis one can draw inferences for general website features 
that enhance a website’s trustworthiness. This is desirable for designers and website authors, 
because for successful online interactions a certain level of users’ trust towards a website is 
necessary (e.g. Bélanger & Carter, 2008; Beldad et al., Corritore et al., 2003). The implications 
apply for informational as well as transactional websites, which are unfamiliar to the users at the 
beginning of the interaction. At this point, the users cannot include observances of actual 
behaviour and its consequences but have to rely on the perception of interaction characteristics 
(McKnight et al., 2002b). 
The development of online users’ trust could be facilitated by several interaction 
characteristics that base on objective website properties. Study 1, which served as preparation for 
the scale development in Study 2, provided the basic finding that the website and the website 
author are treated as inseparable entities and form one unified object of trust. This leads to the 
conclusion that the objective properties of the website that result in perceived interaction 
characteristics are at once construed as information about the website author. One simple 
possibility to convey the website author’s properties, that are separate from the perception of 
interaction characteristics, is to provide facts about the author at the website. For both 
informational and transactional websites it is beneficial to clearly indicate the website author. In 
informational websites it is more difficult to identify the human interaction partner, because the 
communication is determined by lower levels of exchange than in transactional websites. In 
transactional websites usually the users’ opposite party is defined in order to direct the transaction. 
From the qualitative data in Study 3 and Study 4, one can assume that even when the provider of 
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critical information (in informational websites) or the recipient of transferred goods or money (in 
transactional websites) is no more than an address, the users tend to accept this as legitimating. 
Nevertheless, even with a clearly identifiable website author the website is regarded as social 
interaction partner that conveys a variety of information that determined the appraisal of 
trustworthiness.  
Study 3 and Study 4 showed that both instrumental and hedonic interaction qualities 
influence the perceived trustworthiness on informational and transactional websites. That 
complements, for example, the findings by Hassenzahl et al. (2008) and Thüring and Mahlke 
(2007). They indicated the relevance of both types of characteristics for the evaluation of 
′interactive products′, which can now be enlarged to include one specific form of interactive 
product: websites. The most important interaction characteristics for the enhancement of the 
perceived trustworthiness of a website are identification and usability. In informational websites, 
identification is of much more relevance than usability, while in transactional websites both aspects 
contribute to the same degree to perceived trustworthiness. For stimulation features, the findings 
are as well specific for the situational context of the interaction. In informational websites, 
stimulation negatively impacts perceived trustworthiness while in transactional websites it has no 
effect. The results on the particular meaning of identification and usability on perceived 
trustworthiness in both informational and transactional websites corresponds to the most salient 
human needs that are addressed by technology, namely relatedness, competence and popularity 
(Hassenzahl et al., 2010). 
Interaction characteristics, especially identification, can hardly be detached from content 
considerations. Mere usability features, which are not directly related to the content but also 
impact perceptions of trustworthiness, retreat to the background when users rely on the 
information content. Therefore, in line with the recommendations of user research (e.g. Nielsen, 
1994; Norman, 2004; Sarodnick & Brau, 2006), the first cut towards a trustworthy website is to 
understand and meet the target group’s needs. The users feel connected to a website when they feel 
content that represents something common is shared, and when it is shared in a pleasurable way 
that expresses the users’ preferences. Explicitly in Study 3, users looked for congruence of the 
website’s content with their expectation and opinions. To achieve this, the structure and complexity 
of the content should meet the users’ needs and capabilities. For instance, by avoiding obvious 
contradiction between the website’s content and the users’ prior knowledge, the potential for 
identification is increased. Users can form strong psychological attachments even to objects such as 
websites that provide them with a sense of self (Pierce, Kostova, & Dirks, 2003). Even when 
websites are used in private, they have the potential to serve as expressions of uniqueness. 
Presenting a clearly identifiable source of information also helps to improve the development of 
online users’ trust. This does not just apply for the information about the website author, but also 
concrete persons as senders of information. This creates social attachment which again can lead to 
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identification. In addition, the chance to contact the people behind a website promotes the feeling 
of relatedness with them and the assumption that the other party does not have anything to hide.  
Instrumental interaction characteristics have repeatedly been shown to be one important 
influence on perceived trustworthiness (e.g. .g. Büttner, et al. 2006; Egger, 2000; Karimov et al., 
2011; Konradt et al., 2003, Metzger & Flanagin, 2013; Nunes & Correia, 2013). The findings of this 
thesis support this relation for both informational and transactional websites. Websites that are 
easily usable help to make the interaction predictable which in turn signals trustworthiness. The 
controllability of websites might be impaired by an overload of elements on the screen or pop-ups 
that unnecessarily catch the users’ attention. Such distraction affects the efficient way to navigate 
through the website and leads to a perceived loss of control. Therefore, the users’ establishment of 
trust is complicated. Relevant information to achieve the users’ aim or useful references ought to be 
depicted clearly structured.  
The hedonic interaction characteristics stimulation and aesthetics are not as influential for 
perceived trustworthiness, though the studies of this thesis indicate that there are differences in 
informational and transactional websites. Both stimulation and aesthetics are rather detached from 
the website’s content and limited in their impact on online users’ trust. Yet, in informational 
websites stimulation appears as deleterious for the establishment of trust. While novel and exciting 
website features are intended to pique the users’ curiosity, an overload of such features could cause 
a decrease in motivation. For the establishment of online users’ trust, stimulation appears to be 
contradictory because of the high level of distraction and surprise that hinders predictability. 
Interestingly, websites that are visited mainly for reasons of entertainment might benefit from high 
levels of stimulation. However, when the online interaction involves an exchange of either critical 
information, data or money, the website’s role in social interaction becomes more significant and 
trust-building interaction characteristics come to the centre of attention (Anderson & Agarwal, 
2010). Another explanation for the differences of the role of stimulation - and also the degree to 
which usability matters for perceived trustworthiness - between informational and transactional 
websites could be find in the different usage modes (Hassenzahl et al., 2002). With non-
instrumental user goals, the hedonic interaction characteristics were affecting the overall appeal of 
the interactive product. Focusing on instrumental goals, both hedonic and instrumental interaction 
characteristics influenced the perceived appeal. In transactional websites a certain goal is pursued 
that leads to a stronger influence of instrumental characteristics while in informational websites 
also novel and surprising (stimulating) features have an impact on the overall evaluation of the 
website. 
Website aesthetics appear to be not important to the users’ trust. Even when aesthetics of 
interactive systems help to create a more positive user experience (Thüring & Mahlke, 2007), this is 
not linked to online users’ trust. When searching for information, users stress that they rely on 
content rather than on superficial characteristics. Although a pleasurable design is appreciated by 
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most users as reported in both Study 3 and Study 4, high-scaled website designs create the feeling 
of suspicion. Users suspect the website authors to use surface characteristics to mislead them over 
other weaknesses of the website. However, the perception of aesthetics is highly subjective. At this 
point, no reliable implications for the aesthetical website design can be deduced from this thesis. 
Apart from interaction characteristics that refer to the experience during website use also the 
objective properties of the websites, i.e. specific website elements like security indicators, can help 
to convey information that influences the perceived trustworthiness of the website. In Study 5 and 
Study 6, the presence of third party web assurance seals yielded positive effects on perceived 
trustworthiness. It supports the findings that such seals are in fact suitable to assure 
trustworthiness on websites (Kim & Benbasat, 2010). Though, users primarily need to understand 
the meaning of the security indicators and the assistance they are provided with to create positive 
effects on online behaviour. For that reason, website security features ought to be designed as easy 
as possible. Users show a tendency to shift away and only make little active contributions to their 
own security (DIVSI, 2012). Web assurance seals or other specific website elements displaying 
recommendations by third parties allow for a comfortable and effective way of users’ reassurance 
that websites act on proper terms. However, the qualitative feedback in Study 6 indicated that the 
knowledge about those seals is rather poor and users will not consciously rely on the seals. The 
data, however, implicated that the users’ perceived trustworthiness was very well affected by the 
presence and type of seal. This goes along with Yousafzai et al. (2010), who stated that the belief 
that the website contains security mechanisms is an important precondition for trust. Concluded 
from the descriptive survey in Study 7, users’ active security practices appear to suffer from a lack 
of security knowledge in combination with poor security usability of websites. Therefore, websites 
should provide clearly identifiable options for the user to control if his or data is transferred to a 
website. An example for a specific form of behaviour was investigated in Study 8 and Study 9. It 
showed that guidance on good security practices with immediate feedback on password creation 
supports beneficial online behaviour and should be implemented in transactional websites. By the 
use of security indicators and high security usability on websites the perceived trustworthiness and 
trust-related behaviour could be enhanced. 
In summary, the interaction characteristics that are subjectively perceived by each individual user 
foster trustworthiness when they meet the context and the users’ needs. Objective properties of the 
website also help to enhance the perceived trustworthiness. The feeling of value congruence, which 
is mainly conveyed by the hedonic interaction characteristic of identification, favours ascriptions of 
benevolence. In that way, the value of the website for the user becomes evident as the website 
offers the ability to achieve the users’ aim. By the potential for identification with a website users 
could attribute high ability to the website which results in high perceived trustworthiness. In 
general, the perceived willingness to meet the users’ requirements is beneficial for the 
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establishment of trust. In case of contradictions with the users’ expectation – especially concerning 
identification features and usability - online users’ trust is impeded.  
 
 
5.2. CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE STUDIES 
 
Apart from the online survey with a real-life sample in Study 4 b and descriptive survey in Study 7, 
all studies conducted for this thesis dealt with experimental investigations of online users’ trust. 
The methods entail certain limitations. Experimental surroundings bear the danger that the 
participants did not perceive any personal risk. And without any risk in a situation, there is no need 
for trust (Mayer et al., 1995). Still, the experimental approach is necessary to keep control of the 
variables investigated and has been frequently used in trust research (e.g. Bansal, Zahedi, & Gefen, 
2010; Bart et al., 2005; Chen & Dibb, 2010; Gefen & Straub, 2004; Hu et al., 2010; Muñoz-Leiva et 
al., 2010). The users did not face any serious negative consequences from their behaviour. They 
were aware of the institutional context of the experiments at the university and therefore might 
have evaluated the websites differently from real life conditions. For accessibility reasons, the 
participants of the majority of studies have been students. Due to this very homogenous sample, 
the degree to which these results can be generalised is limited. Still, students are typical Internet 
users. Their habits of Internet usage do not differ dramatically from the population. More than 97% 
of people aged 40 or younger use the Internet and the user behaviour between the different age 
groups is aligning (van Eimeren & Frees, 2012). Therefore, the student sample should not be a 
disadvantage when investigating online users’ trust. Furthermore, most studies on online users’ 
trust report student samples (e.g. Grabner-Kräuter & Kaluscha, 2003; Hsiao et al., 2010; Kim & 
Moon, 1998; Lee & Turban, 2001; McKnight et al., 2002b; Moores, 2005; Zhou & Tian, 2010). That 
makes the results comparable to previous findings. Naturally, online studies provoke self-selective 
samples as people who decide to participate have positive attitudes towards the web. People with 
low trust will most probably not take part in an online survey.  
Then, in this thesis online users’ trust was considered as equal to perceived trustworthiness, 
i.e. the attitude arising from a number of beliefs formed during the interaction. No matter if online 
trust is treated as attitude, belief or intention - the logical consequence is the users’ engagement in 
trust-related behaviours (Lee & See, 2004). But building trusting beliefs or a favourable attitude 
towards an interaction partner does not necessarily lead to higher trusting intentions or the actual 
behaviour (Schlosser et al., 2006) because of the wide variety of influences on trusting intentions 
and behaviour. In studies on e-commerce for example, intentions like the intention to buy from an 
online shop, the intention to share personal information or the intention to follow advice are 
attributed to online users’ trust (e.g. Basso et al., 2001; Chang & Fang, 2013; Hong, 2006; 
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McKnight et al., 2002b; Molm et al., 2000; Sillence et al., 2007; Thakur & Summey, 2005). Still, in 
interactions between humans and technology there is a range of other factors that can influence 
intentions and behaviour, such as workload or self-confidence of the user. In the use of mobile 
financial services, factors like resistance caused by traditions and motivational factors like 
perceived enjoyment and system quality have been identified to affect trust and subsequently the 
usage intentions (Chemingui & lallouna, 2013). Furthermore, it was only investigated which 
objective properties and interaction characteristics influence trust. Interaction characteristics that 
influence related concepts like mistrust have not been within the scope of the studies. Therefore, 
conclusions can only be drawn for trust but not for similar concepts. 
Depending on the focus of the studies, several types of intentions and trust-related behaviours 
were part of the investigation. The studies focused on informational websites on every day inquiries 
like advice on tenancy law or health issues. However, in Study 4, Study 5 and Study 8 and 9, only 
one website was part of the experiment. This limits the degree to which the results can be 
generalized. Still, the websites were chosen as examples representing typical properties that 
websites from this context contain. Transactional websites that were part of the studies have been 
commercial websites from different backgrounds that were likely to meet the interests of the 
student participants. However, there is still a large scope of websites that was not part of the 
studies. For example, banking websites or cloud services present different contexts that ought to be 
investigated. Findings on security indicators show that their positive effects on trust are context-
specific (e.g. Yousafzai et al., 2005). The transferability of the findings to other contexts should be 
examined in future studies.  
Another possible limitation of the studies’ results is the way the websites were accessed. It was 
not systematically investigated which devices the participants used to retrieve the websites. From 
individual feedback, it could be concluded that the number of participants who used a mobile 
device was rather low. Still, the participants who reported on that issue indicated that the websites 
were easy to use via smartphone or tablet. A systematic comparison, however, is desirable for 
further experiments. Also, the time-frame of the investigation within the experiments was rather 
short. Long-term studies on online users trust and resulting security behaviour in different online 
contexts could complement the findings.  
  
  
5.3  FUTURE PROSPECTS 
 
As mentioned above, there are plenty of possibilities to broaden the scope of experiments on online 
users’ trust and interaction characteristics and security. The findings largely refer to students who 
are very experienced Internet users. This could bias the results on trust in online interactions, 
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because the subjective impression of security increases when the familiarity with the medium is 
high (DIVSI, 2012). A lack of Internet familiarity is most commonly reason to avoid certain online 
services, such as e-banking. This is particularly relevant for older Internet users. They are naturally 
more sceptical towards technology. Therefore, one would expect differences in the development of 
online users’ trust. For older users, a lack of trust was identified as barrier for the adoption of 
online shopping (Chattaraman, Kwon, & Gilbert, 2012). Older users’ trust in health advice websites 
is actually low but can be enhanced by website design (Zulman, Kirch, Zheng, & An, 2011). The 
main element mentioned to increase older online users’ trust is a clearly identifiable source of 
information, just like the characteristics identified in this thesis (see chapter 5.1). In general, older 
users are assumed to have less system trust in the Internet (DIVSI, 2012). Trust-inducing cues have 
to be more striking to gain similar effects than for younger users. 
Another huge field of online trust research contains considerations about mobile Internet use. 
Trust is crucial for services like mobile payment (Zhou, 2014) or mobile banking (Chemingui & 
lallouna, 2013; Kang, Lee, Kim, & Lee, 2011). It is suggested that constructs from offline trust that 
are transferred to online trust could as well be applied to the mobile context. Trust in mobile 
commerce, for example, can be favoured by design aesthetics (Li & Yeh, 2010). For security issues, 
there are considerable differences between using a desktop computer and a mobile device. Users 
who act security-aware in the desktop environment suffer from poor usability of mobile devices 
(Botha, Furnell, & Clarke, 2009). It seems that usability issues are responsible for the differences of 
security practices in desktop and mobile contexts. As usability is also closely related to trust, it 
might be a bigger challenge to design mobile devices and mobile services in a way that guarantees 
both high usability and trust. 
In chapter 4.4, possible differences between the trust appraisals of different cultures have been 
discussed. The British sample acted less security-concerned than the German sample. There have 
been cultural differences in trust in online interactions identified, for example between American 
and Latin American user groups (Simmons, Simmons, Hayek, Parks, & Mbarika, 2012); between 
Russian and Taiwanese users concerning privacy concern and trust (Wu et al., 2012); or such 
differences have been discussed against the background of cultural dimensions (Furner, Racherla, 
& Zhu, 2012). Furthermore, the users’ willingness to check the trustworthiness of mobile 
applications was different in a Finish and a Chinese sample (Yan, Liu, Niemi, & Yu, 2013). Still, the 
question is what exactly causes the differences. The cultural dimensions appear to be quite similar 
for all-European samples. It is suggested, that fluctuant influences like media presence that were 
not systematically assessed in the studies could have caused the effect. 
Additionally, future studies could include real-world scenarios with actual website users. In 
chapter 3.3 a comparison between the student sample of the user test and a survey of real buyers of 
an online shop reveals that the real-life sample scores higher on perceived trustworthiness. A 
personal motivation to use a certain website apparently impacts the intensity of attitude. Still, the 
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results of the student sample are consistent with the real-life group for the examined website. 
Again for a wider scope of website types more research is needed. 
The framework presented in chapter 1.1 summarizes a number of aspects important for trust in 
online interactions, but is far from being complete. For example, motivational factors and energetic 
processes could be additional influences on how trusting intentions are actually transferred to 
trust-related behaviour (Popken, 2010). Furthermore, the framework regards only initial online 
interactions, i.e. the user does not possess any knowledge or prior experience about the 
trustworthiness of the interaction partner. By establishing a feedback loop in the framework, it 
would be possible to investigate also the consequences of the interaction partner’s behaviour (e.g. 
Lee & See, 2004). 
 
 
5.4  FINAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE THESIS 
 
The purpose of all research on online users’ trust is to understand and predict user behaviour. By 
identifying favourable interaction characteristics and investigating the relationship between 
website elements and security behaviour, this thesis contributes to that aim. Still, human behaviour 
is of huge diversity. User behaviour in online interactions is without any doubt influenced by 
trusting intentions. When a user intends to transact with a website that is considered as 
trustworthy, behaviours like the actual purchase of a product or the transmission of personal 
information are indeed brought forward (Chen & Bansal, 2010). Nevertheless, users do not in any 
case behave like they think they would do. Intentions are not necessarily realized as behaviour 
(Ajzen, 1991). Apart from attitudes towards a website, of which trust is one, there are several other 
factors influencing user behaviour. Emotional factors are considered to play a huge role in trust. In 
some situations, users obviously put their trust in interaction partners in spite of the evidence that 
the other party does not disserve it (Madsen & Gregor, 2000). This might be to large parts 
emotionally driven. But due to the complicated experimental assessment of emotions, they appear 
to be neglected in trust research. For the context of online interactions, emotions are supposed to 
be of some but not overwhelming importance. Motivational drivers, in comparison, seem to be 
more relevant influencing variables on trust in online interactions. Examples for motivational 
issues are the urgent need to carry out a transaction on a particular website because there is no 
alternative or, on the other hand, complete laziness or weariness that seduce users not to pay 
attention to trust-inducing website elements. In addition to the motivational variables, online users 
decide according to their available resources and opportunities to perform a certain behaviour 
(Ajzen, 2002); and in favour of outcomes that are considered certain in comparison to merely 
probable unwanted consequences (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). For example, acting upon advice 
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offered in informational websites could be limited when there are other resources the user can rely 
on. Online users will most probably prefer smaller gains in security or convenience over a chance of 
a larger reward for which they would have to invest more effort. Specific security practices, like 
users’ password composition, are seen as inconvenience and costs that are associated with use of 
website. But security behaviour also helps to maintain the benefits the users gain from the 
application (Gebauer et al., 2011). Motivation is crucial to predict user behaviour in online 
interactions. Furthermore, the controllability the user perceives to have during the online 
interaction determines if intentions are transferred to behaviour (Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006). In 
case a user can choose on his or her own which information to give and save at a website, 
intentions to transact will be stronger than when this control is lacking. User behaviour in terms of 
transactions of data on websites or reliance on information offered on a website is always a trade-
off between different influences beyond just adoption of technology (Davis, 1989). Trust-related 
user behaviour is hardly measured in real online environments but mostly operationalized by the 
trusting intentions. These concepts do not cover all facets of trust in online interactions entirely, 
but provide an overview about user behaviour which might result from different levels of trust. 
Assuming that trust in online interactions is not only important for e-commerce but rather all 
informational and transactional websites, the users need to develop safe and responsible online 
behaviours throughout their online interactions. Risks are posed more by online behaviours than 
by the technology itself (Atkinson et al., 2009). Especially for online services which require 
transactions of sensitive data, the usability of information security becomes crucial. Thinking about 
websites with the need to login, financial transactions or simply browsing with the user’s home 
computer, protection against misuse is necessary. In the actual situation some users show 
compliance, but non-compliance is a big problem in utilizing all options security functions could 
provide (Furnell & Thomson, 2009). While users claim their intention is to make use of the 
security function offered in risky online situations, there is still a gap between the intentions and 
their actual behaviour (Albrechtsen, 2007). As many security requirements in online-banking are 
too difficult for general users (Mannan & van Oorschot, 2008) web designers should aim for a 
better usability; knowledge and understanding of internet security are still lacking (Furnell et al., 
2007).  
Altogether, people tend to perceive technical systems as trustworthy when they understand 
what they do (Sheridan, 1992). The same applies for websites as particular technological systems. 
Specific interaction characteristics can help to guide online users in interactions with both 
informational and transactional websites which enhances their trust. 
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APPENDIX 
 
APPENDIX 1.  
Study 1. 15 parallel items on the three different interaction partners website, website author and 
Internet, adopted from Mayer and Davis (1999). Level of agreement had to be indicated on a 5-
point Likert scale (strongly disagree – strongly agree). A = Ability, I = Integrity, B = Benevolence. 
 
  Item 
W
eb
si
te
 
A The website appears to be professional and competent.  
A 
The website has specialized capabilities that help me when searching critical 
information. 
I The website adheres to sound principles. 
B The website really conforms to what is important to me. 
B When using this website no harm would knowingly be done to me. 
W
eb
si
te
 a
ut
ho
r 
A The website author appears to work professional and competent.  
A 
The website author has specialized capabilities that help me searching critical 
information. 
I The website author adheres to sound principles. 
B The website author really cares for what is important to me. 
B The website author would not knowingly do any harm to me. 
In
te
rn
et
 
A In the Internet people work as professional and competent like in real life.  
A The Internet has specialized capabilities that help me searching critical information. 
I In the Internet people adhere to sound principles. 
B In the Internet what is important to me is really taken care of.  
B When using the Internet no harm would knowingly be done to me. 
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APPENDIX 2.  
Study 2. SCOUT – Scale for Online Users’ Trust. 13 items. Scales perceived trustworthiness 
(SCOUT-PT), system trust and propensity to trust. Level of agreement had to be indicated on a 5-
point Likert scale (strongly disagree – strongly agree). A = Ability, I = Integrity, B = Benevolence. 
 
Scale Perceived trustworthiness 
A The website author seems very experienced. 
A The website makes me think the author is competent. 
A The website author persists in performance and quality. 
I I am confident the author keeps his promises. 
I I believe in the honesty of the website author. 
I The information on this website is reliable. 
B The website author wants to do good to the users. 
 
Scale System trust 
 For me the internet is a trustworthy environment. 
 The internet is an insecure medium. 
 I consider the internet a risky environment. 
 
Scale Propensity to trust 
 For me it is easy to trust persons or things. 
 I tend to quickly trust persons or things. 
 I find it hard to trust someone. 
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APPENDIX 3.  
Study 6. Material of the study on existing and fictitious web assurance seals. Examples of 
transactional websites: an online pharmacy (www.juvalis.de), an online shop for electronic 
products (www.cyberport.de), a travel website (www.ferien.de) and a dating agency 
(www.edarling.de). All retrieved 14/01/2014. For the experiment the websites were equipped with 
an existing or fictitious or non web assurance seal. 
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